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The New Car Assessment Program (NCAP) has gauged the performance of vehicles in frontal impact tests smce 
model year 1979. In response to Congressional direction, the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration studied the relationship 
between vehicle test scores in NCAP and the fatality risk in crashes of vehicles on the road. This study is based on head-on collisions, 
where the effect of crashwordiiness can be separated from the effects of extraneous factors that influence fatality rates (drivers, roadways, 
mileage). Collisions between two 1979-91 passenger cars in which both drivers were wearing safety belts were selected from the Fatal 
Accident Reporting System. There were 396 collisions (792 cars) in which both cars were identical with or very similar to vehicles 
which had been tested in NCAP. In the analyses, adjustments were made for the relative weights of the cars, and for the age and sex 
of the drivers - factors which substantially affect fatality risk. 

There are statistically significant correlations between NCAP scores for head injury, chest acceleration and femur 
loading and the actual fatality risk of belted drivers. A composite NCAP score, based on the test results for all three body regions, has 
excellent correlation with fatality risk: in a head-on collision between a car with good composite score and a car of equal weight with 
poor score, the driver of the car with the better NCAP score has, on average, a 20 to 25 percent lower risk of fatal injury. Slightly 
smaller, but still significant fatality reductions are obtained even when the NCAP scores for just one body region (just HlC, or chest 
g's, or femur load) are used to partition the fleet into "good" and "poor" performance groups. The borderline between good and poor 
NCAP scores that optimizes the differences in actual fatality risk is close to the criteria .specified in Federal Motor Vehicle Safety 
Standard (FMVSSy208 for each of the three body regions. 

/ Cars built from 1979 through 1982 had, on die average, the poorest NCAP scores. Test performance improved 
substantially in 1983 through 1986 models, and continued to inqirove in 1987 through 1991 cars. In parallel, fatality risk for belted 
drivers in actual head-on collisions decreased by 20 to 25 percent in model years 1979-91, with the largest decreases just after 1982. 
The 35 mph test speed for NCAP is 5 mph higher than the test speed for FMVSS 208. By now, most passenger cars meet the FMVSS 
208 criteria at the NCAP test speed. The study shows that achievement of this enhanced level of test performance has been accompanied 
by a significant reduction in actual fatality risk. However, being a statistical study, it does not address what portion of the fatality 
reduction was directly "caused" by NCAP. Also, these results do not guarantee that any individual make-model with low NCAP scores 
will necessarily have lower fatality risk than another make-model with higher NCAP scores. 
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SUMyRRY 

The i^ropriations Act for Fiscal Year 1992 dLrects "NHISA to provide 
a stucfy to the House and Senate Ccnmittees on J^rcprlations coiparing the 
results of NCRP data from previous model years to determine the validity of these 
tests in predicting actual on-the-road injirries and fatalities over the lifetime 
of the models." m Decaiber 1993, the agency responded vdth a R ^ r t to the 
Congress that cctipared NCAP results and real-world crash eĵ êrience, based on 
various analyses of accident data files. One set of analyses dancnstrated a 
statistically significant correlation between NCAP performance and the fatality 
risk of belted drivers in actual bp̂ f̂ -nn collisions. This technical report 
provides a more detailed exposition of the data sources, analytic approach and 
statistical findings in the analysis of head-on collisions. 

NHISA's goal was to see if cars with poor NCAP scores had more belted-
driver fatalities than would be exp&zted, given the weights of the cars, and the 
age and sex of the drivers involved in the crashes. Without adjustment for 
vehicle weight, driver age and sex, the large diversity of fatality rates in 
accident data mainly reflects the types of people vho drive the cars, not the 
actual cxashworthiness of the cars. For exaitple, "high-performance" cars popular 
with young male drivers have an exceptionally high frequency of fatal crashes -
because they are driven in an unsafe manner - even though they may be just as 
crashworthy as other models. NHISA's analysis objective was to isolate the 
actual crashworthiness differences between cars, removing differences 
attributable to the way the cars are driven, the ages of the occupants, etc., and 
then to correlate NCAP performance with crashworthiness on the highway. 



Analysis overview 
Since NCAP is a frontal inpact test involving duiimies protected by-

safety belts, the agency limited the accident data to frontal crashes involving 
belted occî jants. However, NHISA did not consider all types of frontal crashes, 
but further limited the data to head-on collisions between two passenger cars, 
each with a belted driver, vMch resulted in a fatality to one or to both of the 
drivers. A head-on collision is a special type of highway crash ideally suited 
for studying frontal crashworthiness differences between two cars. Both cars are 
in essentially the same frontal collision. It doesn't matter if one of than had 
a "safe" driver and the other, an "\msafe" driver; at the monent th^ collide 
head-on, how safely-they were driving before the crash is nearly irrelevant to 
vhat h^pens in the crash. Which driver dies and vhich survives depends 
primarily on the intrinsic relative crashworthiness of the two cars, their 
relative weights, and the age and sex (vulnerability to injury) of the two 
drivers. 

If car 1 and car 2 weigh exactly the saite, and both drivers are the 
same age and sex, the likelihood of a driver fatality in a head-cn collision 
would be expected to be equal in car l and car 2. If car 1 and car 2 ha-ve 
different weights, etc., it is still possible to calibrate formulas predicting 
the expected fatality risk for each driver in a head-cn collision between the two 
cars, as a function of each vehicle's weight and each driver's age and sex. Ihe 
fonrulas measure the relative vulnerability to fatal injviry of the two drivers, 
given that their cars had a head-cn collision. The risk is greater in the 
lighter car than the heavier car, and a female or older driver is more -vulnerable 
to injircy than a male or younger driver. For exaitple, given 100 fatal head-on 
collisions between 3000-pound-cars driven by belted, 20-year-old males and 2500 



pound cars driven by belted, 50-year-old fanales, these fontulas predict 10.8 
times as many deaths among the older females in the lighter cars as among the 
young males in the heavier cars. 

Cbrs with average crashworthiness capabilities will e3<perience an 
actual nurtber of fatalities very close to vhat is predicted by these fonrulas, 
vhich are calibrated from the collision e:q)erlence of production vehicles. If 
a gnxp of cars, however, consistently experiences more fatalities than ê ĵected 
in their head-on collisions, then the anpirical evidence suggests that this group 
of cars is less crashworthy than the average car of similar mass. The gist of 
the analyses is to see if groije of cars with poor NCAP scores have significantly 
more belted-driver fatalities per 100 actual head-on collisions than eĵ ected 
(and there are several vays to define a "poor" score). The analyses measure the 
reduction in fatality risk, in actual head-on collisions, for a car with good 
NCAP scores relative to a car with poor NCAP scores. Ihey measure the over^l 
reduction in fatality risk, for belted drivers in head-on collisions, since model 
year 1979, when NC?^ testing began, until 1991, the latest model year for vbich 
substantial accident data were available as of mid 1993. 

The analyses require a data file of actual head-on collisions, with 
both drivers belted, resulting in a fatality to at least one of the drivers, 
indicating, for both cars, the curb weight, the driver's age and sex, and the 
KEC, chest g's and fanur loads that were recorded for the driver durtity vben that 
car was tested in NCAP. NHISA's Fatal Accident R^rting System (EARS), ccnplete 
through mid-1992, provided the basic accident data for the study. The EARS data 
were si;5pl6mented with accurate curb weights, derived frcm R. L. Polk's files and 
NHTSA ccnpliance tests. Insufficient NCAP and EARS data were available to 



inclxide light trucks, vans or sport utility vehicles in the analyses. Ihus, the 
stvKfy is limited to collisions between two 1979-91 passenger cars. 

NHISA. staff reviewed the cars involved in head-on collisions en EARS 
and identified, vAiere possible, the NCAP test car that came closest to matching 
the EARS case. Ihey fcund 396 head-cn collisions, involving 792 cars, in vMch 
both drivers were belted and both cars match acceptably with an NC3\P case: 
(1) Ihe make-models on EARS and 1SF2AP are identical or true "corporate cousins" 
(e.g., Dodge Qmi and Plymouth Horizon). (2) The model years on EARS and NCAP 
are identical, or the EARS model year is later than the NCAP model year, but that 
model was basically imchanged during the intervening years. The EARS cases were 

X 

supplemented with the matching NCAP test results for each car. The sanple is 
large enough for a statistical analysis of NCAP scores and fatality risk. 

EARS data do not single out those head-cn collisions that closely 
resarble an NCAP test: perfectly aligned collisions of two nearly identical cars, 
with minimal offset, a closing speed close to 70 rtph, and both drivers 50th-
percentile males. In addition, EARS cases may involve injury to the neck or 
abdonen: the potential for injuiry to these body regions is not specifically 
measured in NCAP. It is inappropriate to expect perfect correlation between NCAP 
test results and actual fatality risk in the full range of head-cn collisions 
represented in the EARS sanple. Moreover, if there is sSi: significant 
correlation between the two, it suggests that the NCAP scores say something about 
actual crashworthiness in a range of crashes that goes far beyond the specific 
type tested in NCAP. 

Vlll 



Correlaticn of NCAP scores and f̂ â̂ t̂̂ y risk 
Ihe goal of t±ie analysis is to test if cars vd.th poor scores on the 

NCAP test have higher fatality risk for belted drivers, in actual head-en 
collisions, than cars with good or acceptable scores. Ihere are iraî  ways to 
define "poor" and "good" scores and measure the difference in fatality risk. All 
of the methods tried cut by NHISA staff demonstrate a statistically significant 
relationship between NCAP scores and actual fatality risk, as shown in the 
accatpanying table. 

A straightforward way to delineate "poor" and "good" scores is to 
partition the cars based on their NCAP score for a single boc^ region - chest 
g's, HIC or fanar load - and to consider only a subset of the 392 head-cn crashes 
vhere one car has a score in the "poor" range and the other car has a score in 
a good or acceptable range. This subset should contain approximately 120 
crashes, which is equivalent to defining the worst 20 percent of cars as "poor" 
performers and the ranaining 80 percent as good or acceptable. Do the cars with 
the poor NCAP scores have significantly more driver fatalities than ejpected? 

When chest g's are i:ised to partition the cars into acceptable and poor 
performance groups, the cars with high chest g's almost always have significantly 
more fatalities than the cars with acceptable chest g's. For exartple, there are 
125 act\ial head-on collisions (both drivers belted) in vMch one of models had 
more than 56 chest g's for the driver vhen it was tested in NCAP, and the other 
had 56 g's or less. In the 125 cars with chest g's > 56, 80 drivers died, 
vhereas only 68.2 fatalities were expected, based on car weight, driver age and 
sex. In the 125 cars with chest g's < 56, there were 74 actual and 77.6 ejpected 
driver fatalities. That is a statistically significant fatality reduction of 



CDLLISIQNS OF WTIH "GOCD" NCAP SCORES INID WTIH "POOR" NC^P SCORES 
(N of crashes ̂ rcodmately 120 in each analysis) 

"Good" NCftP 
Perfoznance 

"Poor" IKRP 
Performance 

Perfozmance in Actual Crashes 
N of Fatality Reduction 

Crasttes for Good C&r (%) 

Chest g's < 56 
HIC < 1000 
L Fatur < 1600 AND 
R Faair < 1600 AND 
L+R Fettur < 2600 

Chest g's > 56 
HIC > 1200 
L Fatur > 1600 OR 
R Fatur > 1600 OR 
L+R Fenur > 2600 

125 
113 

132 

19* 
14* 

2 0 * * 

HIC < 1100 AND 
Chest g's < 60 
Chest g's.< 56 AND 
L Fatur < 1400 AND 
R Fatur < 1400 AND 
L+R Fatur < 2400 

HIC < 900 AND 
L Fatur < 1400 AND 
R Fatur < 1400 AND 
L+R Fatur < 2400 

HIC > 1300 OR 
Qiest g's > 60 
Qiest g's > 60 OR 
L Fatur > 1700 OR 
R Fatur > 1700 OR 
L+R Faair > 2700 
HIC > 1300 OR 
L Fatur > 1700 OR 
R Fatur > 1700 OR 
L+R Fatur > 2700 

125 19* 

134 2 2 * * 

121 19* 

HIC < 900 AND 
Chest g's < 56 AND 
L Fenur < 1400 AND 
R Fatur < 1400 AND 
L+R Fatur < 2400 

HIC > 1300 OR 
Chest g's > 60 OR 
L Fatur > 1700 OR 
R Fatur > 1700 OR 
L+R Fatur > 2700 118 21** 

NCAPINJ < .6 NCAPINJ > .6 117 2 6 * * 

*Statistically significant at the .05 level 
**Statistically significant at the .01 level 



1 - [(74/80) / (77.6/68.2)] = 19 percent 
for the cars vdth the lower chest g's. Ihe relationship between chest g's on the 
NCAP test and fatality risk over the range of head-cn collisions ê ĵerienced on 
the highway, although statistically significant, is not perfect, fferely having 
the lower NCAP score of the two cars in the collision does not guarantee 
survival, even if the two cars are of the sane weight and the drivers of the same 
age and sex. Yet, en the average, in collisions between cars with < 56 chest g's 
on NCAP and cars with > 56 chest g's, the driver of the car with the better NCTkP 
score had 19 percent less fatality risk than the driver of the car with the 
poorer NCAP score, after controlling for weight, age and sex. 

Fifty-six chest g's are just one possible boundary value between 
"good" and "poor" performance. The fatality reduction for "good" performers can 
be magnified by using a higher boundary value or by replacing a single boundary 
value with a gap, putting some distance between the "good" and the "poor" groLps. 
For exartple, in collisions of cars with chest g's < 60 into cars with chest g's 
> 60 (the pass-fail criterion in BMVSS 208), the fatality reduction in the "good" 
performers is 24 percent. However, there are only 92 crashes meeting those 
criteria. Nbny other boundary values between low and high chest g's will also 
produce statistically significant fatality reductions for the grcn.?) with low 
chest g's, but the boundary value of 56 maximizes the fatality reduction for an 
accident sairple close to 120 crashes. 

The Head Injucy Criterion (HIC) can be used to partition the cars into 
two performance grcups. In 113 head-on collisions between a car with HIC < 1000 
on the NCAP test and a car with HIC > 1200, the fatality risk was a statistically 
significant 14 percent lower in the cars with HIC < 1000. Ihe fanrr loads 



measurecl on the NCAP tests can also, hy thatiselves, differentiate safer from less 
safe cars. Ihe "good" perforniers are defined to be the cars vdth < 1600 pounds 
on each leg, amd the sum of the two loads < 2600 pounds. The "poor" performers 
are those with > 1600 pounds on either leg, or a sum > 2600 pounds. In 132 head-
on collisions, the fatality reduction for the "good" NCAP fanur load performers 
vas a statistically significant 20 percent. 

One reason that chest g's, HIC and femur load all "work" by themselves 
is that the three NCAP test measuranents are not independent observations on 
isolated boc^ regions. Cars with intuitively excellent safety design tend to 
have low scores on all parameters, while cars with crashworthiness prcblans tend 
to have high scores on one or more parameters, but it is not always predictable 
vhich one. Still, the reasons for the significant correlation between NCAP femur 
load and actual fatality risk are not ccirpletely understood at this time, since 
injuries to the lower extranities, by thanselves, are generally not fatal. 

Any two NCAP parameters, working together, can do an even more 
reliable job than any single parameter. In 125 actual head-on collisions between 
cars with driver HIC < 1100 and chest g's < 60 on the NCAP test and cars with 
either HIC > 1300 or chest g's > 60, the fatality risk was a statistically 
significant 19 percent lower in the cars with low HIC and chest g's. The 
accoiparying table shows how chest g's and fatur load, or HIC and femur load can 
be used to partition the cars, with statistically significant 19-22 percait 
fatality reductions for the "good" performers, in saitples of 121-134 crashes. 

• NCAP scores for all three bocty regions, with an independent "pass-
fail" criterion on each score, work about as well as scores for ar^ two bocfy 



regicans. "Good" perfomance could be defined as HEC < 900 ai^ chest g's < 56 and 
feitur load < 1400 cm each leg and < 2400, total, vMle HIC > 1300 or chest g's 
> 60 ^ faiur load > 1700 en either leg or > 2700, total defines "poor" 
perforrnance. The fatality risk in 118 actual head-on collisions between a good 
and a poor NCAP performer is a statistically significant 21 percent lower for the 
drivers of the cars with good NC3\P scores, after controlling for vehicle weight, 
driver age and sex. These criteria can be varied by a moderate amount and the 
fatality reduction for the "good" performers will still be statistically 
significant, as long as the HIC cutoff is reasonably close to or slightly above 
the BMVSS 208 value of 1000, the chest g cutoff is not far fron the BMVSS 208 
value of 60 g's, and the faair load cutoff ranges from about 1400 pounds rp to 
the BMVSS 208 value of 2250 pounds. 

A highly efficient way to use the NCAP scores for the three body-
regions, however, is to ccrtbine than into a single ccrtposite score, vherein 
excellent performance on two body regions might cotpensate for moderately poor 
performance cn the third. The cocqposite score cculd be some type of weighted or 
unweighted average of the scores for the various body regions. For exarrple, a 
weighted average measure of NCAP performance, NCAPINJ, was derived by a two-step 
process. First, the actual NCAP results for the driver durtny were transformed 
to logistic injury probabilities. HEADINJ, CHESTINJ, LFEMJRINJ and RFHMJRHSU, 
each ranging frcm 0 to 1. The weighted average 

NCAPmj = .21 HEADINJ + 2.7 CHESTINJ + 1.5 (LFEMJRINJ + RFEMJRINJ) 
has the atpirlcally strongest relationship with fatality risk for belted drivers 
in the specific data set of actual head-cn collisions described above (396 
collisions, 792 cars). The accident data include 117 head-cn collisions of a car 
with NCAPINJ < 0.6 into a car with NCAPINJ > 0.6. E^tality risk is a 



statistically significant 26 percent lower in the cars with NGAPUND" <0.6. Since 
ITCAPINJ is a weighted sum of NCAP scores for all of the beefy regions, the cars 
with NCAPINJ <0.6 have, en the average, substantially lower HIC, chest g's and 
fenur loads than cars with NCAPINJ > 0.6. 

Ihe purpose of defining NCAPINJ was to illustrate the strength of the 
overall relationship between NCAP performance and fatality risk. However, 
NCAPINJ is not a "magic bullet" or "ideal" way to cotbine the NCAP scores, 
resulting in far higher correlations than other methods. Lfery other weighted 
averages, or even an unweighted sum of the logistic injvu:y prcbabilities, work 
almost as well for differentiating the safer from the less safe cars on the 
principal accident data set. On a more restricted alternative accident data set 
of 310 collisions and 620 cars, vAiere the EARS vehicles are also required to have 
the sane nunber of doors as their matching NCAP test vehicles, NCAPINJ is not the 
optinum weighted average (although it comes close to the cptinum), and it is only 
slightly more correlated with fatality risk than an unweighted sum of the 
logistio injiory prcbabilities. Moreover, en this alternative data set, HIC and 
fatur load have about equally strong correlation with fatality risk. 

Improvements in actual crashworthiness and NCAP performance during 1979-91 
The performance of passenger cars on the NCAP test has greatly 

inproved since the program was initiated in 1979. That was demonstrated in 
NHISA's 1992-93 reports to the Congress and several other studies, vhich cite 
specific inprovenents in vehicle structures and occupant protection systems 
resulting in better NCAP performance. Ifes the historical trend of better 
performance on the NCAP test been matched by a reduction in the actual fatality 
risk of belted driv^ in head-on collisions? 



In general, it is not easy to catpare the crashworthiness of cars of 
different model years. Ê tality rates per 100 million vehicle miles have been 
declining for a lorg time. In ary given year, the fatality rate per 100 million 
miles or per 100 crashes is lower for new cars than for old cars. Both trends 
create the inpression that "cars are getting safer all the time," but, in fact, 
the declines in fatality rates to a large extent reflect changes in driving 
behavior, roadway environments, demographics or accident-reporting practices. 
A head-on collision between cars of two different model years, however, reveals 
their relative crashworthiness. Both cars are in essentially the same frontal 
collision, on the same road, in the same year, on the same accident r^rt. The 
behavior of each driver, prior to the iirpact, has little effect on vho dies 
during the inpact. After adjustment for differences in car weight, driver age 
and sex, the model year with more survivors is more crashworthy. 

There have been 241 actxaal head-on collisions between a model year 
1979-82 car and a model year 1983-91 car, in vdiich both drivers were belted. 
These collisions allow a caaparlson of cars built during the first four years of 
NCAP to subsequent cars, vhere manufacturers have had time to build in safety 
inprovements. In the 241 older cars, 146 drivers died, vhereas only 126.6 
fatalities were expected, based en car weight, driver age and sex. In the newer 
cars, there were 132 actual and 147.1 expected driver fatalities. For the 1983-
91 cars, that is a statistically significant fatality reduction of 

1 - [(132/146) / (147.1/126.6)1 = 22 percent 

A more generalized analysis, vhich allows a larger sanple size of 1189 
crashes, applies to head-on collisions in vhich the "case" vehicle of interest 
is a 1979-91 car that matches vp with an NCAP test, vhose driver wore belts, but 



the "other" vdiicle in the crash can be any 1976-91 passenger car with a belted 
driver. For ary subset of crashes, a fatality risk index can be cotputed for the 
"case" v^cles, based on the ratio of actual to expected fatalities in the case 
and other vehicles. Ihe lower the risk index, the more crashworthy the car {100 
= average). The actual fatality risk indices can be coipared in three model-year 
groups, 1979-82, 1983-86 and 1987-91. So can the ITCAP test performance, as 
measured by a ccnposite score such as NCAPINJ, or by the average values of the 
actual NCM> parameters for the three bocfy regions: 

M o d e l Y e a r s 
1979-82 1983-86 1987-91 

Fatality risk index in 
actual head-on collisions 119 95 91 

Average value of NCAPINJ .59 .40 .37 

Percent of cars with NCAPINJ >0.6 49 14 9 

Average HIC 1052 915 827 
Average chest g's 54.9 46.8 46.5 
Average left femur load 928 883 1002 
Average right faarr load 1079 784 1018 

The trends in the actual fatality risk and the average value of 
NCAPINJ are almost identical. The risk index decreased by a statistically 
significant 20 percent frcm 1979-82 to 1983-86, and by another 4 percent from 
then until 1987-91 (nonsignificant). In all, the actual fatality risk for belted 
drivers in head-on collisions decreased by a statistically significant 24 percent 
frcm model years 1979-82 to 1987-91. A coipcsite NCAP score, such as NCAPmi, 
nicely portrays the inprovemsnt in NCAP performance over time. Parallel to the 
reduction in the fatality risk index, NCAPINJ greatly irrproved from an average 



of 0.59 in model years 1979-82 to 0.40 in 1983-86, vath an additional, modest 
inprovanent to 0.37 in 1987-91. If NCAPINJ = 0.6 is defined as the limit of 
"acceptable" ITCAP perfomance, the passenger car fleet has tnaly progressed since 
the inception of NC3^: initially, 49 percent of the cars had NCAPINJ >0.6, but 
that decreased to 14 percent in 1983-86 and 9 percent in 1987-91. Average HIC 
and chest g's declined substantially during the NCAP era; average femur loads 
stayed about the same, but well below the 2250 pounds permitted in EVIVSS 208. 

Principal findings, conclusions and caveats 

There is a statistically significant correlation between the performance 
of passenger cars on the NCAP test and the fatality risk of belted drivers 
in actual head-on collisions. Since mai^ head-on collisions differ 
substantially fron NCAP test conditions, this suggests NCAP scores are 
correlated with actual crashworthiness in a wide range of crashes. 

In a head-on collision between a car with "acceptable" NCAP performance 
and a car of equal mass with "poor" performance, the driver of the "good" 
car has, on the average, about 15-25 percent lower fatality risk. 

A highly effective way to differentiate "good" from "poor" NCAP 
performance is fcy a single, ccrtposite NCAP score, such as a weighted 
corbinaticn of the scores for the three bocfy regions. However, even the 
NCAP score for any single body region can be used to partition the fleet 
so that the cars with "good" scores have significantly lower fatality risk 
than the cars with "poor" scores. Ihe borderline between "good" and 
"poor" NCAP scores that optimizes the differences in actual fatality risk 
is close to the FMVSS 208 criteria for each of the three bocfy regions. 



NCAP scores have iitproved steadily since the inception of the program in 
1979, vdth the greatest inprovement in the early years. By now, most 
passenger cars meet the FMUSS 208 criteria in the 35 nph NC3\P test. This 
achievanent has been paralleled by a 20-25 percent reduction of fatality 
risk for belted drivers in actual head-on collisions in model years 1979-
91, vdth the largest decreases during the early 1980's. 

This is a statistical stvu^ and it is not appropriate for coriclusions 
about cause and effect. It shows that passenger cars became significantly 
safer in head-on collisions during 1979-91, as NZAP scores itrproved. It 
does not prove that the NCAP program was the stinulus for each of the 
v^cle modifications that saved lives during 1979-91. (For exanple, the 
automatic protection requirement of EM/SS 208 was another iitportant 
stimolxjB.) 

Ihe' correlation between ITCAP scores and actual fatality risk is 
statistically significant, but it is far fran perfect. On the vhole. cars 
with poor NCAP scores have higher-than-average fatality risk in head-on 
collisions, but there is no guarantee that every specific make-model with 
poor NCAP scores necessarily has higher fatality risk than the average 
car. Conversely, there is no guarantee that a specific model with average 
or even excellent scores necessarily has average or lower-than-average 
fat:ality risk in head-on collisions. 

The data show that cars with poor NC3^ scores (e.g., above the EMVSS 208 
criteria) have significantly elevated fatality risk in head-on collisions, 
but they do not show a significant difference between the fatality risk of 
cars with exceptionally good NCAP performance and those with merely 
average performance. 



CHAPTER 1 
IISTERCDLJCITCN AND ANALYSIS OVERVIEW 

Hie J^rcpriations Act for Fiscal Year 1 9 9 2 directs "NHISA to provide 
a stucfy to the Ifouse and Senate Carmittees on J^rcpriaticns coiparing the 
results of New Cdr Assessment Progiam (NCAP) data from previous model years to 
determine the validity of these tests in predicting actual en-the-road injuries 
and fatalities over the lifetime of the models" [ 5 ], p. 3 5 . m February 1 9 9 2 , 

the agency respond^ to the directive with a plan to cotpare NCAP results and 
real-world crash experience, based on various analyses of accident c3ata files 
[ 2 3 ] . A R ^ r t to Congress, presenting the highlights of the analyses, was 
contpleted in Deceniser 1 9 9 3 [ 2 4 ]. One analytic approach, described in Section 3 

of the Report to Congress, addressed the correlation between NCAP performance and 
the fatality risk of belted drivers in actual head-on collisions. Ihis technical 
report provides a more detailed ejposition of the data sources, analytic approach 
and statistical findings in the analysis of head-on collisions. 

Ihe New Car Assessment Program was developed in response to Title II 
of The Motor Vehicle Information and Cost Savings Act of 1 9 7 3 (MVICS) [ 2 0 ], vMoh 
authorized NHISA to develop consumer information on the crashworthiness of 
passenger vi^cles. Since 1 9 7 9 , NCAP has been a program of frontal irtpact tests 
at 3 5 irph into a barrier, with belted dummies at the driver and right-front seat 
positions. The 3 5 rtph inpact speed is 5 nph faster than the test speed in 
NHISA's Federal Motor V^cle Safety Standards for occrpant protection in frontal 
crashes (HyiVSS 2 0 4 , 2 0 8 , 2 1 2 , 2 1 9 and 3 0 1 ), and it produces a velocity change 
close to the average in actual fatal frontal inpacts. lyfeasurements on the 
dummies are used to calculate the Head Injury Criterion (HIC), chest g forces ( 3 



millisecond peak) and left and right femur loads (peak axial loads at knee). m c 

measures the cunulative inpact force en the head during the crash. An average 
of 30 passenger cars and light trucks are tested each year, including make/models 
that are new or significantly redesigned in that model year. 

1.1 NCAP performance vs. crashworthiness on the highway 
EMVSS 208 requires ̂ ii passenger cars to have HIC < 1000, chest g's 

< 60 and fetaor load < 2250 poinds cn a 30 itph test. NCAP is not a regulatory 
« 

program and does not set pass-fail levels of performance for its 35 mph test. 
Nevertheless, it could be argued that the level of frontal occipant protection 
guaranteed by the basic EMVSS at 30 rtph has largely been extended to 35 rtph since 
NCAP started in 1979. In model year 1979, fewer than 25 percent of cars met the 
EMVSS 208 criteria at 35 nph. In subsequent years, NCAP results were vddely 
disseminated to consumers, manufacturers and insurers. By 1986-91, over 60 
percent of passenger cars met the EMVSS 208 criteria at 35 itph. While statistics 
do not prove that the NCAP program was solely responsible for the inprovement in 
test results (e.g., autcmatic occupant protection installed in response to EMVSS 
208 was another cbvious factor), the trend is certainly in the right direction 
and it appears to fulfill one premise of a consumer information program: the 
manufacturers significantly enhanced safety performance as measured by the 
publicized test protocol. They are now "designing their vehicles to 35 rtph." 

While there is overwhelming evidence that vehicle performance on the 
NCAP test has iitproved since the inception of the program, that evidence, by 
itself, does not prove that cars have became safer in actual crashes on the 
highway. The ultimate goal of all safety programs, including consumer 
information programs such as NCAP is the reduction of deaths and injuries on the 



highway. Ihene is a desire for evidence that cars with poor NCAP scores are less 
safe in actual crashes than cars with acceptable scores, and, more generally, 
that cars have beccme safer in actual crashes since the beginning of NCAP. 
Researchers have eagerly explored the correlation between NCAP performance and 
fatality risk in actual crashes since the initial years of NCAP [4]. There are 
two reasons viy their efforts have had little success in past years. NCAP is a 
test program involving belted dummies, and, mtil very recently, there sinply 
have not been enough fatal or serious-injiiry accident data involving belted 
occupants for a meaningful ccnpariscn with NCAP results. NCAP describes 
differences in the crashworthiness of vehicles on identical 35 nph tests, vhereas 
in accident data it is quite difficult to isolate the effects of crashworthiness 
(the ability of a vehicle to protect its oco^jants firm death or injury, given 
that a crash has occurred) from other factors that affect fatality rates of cars: 
the types of pecple vho drive the cars, and the enviranments vhere they are 
driven. 

Thanks to the steac^ increase in belt use after 1984, as more and more 
States enacted belt use laws, enough accident data involving belted occû jants had 
accurrulated, by 1993, for meaningful statistical analyses. But it is still 
necessary to find a method vhich isolates the crashworthiness differences between 
cars and filters out the differences attributable to the way the cars are driven. 
The method used in this report is to analyze fatal head-on collisions between two 
passenger cars. 

1.2 The difficulty of isolating crashworthiness effects 
Before ai^ discussion of the tinique advantages of head-on collisions 

as a data source, it helps to review the foibles of conventional measures of 



fatality risk, such as the oco^ant fatality rate per million vehicle years. It 
is well known that "high-performance" cars popular with young male drivers have 
a higher frequency of fatal crashes than family sedans, and it is generally 
suspected that the difference is primarily due to the vay the cars are driven, 
not crashworthiness. But a look at some actual fatality rates helps clarify the 
extent to vMch differences in drivers and exposure influences the variation in 
fatality rates. 

For exaitple, Ihble 1-1 displays the actual rate of fatalities per 
million vehicle registration years for model year 1985-87 cars in calendar years 
1986-88 (data coipiled by the Insurance Institute for Highway Safety [28]). Ihe 
actual rates range from 60 in the Volvo 740/760 to 520 in the Corvette - almost 
a 9:1 ratio. "Ihe 15th percentile of actual risk is 120 (Pcntiac Grand Am) and 
the 85th percentile is 310 (Dodge Daytcna) - still a 3:1 variation in risk across 
the middle 70 percentiles. It is intuitively obvious that 9:1 differences 
between cars are due primarily to the types of people viio drive than, rather than 
real variation in crashworthiness. It is most unlikely than cne make-model is 
intrinsically 9 times as dangerous as another. The make-models in Thble 1-1 with 
the lowest fatality rates are primarily luxury and family cars. The models with 
the highest rates are "performance" cars and small eccnoty cars. Even within a 
specific make-model, station wagons have lower fatality rates than four-door 
sedans, vMle two-door ccuĵ es have higher rates. 

These differences are somevAiat diminished, hut still persistent, even 
after "adjusting" the rates for key variables such as car weight, driver age and 
sex. The Insurance Institute attenpted to control for at least seme of the 
driver differences by cotputing, for each make/model, a predicted fatality rate 



TaBLE 1-1 

FimUn^Y RISK INDICES BASED CN EATALITTES 
PER MTT.T.Trw REGISTERED VEHICLE YEARS 

(Msdel year 1985-87 cars in calerdar years 1986-88) 

VdL-vo 740/760 4dr 
Ford l&urus Vfegon 
Tiinmln Ttwn C ^ 
W Jetta 4dr 
Chev Chevalier Vfagcn 
Ityota Cressida 
Ajdi 5000 
Olds Ciera Vfegcti 
Cadi3y DeVille 2dr 

DeVille 4dr 
Pard Esoort Vfagoti 
Volvo 240 
Pent Grand An 4dr 
Olds dera 2dr 
Pent Grand Prix 
Buick Century 4dr 
Ifercury Gr Iferquis 
Ifera^ Sable 
Paitiac 6000 
Qiev Celebrity Vfegon 130 
Olds Ciera 4dr 
Buick Electra 
Ford ISurus 
Olds Cblais 4dr 
Harla Aooord 2dr 
Subaru Wagcn 
Chev C^jTLoe Vfagcn 
Ford Crown Vic 
Nissan Sentra 2dr 
Hcnda Prelude 
Buick SoiETset 2dr 
Kfazda 626 
Henda Aeoord 4dr 
Olds 98 
Olds Delta 88 
Chrys Sth Avenue 
Ibyota Celica 
"Ityota Oordlla 4dr 
tfercury Ttpaz 4dr 
Chrys Ifew Yorker 
Chev Cî jrioe 4dr 
Hcnda Civic 4dr 
Chev Celebrity 4dr 

itallty Rate FatTiHty 
Risk 

Predlctd Index 
60 140 43 
70 150 47 
80 120 67 
110 250 44 
110 200 55 
110 190 58 
110 170 65 
110 150 73 
110 140 79 
110 120 92 
120 220 55 
120 190 63 
120 190 63 
120 180 67 
120 170 71 
120 160 75 
120 150 80 
130 200 65 
130 170 76 
130 170 76 
130 150 87 
130 140 93 
140 200 70 
140 190 74 
140 180 78 
140 170 82 
140 170 82 
140 160 . 88 
150 430 35 
150 310 48 
150 220 68 
150 200 75 
150 170 88 
150 150 100 
150 130 115 
ISO 120 125 
160 280 57 
160 230 70 
160 200 80 
160 160 100 
160 140 114 
170 260 65 
170 160 106 

Fatality Bate 
Actual Eredictd 

Ford Esocrt 4dr 180 270 
Ford Ifenpo 4dr 180 180 
Buick LeSabre 180 140 
Olds Cfalais 2dr 190 190 
Ford "tetpo 2dr 200 260 
Wl Golf 4dr 200 250 
Nissan Ifaxiita 200 250 
Chev Nova 4dr 200 210 
Buick Regal 2dr 200 190 
Subaru 4dr 200 180 
Pent Grand An 2dr 210 280 
Hcnda Civic 2dr 230 280 
Ford T-Bird 230 250 
Dodge Qmi 4dr 230 210 
Chev Cavalier 4dr 230 190 
Ifercury Cougar 240 220 
Chev Celebrity 2dr 240 150 
Ityota Corolla 2dr 250 380 
Nissan 200SX 250 330 
Pont Sunbird 4dr 250 180 
BIM 300 2dr 260 340 
Hyundai Excel 4dr 260 260 
Plym Reliant 4dr 260 160 
Chev Cavalier 2dr 270 260 
Pent Sunbird 2dr 280 240 
Plym Hcrizcn 4dr 280 210 
Chev Mcnte Carlo 280 210 
Doc^ Aries 4dr 290 190 
Ford Escort 2dr 300 290 
Dodge D^rtcna 310 320 
Ctev £t)ectrun 2dr 320 250 
Chev Chevette 2dr 340 250 
Pcntiac Fiero 360 380 
Plym lUristno 360 260 
Pcntuac Firebird 380 310 
Haxfe CRX 390 530 
Chev Stndnt 410 290 
Chev Chevette 4dr 410 190 
Nissan 300ZX 420 420 
Ford Mjstarg 440 370 
Dodge Charger 450 330 
ChEv Camaro 490 380 
Oev Corvette 520 360 

Fatality 
Risk 
Index 

67 
100 
129 
100 
77 
80 
80 
95 
105 
111 
75 
82 
92 
110 
121 
109 
160 

66 
87 
139 
76 
100 
163 
104 
117 
133 
133 
153 
103 
97 
128 
136 
95 
138 
123 
74 
141 
216 
100 
119 
136 
129 
144 

Actual fatality rate = actual fatalities per million registration years (source: 
IIHS [28]) 
Predicted fatality rate "attenpts to take into account the age and sex of drivers 
involved and the car size [28]." 
Fatality risk index = 100 * Actual/Predicted 



vMch "takes into account the age and sex of drivers involved and the car size" 
to the extent that they affect annual mileage, collision propensity and 
vulnerability to fatal injxnry. The predicted rates are shown next to the actxaal 
fatality rates in Ihble 1-1. The adjusted -Fatal-ity risk index, equal to the 
ratio of the adjusted to the predicted fatality rate (and nultiplying by 100) was 
cotputed for each make-model and is shown in the right col-umns of "Ihble 1-1. 
Chrs with an index below 100 have lower fatality rates than eŝ êcted; indices 
above 100 denote "higher than expected" fatality rates. The index ranges from 
35 in the Nissan Sentra 2 door to 216 in the Chevrolet Chevette 4 door - almost 
a 6:1 ratio. The 15th percentile of the risk index is 67 (Lincoln Town Car) and 
the 85th percentile is 129 (Chevrolet Caraaro) - nearly a 2:1 -variation in the 
risk index across its middle 70 percentiles. 

This fatality risk index filters out sane of the worst disparities in 
the acti:ial fatality rates, but still does not isolate crashworthiness 
differences. The differences between the best and the worst cars still seem 
larger than vhat could likely be ascribed to -variations in crashworthiness. The 
index shows sane large differences between cars that ought to be about equally 
crashworthy. For exanple, the Celdority wagon has an index of 76, the Celebrity 
4-door sedan's index is 106 and the 2-door model's index is 160. It is true that 
4-door cars have a safety advantage over 2-door cars in certain types of crashes, 
but not that large an advantage. Clearly, the types of people vho dri-ve station 
wagons are ituch less likely to have serious accidents than the drivers of the 
same age and sex vtoo drive 2-door coupes. Similarly, Chevrolets and Fords 
consistently have higher risk iixiices than "corporate cousin" vehicles sharing 
essentially identical caiponents. For exanple, the Chevrolet Monte Carlo has an 
index of 133, vhile the Pcntiac Grand Prix has an index of 71; the Ford Totpo 4-



door has an index of 100 vtnle the ̂ fercury Tcpaz 4-door has an index of 80. 
Differences like these are much too large to ascribe to crashworthiness and 
prcbably reflect socioeconcmic or geogr̂ iiic differences of the drivers. Alnost 
all the iiqported cars have risk indices below 100, often far below 100. The 
advantage for iitported cars, however, nay be due to the clientele, not the 
vehicle: the Chevrolet Nova is essentially the same car as the Toyota Corolla 4-
door, tut the Nova has an index of 95 vMle the Corolla's index is 70. In 
surtmary, sinple fatality rates per million car years, even if they are adjusted 
for driver age and sex, are poor neasures of crashworthiness because 30-year-old 
males vAio drive Volvos have ccnpletely different driving patterns and far lower 
accident proneness than̂  30-year-old males yUno drive Corvettes. 

1.3 Analysis overview 
Ihe objective of isolating the actual crashworthiness differences 

between cars is better attained by stuxtying head-on collisions between two 
passenger cars, each with a belted driver, vhich resulted in a fatality to one 
or to both of the drivers. A head-cn collision is a special type of highway 
crash ideally suited for studying crashworthiness differences between two cars; 
it ccmes close to a controlled laboratory test. Both cars are in essentially the 
same frontal collision. The outcone is a verdict on the intrinsic relative 
crashworthiness of the two cars and the intrinsic relative vulnerability to 
injury of the two drivers. Events that h^pened before the moment of inpact -
unsafe driving acts, crash avoidance c^abilities - are mostly irrelevant in 
deciding vhich driver survives the crash and vhich dies. Records of every fatal 
head-on collision since 1975 may be found in NHISA's Ehtal Accident Reporting 
Systan (EARS) . 



To set the scene, consider a head-on collision between a Volvo 740 and 
a Corvette. Both cars weigh j\ast over 3000 pounds. Both drivers, in this 
collision, are 30-year-old itales. At the monent these two cars hit head-on, it 
becomes irrelevant that Corvettes have 9 times as high an overall fatality rate 
per million car years as Volvos, as shown in Ibble 1-1. It is irrelevant that 
one of the drivers (guess vho) had an unblemished record and used his car only 
to catmite between his office and his heme at a prudent 5 nph below the speed 
limit, vhile the other was weaving at high speed down the wrong side of the road 
in a drunk and drugged haze, and had a long record of accidents and violations. 
The catmendable past history of the one driver will not protect him in the head-
on collision. , If there are any survivors, the likelihood is that the driver of 
the intrinsically more crashwortly car will be the one to survive. 

"Ihe preceding exartple of a head-on collision was a special case in 
that both cars had identical weights and both drivers were 30-year-old males. 
Neither car had an inherent advantage. In the absence of specific knowledge 
about the intrinsic crashworthiness of the two cars, each driver would be 
expected to have the same fatality risk in the crash. In most head-on 
collisions, the two cars have different weights, and their drivers are not 
necessarily the same age. Still, it is possible to predict the expected fatality 
risk for each driver in a head-on collision between these two cars, as a function 
of the weights of the two cars and the age and sex of each driver. Vfeight, age 
and sex are inportant because the lighter car e:perlences a greater velocity 
change than the heavier car, and an older/fanale driver is more vulnerable to 
injury than a younger/male driver. The fact that age and sex are also correlated 
-with crash-prcneness is irrelevant here, because the attaipt is to predict the 
relative fatality risk of each driver, given that the two cars have alreacfy 



collided, head-en. 

Ihe eĵ jected fatality risk of each driver is calibrated from the 
accident data ty a logistic regression. Regression coefficients vary slightly, 
depending en the calibration data set, tut the following pair of regression 
fontulas is typical for head-on collisions in vMch both drivers are belted. Ihe 
expected fatality risk for driver 1 is 

expr.616 - 5.427(loaWi - loaw^) + .OSBKAi-A^) + .34(Fi-F,)1 
1 + e:?)[.616 - 5.427(logWi - logWz) + .OSSKAj-Aj) + .34(Fi-F2)] 

vdiere Wi is the curb weight of car 1, Ai is the age of driver 1 and F, is 1 if 
driver 1 is fatale, 0 if itale. Ihe eĵ iected fatality risk for driver 2 is 

expr.616 + 5.427(locr W, - locrW^) - .OSBKAi-A-,) - .34(Fi-F2)1 
1 + eĴ [.616 + 5.427(log Wi - log W2) - .0531(Ai-A2) - .34(Fi-F2)] 

These formulas, as stated above, measure the relative vulnerability 
to fatal injury of the two drivers, given that their cars had a head-on collision 
not the propensity of cars to get involved in head-on collisions. For exairple, 
given 100 fatal head-on collisions between 3000 pound cars driven by belted, 20-
year-old males and 2500 pound cars driven by belted, 50-year-old fanales, the 
fomulas predict 9 deaths among the young males in the heavier cars and 97 deaths 
among the older farales in the lighter cars (for a total of 106 fatalities in the 
100 collisions, since sate of them resulted in fatalities to both drivers). 

Chrs with average crashworthiness capabilities will e:>5)erience an 
actual nurrtoer of fatalities very close to vhat is predicted by these fomulas, 
vhich are calibrated from the collision eĵ jerience of production vehicles. If 
a particular group of cars, however, consistently experiences more driver 



fatalities than e>̂ )ected in their head-on collisions, then it has to be 
ccnclvided, based on the enpirioal evidence, that this grca:?) of cars is less 
crashworthy than the average car of similar mass. In the preceding exanple, if 
the 3000 pound cars vdth the young male drivers had 8, 9 or 10 deaths in the 100 
crashes, they are doing about as well as expected, tut if they had 30 deaths, 
they are less crashworthy than the 2500 pound cars with the older female drivers. 

Mare generally, given a set of head-on collisions between one grocp 
of cars A and another group of cars B, it is possible to ccnpare the 
crashworthiness of the two groups. Ihe cars in group A are less crashworthy in 
head-on collisions than the cars in group B if the actual number of driver 
fatalities in group A is higher than the expected nurtiaer of fatalities in the 
collisions, given the weight, driver ages, etc. in groups A and B. The actual 
fatalities and eipected probabilities of fatality are summed for over all the 
crashes for groups A and B, as follows: • 

Head-On Collisions between Groups A and B 
Car Group A Car Group B 

Actual fatalities 100 60 
Ejpected fatalities 91.8 68.2 

To the extent that the cars in group A (in this exaitple) are, on the average, 
slightly smaller than those in group B, more fatalities are expected in A than 
in B. If the actual and expected fatalities had been equal, groups A and B would 
have been judged equally crashworthy. m fact, group A performed slightly worse 
than expected. Ihere were more fatalities than expected in A and fewer than 
expected in B." The ̂increase in fatality risk for A relative to B is 

[ (100/91.8) / (60/68.2) ] - 1 = 23.8 percent 



Conversely, the fatality reduction for B relative to A is 
1 - [ (60/68.2) / (100/91.8) ] = 19.2 percent 

In the central analyses of this report, group A is a set of passenger 
cars vdth "poor" NCAP scores and group B is a set of cars vdth "acceptable" NCAP 
scores. In the actual head-on collisions between gruxp A cars and group B cars, 
do the cars with poor NCAP scores have significantly more driver fatalities than 
would be expected? "Ihe analyses will measure the reduction in fatality risk, in 
actual head-on collisions, for a car vlth good NCAP scores relative to a car with 
poor NCAP scores. There are several methods to define "poor" and "acceptable" 
NCAP performance - e.g., based on a single NCAP parameter (chest g's, HtC or 
fanur load), or based en a ccnposite of these parameters. How big is the 
fatality reduction, for the "acceptable" vs. the "poor" cars, ty each method? 
Other analyses will measure the overall reduction in fatality risk, for belted 
drivers in head-on collisions, since model year 1979, viien NCAP testing began, 
until 1991, the latest model year for vMch substantial accident data were 
available as of mid 1993. 

TVjo studies utilized the special advantages of head-on collisions for 
isolating crashworthiness differences between cars. Zador, Jones and Ginsburg 
analyzed the relative fatality ri^ of the two drivers in a fatal head-cn 
collision and, even with the quite limited data on belted drivers available in 
the 1975-83 EARS, found some significant correlations between NCAP scores and 
fatality risk [30]. NHISA's 1988 Evaluation of Occupant Protection in Frontal 
Interior litpact also studied head-on collisions, but concentrated cm the 
unrestrained driver [19], pp. 111-140. After significant gains during the late 
1960's, little net iitprovanent in frontal crashworthiness was found for the 



unrestrained driver during rtodel years 1970-84. Since these two stxodies were 
published, there has been a vast increase in cases involving belted drivers, 
permitting detailed analyses of the crashworthiriess of passenger cars in head-on 
collisions for belted drivers. 

1.4 Some preliminary caveats 
While head-on collisions, as reported in the E^tal Accident Reporting 

System, have mary advantages for correlational analyses with NCAP results, it 
must be pointed out that mary of these head-on collisions do not cane close to 
resotbling an NCAP test. EARS data can be used to distinguish head-on collisions 
from other crashes, but they currently do not identify maiy iitportant details 
about the collisions, such as the inpact speeds, the exact alignment of the 
vehicles, the height and weight of the drivers, or the specific bocfy region with 
fatal lesions. All NCAP tests are 35 rtph irtpacts straight ahead into a flat 
barrier, with contact over the entire front of the car, vMch is regarded 
equivalent to a perfectly aligned head-on collision of two identical cars, each 
travelling 35 rtph. Ihe driver durrmies siniiLate 50th percentile males. NCAP test 
results are linnited to three bo^ regions (head, chest, farur). 

The EARS sairple, en the other hand, includes the full range of closing 
speeds that itay occur en the highway, and the cars, although hitting frcnt-to-
front, may be aligned at an angle, and with small or substantial offset. The 
drivers may be any height or weight, and rtay have adji;isted the seat forward or 
backward as they wish, tfeiy fatal lesions are in the neck or abdomen: body 
regions not specifically tested in NCAP. It is not possible, with EARS, to 
single oit those head-on collisions that ccme really close to an NCAP test. As' 
a consequence, it is in^prcpriate to expect perfect correlation between NCAP 



test results and actual fatality risk in the ERRS saitple. lybreover, if there is 
any significant correlation between the two, it suggests that the NCAP scores say 
sonething about actual crashworthiness in a range of crashes that goes far beycnd 
the specific type tested in NCRP. 

None of the analyses of this report are conducted at the nake-itiodel 
level. Ihere are not nearly enough head-on crashes with belted drivers to 
ccnpute a fatality risk index by itake-inodel and to cotpare this index with NCAP 
scores, by itake-model. Thus, the analyses will indicate vtether, cn the whole, 
cars with poor NCAP scores have higher-than-average fatality risk in head-on 
collisions, but they will not identify any specific rteke-model (with or without 
poor NCAP scores) as being significantly less safe than the average car. 

Since the accident, data in this, study are limited to head-cn 
collisions between two cars with belted drivers, the correlations found here do 
not necessarily extend to other types of frontal inpacts, such as collisions with 
fixed objects or trucks, let alcne side iirpacts, rear inpacts, rollovers or 
crashes involving drivers vho do not wear safety belts. 



CHAPTER 2 
AN ACCIDENT DATA FILE WTIH NCAP INPORMATiasr 

Mast of the analyses of this rqport eKamine head-on collisions between 
two passenger cars with belted drivers. TVro groups of cars are selected, based 
en their NCAP scores. The collisions between cars of the two groups are 
examined, and the actual number of driver fatalities in each group is ccnpared 
to the expected number, given each car's cuub weight and each driver's age and 
sex. Thus, the type of data needed for the analysis, ideally, would be a file 
of actual head-on collisions, with both drivers belted, resulting in a fatality 
to at least one of the drivers, indicating the age and sex of each driver, the 
curb weight of each vdrLcle, and the HIC, chest g's and fanur load that were 
recorded for the driver dumrry vhen that vehicle was tested in NCAP. 

NHTSA's Fatal Accident Reporting System (EARS) contains a record of 
every fatal crash in the thited States since 1975. EARS data identify vbat 
crashes were head-on collisions; indicate the age, sex and belt use of each 
driver; and identify the vehicles by their Vehicle Identification Numbers (VIN). 
However, EARS data, thanselves, do not include an accurate measure of curb weight 
or any information about NCAP results for the vehicles involved in the crash. 
Accurate curb weights are indispensable, because the relative fatality risk for 

V' two vehicles in a head-on collision is so sensitive to the relative weight (as 
evidenced by the coefficient of 5.427 in the fonrulas of Section 1.3). This 
chapter describes how the VIN and other vehicle codes are used to link EARS with 
other data files - the R. L. Polk National Vehicle Population Profile and the 
NHTSA file of NCAP test results - so that accurate curb weights and NCAP scores 
can be appended to the accident data. 



2,1 Initial ERRS data reduction 

At the time of this study, EARS data were available through mid 1992 
[10], [11], [12]. Ihe type of crash of specific interest for this analysis is 
a head-on collision between two passenger cars resulting in a fatality to at 
least one of the drivers. Although light trucks have been tested in NCAP since 
model year 1983, collisions between a car and a light truck, or betveen two light 
trucks were not included in the stucfy, because of prcblems in cbtaining accurate 
weight information on trucks, and also because the saitples of clashes involving 
belted truck drivers were insufficient. 

The model years included in the stiocfy should, at least, range from 
1979, the first year of NCAP testing, through 1991, the last year before air bags 
became the predaninant type of cx::c:i:5)ant protection. In the initial c3ata 
reciiction, cars of ncdel years 1976-78 were also included, because the c3esigns 
fran those nodel years scmetimes carried over into the NCAP era, Cbrs of model 
year 1975 and earlier were excluded because they xasually had different belt 
systems frcm later models (ignition interlcxk or s^arate lap and shculder 
belts), 

From 1975 through mid 1992, EARS contains 1,006 records of head-on 
collisicjns involving two passenger cars of itodel years 1976-91, fatal to at least 
one driver, in which both drivers wore safety belts (2,012 cars), A 2-vi^cle 
file is c3esigned, with one record for each collision, containing information cn 
Vi^dLe no, 1 and its driver and cn vehidLe no, 2 and its driver, A "head-cn" 
collision has to be a cxash involving exactly two vehicles (VE_PORiyE = 2); both 
vehicles have to be passenger cars (BCDy_TYP 1-9); both have to have frcntal 
damage (IMPACTS = 11, 12 or 1); the "most harmful event" for each vehicle has to 



be a collision vath another notor vehicle, in transport or in "other roaciway" 
(cocJes 12-13; prior to 1979, this variable was not defined en EARS, so it is not 
used as a filter); for both drivers, EARS nust record their age (and it must be 
in the range of 14-98) and sex. A driver is "belted" if either a manual or an 
automatic belt was used, according to EARS (MAN_REST = 1, 2 or 8 or A!jr_REST = 
1 in 1975-90; RESTJUSE = 1, 2 or 8 in 1991-92). Chrs with air bags aie incl\aded 
in the stiicfy only if drivers wore their belts. 

There are questions about the accuracy and ccnpleteness of EARS belt-
use data, which are mostly based on information in police reports. Officers are 
usually not present at the scene at the mcment of the crash and must rely on 

X 

statements by survivors and witnesses, physical evidence and judgment. Belt use 
is coded "unknown" for 18 percent of the drivers and is not necessarily accurate 
.in the retaining cases. The greatest concern is in States with buckle-rp laws, 
where belt use may be overreported by survivors to esc^a penalties. Based on 
1983-92 trends in reported belt use among EARS fatalities vs. actual belt use 
observed on the road, NHISA believes that the belt use of the fatally injured 
occupants, at least, is quite accurately reported in EARS. In mai^ cases, these 
fatally injured occipants may not have been moved between the time of the crash 
and arrival of police, allowing easy identification of belt use. Vhile the belt 
use of survivors may not be as accurately reported as for fatalities, at least 
there is no reason to suspect that reported belt use is in ai^ way confounded 
with a vehicle's NCAP perfontance. 

Before EARS data can be linked to the Polk or NCAP files by make-
model, it is cbviously necessary to have accurate make-model information cn EARS. 
The make-model codes on the basic EARS file, which are manually entered and not 



c3ecoded from the VIN, are not suitable for the analysis. Nbi^ cars are miscoded, 
especially viiere model names are easily confused (e.g.. Cutlass, Cutlass Ciera, 
Cutlass Calais, Cutlass Supratie). Also, the model is often coded "xjnJoiown" viien 
there is a valid, decodable VIN. Ihe basic ERRS file contains a 3-digit VINA_MXi 
code, viiich is obtained from the VIN, accurate, and suitable for linking EARS to 
Polk data, vbich contain a similar code vdth the name SERS_AER. Ihe VINAjyCD 
code, however, is not well-suited for linking EARS with other data files, such 
as NCAP results, vhich do not have a corresponding code. 

A program was written to decode VINs and define make-models, using 
approximately the same 4 digit numeric schate ̂  in the basic EARS, siperseding 
the values in the original EARS data. Cbses in vhich one or both of the v^iicle 
records has a blank or nonvalid VIN are deleted. To prevent excessive deletions, 
however, one set of "minor" errors in the VIN is permitted: if a field which must 
have a numeric code has aljbabetic 0 the program "corrects" it to numeric 0; 
likewise I to 1, Z to 2, S to 5, G to 6 and B to 8 - and vice versa if look-alike 
numeric codes appear in an alphabetic field. Ihe model year decoded frcm the VIN 
sijpersedes the model year code en EARS. Ihe exclusion of cases with unknown or 
nonvalid VINs reduces the file to 934 collisions (1,868 cars). 

Ihe make-model code, by itself, is not sufficient for linking EARS to 
the file of NCAP test results. Ihe same make-model code may be used for two 
quite different cars (e.g., 1979 and 1991 HOnda Civic), sometimes even in the 
same year (e.g., 1988 Buick LeSabre H-bocfy sedan or a B-boc^ station wagon). 
Conversely, the same or quite similar cars can have different model codes (e.g., 
Dodge Colt and Plymcnth Colt) .- As will be seen, nearly identical make-models in 
the accident data will sonetimes be linked to the same NCAP test. Based en the 



VIN, passenger cars of the 1976-91 era were classified into about 300 car gioups 
with shared bocfy- platfoms - e.g., all (3A N-bocfy cars. A 4-digit code for the 
car grcup sî plements the rtake-rrcdel code. When a car gets a itajor redesign, a 
new car groi:p is defined - e.g. Tbyota Celica in 1976, 1978 and 1987. "Shared 
bo(^ platform" generally means the same vdieelbase, track width and drive systan 
(frcnt-vdieel or rear-viieel). Not all cars in a car grcxp are nearly identical 
"corporate cousins." Sometimes, they may vary by several hundred pounds in 
weight or have easily visible differences in structure or interior layout (e.g., 
1983 Cadillac Seville and Eldorado). Ihese differences will be discussed further 
in Section 2.4. 

2.2 Curb weight data from Polk files 
The single most iitportant safety factor in a head-on collision is the 

relative weight of the two cars. As stated above, a 1 percent weight advantage 
for one of the cars translates into more than a 5 percent reduction of expected 
fatality risk for that car. By tlie same token, a 1 percent error in the weights 
of a group of cars can throw off their eĵ jected fatality risk by 5 percent. 
Vehicle weights should be as accurate as possible and biases mast be avoided. 

The weight variable in the EARS data, VIN_WGr, is not xosable for 
several reasons. It lists the "shipping weight" (ojoaoccrpied car without fuel or 
other fluids) of seme cars in seme years and, arbitrarily, the "curb weight" 
(unocojpied car with fuel and other flioids) at other times, especially after 
1981: about a 100 pound discrepancy [19], p. 118. It is defined at the make-
model level (viiich, itself, is inaccurately ar^rted in the basic EARS) and does 
not take into acccunt the extra weight of optional engines, station wagon bodies, 
etc. Curb weights from Automotive News Almanacs [2] should also be avoided in 



this stu£^ (although, at least, they c3o not have severe year-to-year biases). 
In general, the Almanac lists only one or two curb weights for a specific make-
model in a given year and does not indicate exactly vMch engine and level of 
decor (e.g., L, GL, or LX) this weight ̂ plies to. 

Ihe most accurate listings of curb weights are the official Autcmcbile 
Specifications supplied by the manufacturers through the American Autcmcbile 
Wbnufacturers Association (then called the Mator "V^cle tfenufacturers 
Association, or MVMA). The books list the baseline curb weight of every make-
model and level of decor plus the incraiiental weight of each optional engine and 
other equipment. Ihe vast amount of data in these hard-ccpy files has been 
encoded in the tapes of R. L. Polk's National Vdiicle Population Profile [21], 
vbich lists a curb weight for each ccnbinaticn of make, model year, series (model 
and decor level, expressed in the 3-digit SERS_ABR code), bo^ style, engine code 
and, possibly, fuel code. "These Polk weights are highly accurate for a car vMch 
contains no equipment beyond that vbich is standard in a particular make-model 
and subseries. ("The Polk file, however, does not include curb weights for light 
trucks. Although cuib-weight "information may be available from other sources, 
its utility is uncertain, because a truck's weight may be substantially augmented 
by cargo.) A program was written to define variables en EARS that mimic those 
on the Polk files and merge the two files, f̂eke and model year are alreacty- en 
EARS. So is the 3 digit series code (called VINA_MX) cn EARS and, if missing, 
obtained manually ty analyzing the VIN). "The bocfy style, engine and fuel codes 
are derived from the YIN. After the initial cotputer merge, aixi after a manual 
search through the MVMA specification books in those cases vbere the Polk file 
had missing weights,-it vras possible to identify a curb weight for both vehicles 
in 926 head-on collisions (1852 vehicles). 



2.3 M-justinCT Polk weights based on actxjal weight measurgnents 
Alt±ough the Polk weights are detailed and based on authoritative 

sources, they are still not the weights of actual cars on the road. Before the 
Polk weights are accepted at face value, it is wise to ccnpare them to measured 
weights of some actual cars. MDreover, it is likely that the actual cars would 
be heavier, because most cars contain at least seme optional equipment such as 
air ccnditioning, radios, etc. Ihose items are not included in the Polk weight 
unless they are standard equipment en a particular make-model and subseries. 

NHISA's data bank of cenpliance tests for new cars is a reliable 
source of actxjal curb weights. Since 1968, NKISA has performed hundreds of 
ccnpliance tests each year, imder contract at test laboratories, checking 
selected new vehicles or safety equipment to see if they meet certain Federal 
Motor Vehicle Safety Standart3s (EXIVSS) or other regulations, h subset of the 
cenpliance tests involve rwvss v^re the measurement of curb weight is an 
integral part of the test. For exanple, it is essential to know the curb weight 
vhen testing Roof Crush Resistance (EMVSS 216), because 150 percent of the curb 
weight (or 5000 pounds, vMchever is less) has to be applied to the roof 
structure. The BMVSS and other NHTSA regulations vhose ccnpliance tests always 
include a measurement of curb weight [3] are EMVSS 105 (hydraulic brake systems), 
110 (tire selection and rims), 204 (steering control rearward displacement), 208 
(occupant crash protection), 212 (windshield mounting), 214 (side door strength), 
EMVSS 215/Part 581 (bunpers), 216 (roof crush resistance), 219 (windshield zone 
intrusion), 301 (fuel system integrity) and Part 575 (consumer information 
regulations). In addition, the curb weight is sometimes measured and included 
in test reports for EMVSS 124 (accelerator control systans) and 207 (seating 
systems), even though it is not an essential part of the conpliance test. TVenty 



contractors have worked en carpliance tests vMch inclvide weighing the cars. 

NHISA does not test every itake-inodel for every EMVSS every year, but 
cperates according to a sanpling plan. In general, new EVIVSS and new or 
redesigned nHke-iriodels are tested intensively, vhile existing FMVSS and carryover 
make-itodels are spot-checked on a cyclical basis. On the average, 100 curb 
weights are measured each year, but not for 100 different make models; 2-4 cars 
of the sane make-model may be tested one year, especially if this is a new or 
redesigned model. Moreover, a single car nay be tested for several different 
EMVSS by one or more test laboratories. For exanple, a nondestructive test 
(FMVSS 105) nay be followed iy a crash test vhich produces data on several FMVSS 
(204, 212, 219 and 301). Ihe car may be weighed several times or it may be 
weighed just once and the same weight entered in more than one test report. 

An inportant feature of the conpliance tests is that they are 
performed on "real" cars. Contractors go to neariy retail dealerships and buy 
cars off the lot, in all liJcelihood equipped with the t̂ p̂es of options consumers 
usually want for that make-model (automatic transmission, air conditioning, 
radios, fancy decor, popular engines, etc.). Scnetimes the contractor gets a car 
more "loaded" than usual and sometimes more "stripped," but it averages out to 
the typical car of that type. 

In all, as of July 1990, NHISA coipliance test reports furnish 2006 
curb weight data points for passenger cars of model years 1968-89. Ihe curb 
weight data were manually retrieved from conpliance test reports and encoded 
along with the VINs of the cars, the nunber of the FMVSS being tested, the name 
of the contractor, etc. Ihe VIN decode program that was developed for EARS data 



(see above) vras also xosed on tbe ccttpliance test file to define the rtake-model 
and the car group. VINs were further decoded to make the caipliance test file 
ccrtpatible for merging with Polk's National Vehicle Pcpulaticn Profile - by 
defining the 3-digit series code (Vim_MX)), bocty style, engine code and, 
possibly, fuel code. Ihe merged file contains 1966 records of passenger cars 
with an "actual" curb weight measured by the contractor and a "normative" or 
"prescriptive" curb weight frcm the Polk file (40 cases in the ccttpliance test 
file were lost due to errors in the VEN or because they were rare cars for vAiich 
Polk has no corresponding record). The 1966 records ccrrprise 1840 distinct 
weight measurements (126 cases are entries of a previous weight measurement into 
a 2nd or 3rd ccnpliance test report), 1563 distinct vehicles (277 cases are 2nd 
or 3rd weighings of the same vehicle) and 1192 distinct corbinations of the merge 
variables (make-model, MJf, series code, bocfy style, engine - as stated above, 
NHISA often tests more than one car of a particular type). 

The coTparlscn of actual vs. Polk weights would be siirple if only the 
"acti3l" weights thanselves were ccnpletely accurate or, at worst, irtprecise only 
to the extent of tolerances allowed in scales. In fact, a few of the weights are 
inaccurate, as evidenced, for exaitple, ly discrepancies as high as 350 pounds in 
two weighings of the same car ty different contractors and 100 pounds in two 
weighings of the same car by the sane contractor en different BMVSS. A case-ly-
case review vras conducted to eliminate records in vhich the measured weight was 
suspected of inaccuracy. The review took into account the EMVSS being tested; 
the contractor; the size of the discrepancy between the measured and the Polk 
weight; and, vhen a car was weighed more than cnce, the discrepancy between the 
various "actual" weights. The 126 records vhich were merely entries of a 
previous weight measuranent into a 2nd or 3rd ccnpliance test report were also 



deleted, since they prcfvide no new infornation. 

Sore EMVSS were associated with fairly evident biases in the curb 
weight measurements. For exanple, with EMVSS 124 and 207, vdiere measurement of 
curb weight is not really needed for performing the test, the weights were biased 
v̂ jward and had to be discarded in most cases. In general, cases where the 
measured weight was more than 10 percent above or 5 percent below the Polk weight 
were discarded unless they demonstrated a problem with the Polk weight (in vbich 
case the Polk weight was corrected, based on backup sources). For EMVSS-
contractor cdtbinations vbere the weight seated to be biased in a particular 
directicn, discrepancies of more than 8 percent above or 3 percent below Polk 
weight were not tolerated. If the same car vas weighed twice and there was more 
than 3 percent discrepancy between the weights, the less plausible measuranent 
was discarded. In all, 114 records were eliminated in the case-by-case review, 
leaving a file of 1726 distinct weight measurements. 

Ihe 1726 weight measurements were aggregated into 61 make-model 
grxxps. Most of the 61 groi:ps had 10 or more weight measuranents. Ihe simple 
arithmetic percentage average of the excess of "actual" weight over Polk weight 
was calculated for each group and shown in Tbble 2-1. On the average, acti:ial 
curb weights are 2 to 3 percent higher than those on the Polk files - i.e., 70 
to 105 pounds for a 3500 pcund car, vbich seems about right for cptional 
equipment incl\Jded in the typical car. Ihe average excess ranged from 0.4 in 
f̂ezdas to 5.3 percent in CM X-body cars. In general, domestic cars of the 
1970's, vbich were usually sold with autcmatic transmission and air conditianing 
~as optional equipment, had the highest excess of actual weight over Polk weight. 



TABLE 2-1 
EXCESS OF ACTUAL CURB WEIOnS OVER POLK WEI(3nS BY MAKE-MXEL GROUP 

(actual weights fron NHISA cotpliance test reports) 

N of Teat Avg. Excess of 
Make-Mbdel Gcaap Repcxrta over PoUc Wtelj 
AM2 older models 23 1.95 
AM2 newer models 47 2.70 
Chrysler Dart/Valiant 22 2.53 
Chrysler Belvedere/Coronet 15 4.03 
Chrysler old fullsized 47 3.65 
Chrysler Cordoba/Charger 21 3.58 
Chrysler Aspen/Volare/later RWD 46 3.34 
Chrysler Onmi/Horlzon 17 2.23 
Ch2:ysler K car derivs. 46 2.51 
Ford LTD till 78 23 3.01 
Ford old luxury cars 24 2.36 
Ford lyfe-verick 15 4.53 
Ford Pinto 17 1.51 
Ford Torino 26 3.86 
Ford Mustang II 5 3.48 
Ford Granada 19 2.99 
Ford Eai'rmont 23 2.59 
Ford Mustang 79- 16 3.16 
Ford new fullsized 79- 17 1.75 
Ford Escort 19 1.58 
Ford new midsized RWD 17 1.75 
Ford new midsized BWD 16 3.55 
oyi Corvette till 82 8 2.36 
(34 Nova RWD 32 2.23 
(34 Chmaro till 81 18 4.09 
(34 low-priced fullsized till 76 12 2.58 
(34 med-priced fullsized till 76 15 3.55 
(34 luxury till 76 39 4.04 
(34 Vega 14 4.10 
(34 midsized 116" vto 73-77 11 4.09 
(34 midsized 112" vb 73-77 22 3.27 
Oyi Monte Carlo 73-77 10 4.74 
(34 Monza 75-80 22 2.76 



T3\BLE 2-1 (continued) 
EXCESS OF ACIURL CURB WEIGHTS OVER POLK WEIOTIS BY MAKE-M3DEL GROUP 

(actual weights from NHISA ccnpliance test reports) 

N Of Test Avg. Exioess of Actual 
M^ke-Model Groi:p Reports over PoUc Wfeiĉ t (%) 
GM Chevette 29 3.22 
GM downsized big cars RWD H- 29 3.35 
(M downsized lixxury RWD 77- 10 2.23 
Ô d downsized intermeds RWD 78- 22 2.66 
GM Mt Chrlo/Sipreite G 78-89 20 2.90 
CM X cars 21 5.33 
04 J cars 9 4.36 
Oyi Camaro/Corvette 82- 10 2.38 
GM midsized BWD 82- 30 3.25 
CM big/luxury EWD 79- 26 0.85 
VW rear engine 17 0.93 
VW front engine 72 1.17 
European sports oars 31 2.22 
European Ixncury cars 71 1.61 
European econcrty cars 89 2.54 
Nissan midsized RWD till 81 

& sports cars RWD till 79 18 4.09 
Nissan econotty RWD 8 1.72 
Nissan sports oars RWD 79- 19 1.80 
Nissan BWD 45 1.54 
Hondas of the 70's 13 1.88 
Hondas of the 80's 42 1.60 
IVbzda, 41 0.37 
Subaru 33 0.83 
Toyota Corolla RWD 17 3.24 
Toyota Celioa/RWD 36 1.40 
Toyota FWD 32 2.31 
Mitsubishi 76 1.58 
All other cars 58 1.27 



Finally, each of the 1,852 PoUc weights on the head-on collision file 
were adjusted vpwards by the percentage shown in Ibble 2-1, depending on the 
itake-model grotp to vhich the car belonged. The type of occupant protection 
system at the driver's position vas decoded from each car's VIN, based on 
programs developed in NPHSA's evaluation of occtpant protection [6]; 84 percent 
of the cars on the file had manual belts only, 3 percent had an air bag plus 
manual, belts and 16 percent had seme type of automatic belt. 

2.4 A file of NCAP test results 
An average of 30 passenger vehicles are tested each year. They are 

crashed into a rigid barrier at a target speed of 35 n^h, vhich is 5 itph faster 
than the speed for cotpliance with Standards 204, 208, 212, 219 and 301. There 
are correctly restrained, instrumented 50th percentile male "Part 572" durtmies 
at the driver and right front passenger seat locations. 

NHISA maintains a data file containing information about each NCAP 
test conducted since the program began with model year 1979. The information on 
the data file matches the listing of test results in several NHISA publications 
[13], [14], [15], [25], [26]. The variables on the file include the make and 
model (written in plain English, not in a numerical code), the model year, the 
vehicle's body style and type of oco^ant protection (depicted by 2-digit codes) 
and the NCAP scores for the driver duiiny: the Head Injury CUtericn (HIC), chest 
g's (3 millisecond peak) and left and right fenur loads (peak axial loads at 
knee). Sonre of the NCAP scores are missing in a few cases vhen there were 
cperational problems with parts of the test instrumentation. The file includes 
305 NCAP tests of passenger cars of model years 1979-91. 



Ihe original NGAP test file was modified to facilitate linkage with 
the accident data. Ihe plain-English irake and model descriptions were replaced 
by the pair of 4-digit numeric codes indicating the make-model and car-grca:?), as 
defined in Section 2.1. The codes for bocfy style and type of occupant protection 
were converted to the numeric codes defined cm the accident file. 

Although NCAP scores most accurately characterize the performance of 
the specific car that was tested, they may also ajply, with some accuracy, to 
cars of the next several model years. Ihe cxistomary procedure in NCAP is to test 
a neke-model with high sales-volume in the first model year of its existence, or 
as soon as possible thereafter. A given make-model is not retested umtil it is 
significantly redesigned. For exanple, models are retested after a change in the 
bocfy platform or vehicle structure, a shift in the type of occxpant protection 
(e.g., frcm manual belts only to air bags plus belts), or vhen manufactuurers 
inform NHISA that they have modified safety-related interior ccnponents in a way 
that might significantly change test results. Ihus, an NCAP test result may be 
considered valid for subsequent model years xp to the next significant redesign 
[26] . 

NHISA staff reviewed the 1979-91 NCAP tests and determined the "end 
year" for eacii test: the last year before the car was discontinued or redesigned. 
NCAP test results are considered valid frcm the model year of the test vehicle 
to the "end year." Results of 305 NCAP tests are listed in [22], ordered by car-
grcup, make-model and model year, indicating the test nuirtoer, type of occupant 
protecticn, bcxfy style, HIC, ciiest g's and femur load; and the "end year." 



2.5 lyfatching NCAP tests vdth EARS cases 
Hie ideal iiatc±diig of NCZAP tests vd.th the accident data would be a 

sinple merge by make-model, model-year, type of occxpant protection and bocty 
style. In other words, given a specific car involved in an actual head-on 
collision, if a basically identical car was tested in NCAP, the driver's HIC, 
chest g's and feitur load are transcribed to the accident file. The problem is 
that thousands of different cars (make-model-model year-bocfy style conbinations) 
were sold during 1979-91, but only 305 cars were tested in NCAP. tfeny of the 
cars on EARS do not match exactly with an NCAP case; there are only 12 head-on 
collisions in viiich both drivers were belted and both vehicles match up exactly 
with an NCAP case. 

However, as noted above, NCAP test results are considered valid for 
several subsequent model years, until a car is redesigned [26] . Moreover, vten 
two or more make-models, produced by the same manufacturer, not only share a body 
platform, but also have nearly identical interior and exterior carpcnents (e.g., 
Dodge Qmi and Plymouth Horizon), a test for one of these models is considered 
valid for its "corporate cousins" [25]. These two extensions in the reach of 
NCAP results make it possible to match an NCAP test to a lot more accident cases. 
Perhaps there are yet other situations vhere NCAP test results could be accepted 
for someviat dissimilar crash-involved cars, further extending the size of the 
accident sairple that can be matched with NCAP. For exairple, the results for a 
2-door car might be acceptable for a 4-door car of the same make-model, and vice-
versa. 

NHTSA. staff reviewed each of the cars in the head-cn collision file 
and identified the NCAP-tested car, if any, vMch most closely resertbled it, % 



based en four affinity factors. Each of the four affinity factors has several 
quality levels ranging fran best (cotplete agreement of the NC3^ car and the EARS 
car) to worst. Ihe affinity factors and their quality levels are the following: 

Body platfom and malce-model 
4 (best) EARS and NZAP cars have the same make-model, bocfy and chassis. 
3 EARS and NCAP cars are "true corporate cousins" (identical bocfy and 

chassis, as evidenced ty equal vSieelbase, weight and exterior 
dimensions). Exairple: Dodge Aries and Plymouth Reliant. Different 
nameplates suggest, at most, slight differences of interior 
catpcnents. 

2 EARS and NCAP cars are built on the bocfy platform, but are not true 
corporate cousins. Above the chassis, the cars are not the same, as 
evidenced by unequal weights, exterior dimensions, or appearance. 
Exanple: 5WD Buick LeSabre and FWD Buick Electra (or Olds 98). ' 

1 (worst) EARS and NCAP cars are built cm different chassis, as evidenced by 
unequal v̂ ieelbase, but one chassis is basically a "stretch" veirsion 
of the other, and the overall designs are similar. Exanple: RWD Olds 
98 and Cadillac Eleetwood Brougham. 

General model year range 
A (best) The model year of the EARS car is within the range of applicable 

model years for the NCAP test - i.e., no earlier than the model year 
of the NCAP test vehicle and no later than the "end year." 

B Ihe model year of the EARS car precedes the model year of the 
"matching" NCAP test. 

C (worst) Ihe model year of the EARS car is later than the "end year" for the 
matching NCAP test. 

Specific model year 
Best Ihe EARS and NCAP cars are the identical model year. 

Ihe EARS and NCAP model years are not identical, but differ by N 
years. 



Body style 
Best The ERRS and NCAP cars have the sane nuntoer of doors and exactly the 

sane bocfy style (sedan/coipe, hatchback, station vagcn, convertible). 
The EARS and NCAP cars have the sane nuntier of doors and almost the 
sane bocfy style (one is a hatchback and the other is a sedan/cou^e). 
The EARS and NCAP cars have the sane nuntoer of doors, but different 
bocfy styles (station vagcn vs. sedan, convertible vs. coupe). 

Wbrst One is a 2-door and the other is a 4-door. 

Ihe "best" NCAP match vas identified case-by-case, based on staff 
discussions, rather than by an autcnated procedure. When there is no perfect 
natch, but two or more choices among inperfect matches, the best choice depends 
cn the specific make-model involved. Eor exanple, if the EARS case is a 4-door 
car, and the two NCAP tests for the same make-model are a 2-door car of the same 
model year and a 4-door car of a different model year, the best choice depends 
on vhether, for this particular make-model, the difference between the 2-door and 
the 4-door version exceed the change in the 4-door version over time. In all 
cases, though, the EARS and NCAP cars had to have the same type of occupant 
protection. 

Reference [9] lists every car on the EARS file (model year 1976-91 
cars involved in head-on collisions vAiere both drivers were belted) and, next to 
it, the NCAP test vehicle, if any, vhich was judged to be the best match. It 
e:dubits, side by side, the make-model, model year and bocfy style of the EARS and 
NCAP cars, illustrating how well (or poorly) they match. The MATCHLVL data 
field, a nunioer followed by a letter, indicates the quality of the iratch 
according to the first two criteria: bocfy platfoim/make-model and general model 
year range. For example, the first car cn the EARS file, vhen it is ordered by 
car group and make-model, is a 1980 fM2 Spirit 2-door hatchback with manual 



belts. The cnily NC3^ test vehicle that cones close is a 1981 IM2 Spirit 2-door 
hatchback with manual belts. ' These two cars match exactly cm the car group, 
make-model, bocfy style and type of occî ant protection. However, the EARS model 
year (1980) is less than the NC3\P model year (1981) and precedes the time span 
fron the NSAP model year to the "end year" for that NC3\P test (1981-83). Thus, 
the MKICHLVL is rated 4B: 4 because the make-model and car group match exactly, 
B because the EARS model year precedes the NCAP year. It shculd be noted that 
quite a few cars on EARS, such as the 1978 AM2 Pacer, do not closely reseirble any 
car tested in NCAP, and do not have an NCAP match. 

MAICHLVL 3A and 4A. may be considered especially irrportant in the 
analyses. Here, the EARS and NCAP vehicles are of the same make-model or true 
corporate cousins, and the EARS model year is within the "valid" range of the 
NCAP test. As noted above, NHISA has not asserted that NCAP test results can be 
extended to cars vMch only match an NCAP test at a lower level than that [25], 
[26] . The head-on collisions in vMch both cars match an NCAP test at the 3A or 
4A level and, possibly, also match on nunber or doors, then, would sesn to be the 
most natural data sets to look for correlations between NCAP scores and fatality 
risk. However, lower levels of matching, such as 2A or 4B, are not excluded from 
the data set at this time; in Chapter 3, these cases will be arpirically tested 
for correlation between NCAP and fatality risk. 

2.6 Creation of the analysis file 
In all, there are 739 head-on collisions, involving 1,478 model year 

1976-91 passenger cars, in vMch both drivers weire belted and both cars match up 
at any level with-an NCAP-case. Eron the previous EARS file of 926 head-on 
collisions (1,852 v^cles), about 20 percent of the cases cannot be used in most 



of the analyses, because cane or both of the crash-involved vehicles do not match 
ijp vdth ai^ NGAP case. Ihe following variables are defined for each vehicle and 
driver en the file: 

o VIN 
o Model year 
o Chr group (4 digit code derived frctn VIN) 
o f̂eke-model (4 digit code derived from VIN) 
o Fatality outcome: "1" if the driver died; "0" if the driver survived 
o Polk weight 
o Curb weight (Polk weight escalated by correction factor) 
o Driver age (has to be 14-98) 
o Driver sex (has to be known) 
o Bocfy style (convertible, 2 dr coupe/sedan, 2 dr hatchback, 2 c3r hardtop, 4 

dr sec3an, 4 dr hatchbacdc, 4 dr hardtcp, station wagcn) 
o lype of occupant protection (manual belts cnly, air bag plus manual belt, 

motorized belt, autcnatic 3-point belt, nonmotorlzed 2-point belt) 
o Test number of the matching NCAP test car 
o Moc3el year of the matching NCAP test car 
o Car group of the matching NCAP test car 
o Ffeke-itodel of the matching NCAP test car 
o Bo^ style of the matching NCAP test car 
o "End year" for the matchirg NCAP test car 
o tfetch level for the EARS-NCAP match 
o HIC for the driver in the matching NCAP test car 
o Chest g's for the driver in the matching NCAP test car 
o Left fanor lead for the driver in the matching NCAP test car 
o Right fetmr load for the driver in the matching NCAP test car 

It should be noted that the HIC, chest g's and fenur load nuittoers 
written cn this file are those recorded on the driver drmy in the NCAP test 
vehicle during a 35 rtph barrier crash and not thcae actually ejperlenced by the 
driver of the crash-involved vehicle on EARS, vhich are, of course, unknown. 

On the analysis file, the two vehicles in the collision are referred 
to as the "case" v^cle and the "other" v^cle, rather than vehicles "1" and 
"2." Each record in the original EARS file is written twice onto the analysis 
file: first with the original vriiicle nurtber 1 as the "case" vehicle and vi^cle 
number 2 as the "other" vehicle; then with the original vehicle number 2 as the 



"case" vehicle and vehicle nuirber 1 as the "other" v^cle. The concept here is 
that a head-on collision is essentially a symmetrical event; vihile EARS may call 
one of the v^cles "No. 1" and the other "No. 2" (arbitrarily, or based on 
pre-crash events that are no longer relevant to the analysis) it could just as 
well have reversed the order. Both v^cles have participated as "case" vehicles 
in a head-on collision. Thus the analysis file contains 1,852 records of head-on 
collisions, coctprising 1,852 different vehicles (each of vhich appears twice on 
the file, once as the "case" vehicle and once as the "other" vehicle). The 
analyses will primarily deal with the subset of 1,478 collision records in vhich 
both the "case" and the "other" vehicle match tp with an NCAP test. 



CHAPTER 3 
GORRELKEECN OF EKEALTIY RISK WTIH INDIVIDUAL NGAP PARAWEIERS 

Ihe initial investigation of the relationship between NCAP test 
performance and fatality risk in actual head-on collisions is based on regression 
analyses of fatality risk by HTC, chest g's, femur load, v^cle weight, driver 
age and sex. Specifically, since there are two cars in a head-on collision, the 
fatality risk for the driver of the case v^cle is modeled as a function of the 
relative HIC scores for the two vehicles cn the NCAP test, the relative chest 
g's, etc. Does fatality risk increase significantly with higher NCAP scores? 

3.1 Analysis cbiective 
In Chapter 2, a file of head-on collisions was created, including 

1,478 records in viiich both vehicles could be "matched" to an NCAP test. These 
1,478 cases are the raw material for the regression analyses, because they 
contain all the necessary variables (weight, age, sex and NCAP scores for both 
cars). The quality of the matches, however, varied in the 1,478 cases. 
Sometimes, the crash-involved car and the "matching" NCAP car had nothing more 
in ccmmon than a similar body platform, vMle at other times they were 
essentially identical vehicles. 

The principal task of this chapter is to identify a subset of the 
1,478 cases vMch best indicates the relationship between NCAP parameters and 
fatality risk. That involves a trade-off between sanple size and the quality of 
the matches. The full data set has the largest sanple size, but the poor quality 
of some of the matches could cbscure the relationship: the NCAP scores assigned 
to some of the crash-involved vehicles may sinply be in^prcprlate for those 



cars. On the other hand, demanding too close a match between the EARS and the 
ITCAP cars could reduce the saitple size to the point vAiere significant correlation 
is unlikely. The approach of this chapter is to try ait the regression analysis 
en variois subsets of the data file, defined by how closely the EARS and NCZAP 
cases match, and to find a subset vMch yields excellent correlations and is also 
intuitively reasonable. Based en NHISA. statements cn the ̂ plicability of NCAP 
tests, the best results might be ejpected vAien the EARS and NCAP vehicles are of 
the same make-model or true corporate cxxisins, the EARS model year is within the 
"valid" range of the NCAP test, and, possibly, the EARS and NCAP vehicles have 
the same nur±)er of doors [25], [26]. HOwever, regressions will also be performed 
on a variety of other subsets of the data file. 

3.2 Regression analysis procedure 
The method for calibrating fatality risk as a function of relative 

NCAP scores, weight, age and sex is logistic regression cn disaggregate data, 
using maxinum likelihood principles [18]. Logistic regression uses a large 
number of individual, cbservaticns of success (case driver survival) or failure 
(driver fatality) given different actual corbinaticns of the independent 
variables to predict the driver's probability of fatality under any hypothetical 
coTbinaticn of the independent variables. Specifically, the model generates an 
equation vMch expresses the log-odds of a fatality as a linear function of the 
independent variables. 

However, the scores for HIC, chest g's and feitur load, as actually 
measured on the NCAP tests, are not well-suited as independent variables in a 
regression analysis. Their distributions are skewed in one direction - e.g., 
there are a few tests with extremely high EETC (above 2000). The extreme values 



of m c would have excessive weight in any regression analysis and that would 
seriously distort the calibration of fatality risk as a function of HIC. For the 
regression analyses to work, each actual injury criterion needs to be transfonred 
to variables with a normal distrifcutian - or, at least, to a variable with a 
syrmetrlc distribution that has a wide peak ard rarrow tails. Several procedures 
exist for normalizing variables; cne of these was especially appropriate for the 
present regression analyses. Ihe actual NCAP results for the driver durmy were 
transformed to logistic injury probability functions for each bocfy region: 

HEaOINJ = 1 / [1 + exp{5.02 - .00351 HIC)] 
CHESrrNJ = 1 / [1 + e3?)(5.55 - .06930 chest g's)] 
LEEM3RINJ = 1 / [1 + e3̂ (7.59 - .00294 left faiur load)] 
RFEMJRINJ = 1 / [1 + e^(7.59 - .00294 right fatur load)] 

These functions were developed by General Mators and others, based on enpirical 
testing with human surrogates and dummies [13], [27], [29]. They measure the 
probability of life-threatening or fatal head and chest injury (4-6 on the 
Abbreviated Injury Scale [1]) and severe leg injury (AIS > 3), as a function of 
HIC, chest g's and fenur load. The logistic injury probabilities correspond to 
actual NCAP scores as follows: 

Logistic Injury Chest Femur 
Probability HIC g's Tr«d 

.001 232 

.01 121 1019 

.02 321 24 1258 

.05 591 38 1580 

.10 804 48 1834 

.20 1035 60 2110 

.30 1189 68 2293 

.40 1315 74 2444 

.50 1430 80 2582 

.60 1546 86 2720 

.70 1672 92 2870 

.80 1825 100 3053 

.90 2056 112 

.95 2269 

.99 2739 

.999 3398 

37 



Ihe original NC3^ scores have been txansformed into measures of relative injury 
risk that can readily be used in regression analyses. The transformed variables 
for the different body regions can be tested for correlation, added to one 
aiK3ther, and cotibined into weighted or unweighted averages. The logistic injury 
probabilities cctipress high values of the original scores into a narrow band and 
eliminate the skew to the high side present in the original scores - e.g., all 
m C over 2056 are corpressed into a range frcm .90 to 1. Ihe low values of the 
original scores (e.g., HIC below 800, chest g's below 48) are also cotpressed 
into a narrow band. The mid-ranges of the original scores, vhich are critical 
for differentiating between acceptable and poor safety performance, occupy a wide 
middle band (.1 to .9) of the logistic injury probability distribution. The 
logistic transformation acts like a lens that magnifies differences in the middle 
of the range, tut diminishes them at the low and high ends. The resulting 
distributions, as desired, have short tails and wide peaks. 

As explained in Section 2.6, each record on the analysis file contains 
information on the two vehicles in a head-on collision, and their drivers: the 
"case" vehicle and the "other" vehicle. This information is now sipplanented 
with logistic injury probabilities derived from the NCAP tests. CHIC, COS, CLEEM 
and CREEM are the logistic injury probability scores for HIC, chest g's, left and 
right fenur load for the driver of the case vehicle. OHIC, 003, GLEiw and CREEM 
are the corresponding scores for the driver of the other vi^cle. 

In the initial regression model, each of the 1,478 head-on collision 
records in vhich both vehicles match ip with NCAP tests becomes a data point. 
The dependent variable is the actual outcome of the crash for the driver of the 
case vehicle, equaling 1 for a fatality and 0 for a survivor. There are 6 



indeperdent variables W, A, S, DELHIC, DELiCG and DELFEM, all of vMch are 
calculated for the case vehicle relative to the other vehicle, as follows: 

W 

DELHIC 
DELCE 
DELFEM 

is the difference of the natural loos of the curb weight of the case 
vehicle and the other vehicle (NHISA's Evaluation of Frontal Interior 
liipact [19], pp. 138-140, showed exceptionally good fit vben the 
weight variable is expressed in this form). 
is the sinple arithmetic difference of the ages of the two drivers, 
the case driver's age minus the other driver's age (with 14 or 15 
year old drivers counted as 16 year olds). Evans [8] showed 
exceptionally good fit vben the age variable is expressed in this 
form. 
is 0 if both drivers were males or both were females; -1 if the 
driver of the case vehicle was male and the other, female; and +1 if 
the driver of the case vehicle was female and the other, male 
= CHIC - OHIC 
= 003 - 003 
= (CLFEM + CRFEM) - (OLFEM + ORFEM) if all 4 of these are known, 
= 2 CLFEM - (OLFEM + ORFEM) if CRFEM is imknown, the others known, 
= 2 CRFEM - (OLFEM + ORFEM) if CLFEM is xanknown, the Others known, 
etc. 

W should have negative correlation with the dependent variable (the 
heavier the case vehicle the lower the fatality risk for its driver). A and S 
should have positive correlation with the dependent variable (older drivers and 
female drivers are mare vulnerable to fatal injury). DELHIC, DELCG and DELFEM 
should also have positive correlation with the dependent variable: high HIC in 
the case vehicle would be associated with high fatality risk in the case vehicle. 
High HIC in the other vehicle would be associated with high fatality risk in the 
other vehicle and, since most head-on crashes ]d.ll only one of the drivers, low 
fatality risk in the case vehicle. 

3.3 The initial regression - inrlnding all NCAP matches 
There are 1478 data points in the full data set of head-cn collisions 



vdiere both drivers were belted and both cars could be matched to an NC3^ test at 
any level of match quality. After excluding 86 data points vAiere DELHIC, DELCG 
or DELFEM cculd not be defined because of missing data in the NCAP tests, there 
are 1392 cases available for the initial regression. The regression coefficients 
and their associated statistical significance levels are: 

Initial Regression - All NCAP Ifetches 

nsriERCEPr 
W (car weight) 
A (driver age) 
S (driver sex) 
DELHIC 
DELCG 
DELFEM 

Reg. 
Cbeff. 
.5555 

-5.5296 
.0532 
.3400 
.0225 

1.8400 
.3975 

Chi 
Square 
51.45 
281.72 
242.35 
9.06 
.01 6.62 
.77 

Stat. 
Sig.? 
RR 
RR 
RR 
RR 

Partial 
Corr. 

-.384 
.356 
.061 

.049 

In the preceding table, a Chi-square (x̂ ) statistic is calculated for 
each regression coefficient, to see if the variable makes a statistically 
significant contribution to fatality risk. If x̂  is greater than 6.64 and the 
coefficient has the "right" sign (as discussed above), the variable has a highly 
significant association with fatality risk (two-sided alpha less than .01), even 
after controlling for the other variables, as. indicated by an "RR" in the 
statistical significance column. If x̂  is between 3.84 and 6.64 and the 
coefficient has the "right" sign the variable has a significant association with 
fatality risk (two-sided alpha between .05 and .01), as indicated by an "R." If 
the regression coefficient is nonsignificant, the statistical significance column 
is left blank. The partial correlation coefficient measures the direction and 
relative strength of the contribution of a variable to the prediction of fatality 
risk (if x̂  is less , than 2, this coefficient is set to zero). 



In tMs initial regression, knowledge of NCAP chest g's significantly 
enhanced the ability to predict viiether the driver of the case vehicle was killed 
in a head-on collision (x̂  = 6.62, p < .05). If all other factors such as car 
weight, driver age, etc. are equal, the driver of the car with the lower NCAP 
chest g's has a significantly better chance of survival than the other driver. 
Of course, chest g's are far less iitportant than relative car weight and driver 
age as predictors of fatality risk in head-on collisions, as demonstrated by the 
nuch larger x̂  and partial correlation coefficients for W and A. But chest g's 
have almost as much influence on relative fatality risk as the sex of the drivers 
(S). Knowledge of HIC and feirur load add little more to the ability to predict 
fatality risk in this initial analysis, as evidenced ty x̂  of 0.01 and 0.77, 
although, at least, both coefficients have the right sign (positive). 

A possible reason that the HTC and feirur load variables do not 
contribute nuch to the prediction of fatality risk is that both of than are 
intercorrelated with chest g's, and, as a result, seme of the information 
potentially conveyed by HIC and farur load is already contained in the chest g 
vajdable. The logistic injiiry prcbability CHESTINJ has correlation coefficients 
of .281 with HEADINJ, .162 with RFEMURINJ and .062 with LFEMJRINJ, all 
statistically significant, suggesting at least a partial overlap in the scores. 
Although, ordinarily, these are not damaging levels of collinearity for 
independent variables, it will be seen in Ch^ter 5 that HIC and farur load, viien 
analyzed separately from chest g's, have stronger relationships with fatality 
risk than those revealed in the regression approach of this chapter. 

Ihis initial data set, however, obscures the relationship between any 
NCAP scores and actual fatality risk primarily because of the poor quality of 



iiBî  of the EARS-NCT^ vehicle "itatches," The HIC, fanur load and chest g's, in 
sate cases, are derived fron NC3\P tests of cars that are fairly distinct fron the 
EARS v^cle and might be inaccurate for that vehicle. The regression needs to 
be rerun vdth subsets of crashes in vMch both cars match up more closely vdth 
NGAP tests. The regression coefficients can be e:?)ected to increase vhile the 
saitple sizes decrease. If the right kind of subsets are selected, the gains in 
the regression coefficients vd.ll overshadow the loss of sairple size, and the x̂  
vd.ll increase. 

3.4 Regressions on data sets vdth closer EARS-NCAP matches 
Ihe closeness of the EARS-NCAP natch vas described in Section 2.5 by 

a quality rating on each of four affinity factors. Ihe affinity factors and 
their quality levels were body platform/mate-model (4 = same make-mcdel, 3 = true 
corporate cousin, 2 = same platform only, 1 = similar platform); general model 
year range (A = EARS M£ vd.thin NCAP Mf-END m range, B = EARS MY precedes NCAP 
My, C = EARS My after END My); specific model year (EARS and NCAP My identical, 
My's off by 1, off by 2, ...); and body style (identical body style, similar body 
style, identical N of doors only, different N of doors). Ihe affinity factors 
and their quality levels are a basis for defining subsets of the head-on 
collision file. A minimum acceptable match-quality level is specified for each 
affinity factor, and the regression is run for the subset of crashes in vMch 
both cars meet or exceed the match-quality levels. Eor exanple, NHTSA has never 
claimed that NCAP tests are valid for cars t±at are less than true corporate 
cousins or for cars outside the range of model years from the NCAP test vehicle 
year up to the "end year" [25], [26]. Ihat is equivalent to demanding at least 
levels 3 and A, and excluding levels i, 2, B and C, although not setting any 
minimum requiranent en the specific rtcdel year. It would define a subset of 



crashes in viiich bot±i cars natch an NCAP test at either level 3A or 4A. Surely, 
that has to be one of the candidate subsets for the regression analysis. Another 
iitportant subset is the one vdiere both ERRS cars natch an NCAP test at level 3A 
or 4A and on the nuntoer of doors. 

Although the 3A/4A subset nay seem, intuitively, the "right" data set, 
it is worthvhile first to analyze seme inteniEdiate subsets, larger than the 
3A/4A grcxp, but smaller than the full data set. "Ihe first subset to be analyzed 
consists of crashes vhere both cars nust match an NCAP test at level 3 or better 
(identical make/model or true corporate cousin). No datands are made on the 
general model year rar̂ e, the specific model year or the bocty style. Ihis subset 
eliminates some of the least satisfactory EARS-NCAP matches: the crashes vhere 
one or both vehicles only matched NCAP at level 2 (same chassis, different bocfy) 
or level 1 (similar chassis). Since there were relatively few level 1 and 2 
matches (see [9]), the sample size only decreased frcm 1392 to 1110 cases. "Ihe 
regression coefficients and their statistical significance levels are: 

Level 3 and 4 tfetches - Identical tfeke-Model or Corporate Cousin 
Reg. Chi Stat. Partial 
Coeff. Square Sig.? Corr. 

XNTERCRPT .6234 47.51 RR 
W (car weight) -5.9405 218.11 RR -.378 
A (driver age) .0590 205.49 RR .366 
S (driver sex) .3065 5.60 R .049 
DELHIC .2204 .55 
DELCG 2.1339 7.06 RR .058 
deleem .8514 2.04 .005 

The results are a definite inprovament cn the initial regression. The 
coefficient for chest g's increased from 1.84 to 2.13 and the x̂  increased from 



6.62 to 7.06, despite the reduction in sartple size. The ccntributian of chest 
g's is now significant at the .01 level and its x̂  is greater than the x̂  fo^ 
gender. The coefficient for HIC increased from .02 to .22 and for fenur load 
from .40 to .85; their x^ increased substantially, although not to the level of 
statistical significance. 

Thble 3-1 suimarizes the itain findings of the two preceding 
regressions, plus the others that will be discussed in this chapter. It shows 
the sanple size for each subset, the regression coefficients for head, chest and 
fanor injury, and the x^ for those variables. 

The next subset to be analyzed takes one more st^ ;;5Jwards on the 
first affinity factor. It consists of crashes vhere both cars most match an NCAP 
test at level 4 - i.e. have the same make-model as the NCAP test. As before, no 
daiends are made on the general model year range, the specific model year or the 
bocty style. The third line of Table 3-1 shows that elimirating "corporate 
cousins" does not iitprove the results. The sarrple size drcps severely, from 1110 
to 612. Although the regression coefficient for chest g's increased frcm 2.13 
to 2.37, its x^ fell fi^ 7.06 to 4.93, because of the reduced saitple size, 
dropping it cut of the .01 significance level. The coefficient and x̂  for fectur 
load increased, but the coefficient for m C drcpped out of the positive range to 
a value close to zero. 

The initial data set contained a moderate nurrber of level B and C 
matches, vftiere the EARS model year preceded the NCAP model year or came after the 
'̂ end year" specified for_the NCAP_.test..„ These are rather questionable matches 
and good candidates for deletion. The 4th line of Thble 3-1 shows results for 



EFFECT OF NCAP-FARS MATCH QUALITY C»I LOGISTIC REGRESSIONS FOR NCAP VARIABLES 

ai 

Both Cars Match with MCAP N of 

Betas (RBgression Coefficients) 

Head Chest Femur 
Cbl-Sguares 

Head Chest Femur 
Tests at the Following Level: Cars Injury Injury Injury Injury Injury Injury 

At any level 1392 .02 1.84 .40 .01 6.62^ .77 
Level 3 or 4: identical make/model 
or "corporate cousin" 1110 .22 2.13 .85 .55 2.04 

Level 4: identical make/model 612 - .01 2.37 1.42 .00 4.93^ 2.83 

Level A: NCAP MY < EARS MY < ENDYR 872 - .07 2.26 1.53 .06 6.35^ 5.98^ 
3A or 4A: same make/model or corporate 
cousin, NCAP MY < FARS MY < ENDYR 740 .21 2.70 1.41 .41 7.70^* 3.94^ 

4A: same mate/model, 
NCAP MY < EARS MY < ENDYR 402 .14 2.43 3.67 .09 3.28 6.62^ 

3A or 4A, and (EARS MY - NCAP MY) < 2 416 - .04 2.70 2.30 .01 3.79 2.31 
3A or 4A, and (EARS MY - NCAP MY) < 1 252 .60 3.98 3.44 1.40 3.41 2.21 
3A or 4A, and EARS MY = NCAP MY 78 .93 2.92 2.59 .33 .39 .13 

3A or 4A. and N of doors matdi 588 .42 2.52 .73 1.20 5.62^ .98 
4A. and N of doors match 306 .23 1.89 2.90 .18 1.74 3.50 
3A or 4A, and hodv style matches exactly 452 .07 2.72 .67 .03 4.94^ .44 

•statistically significant, alpha < .05 ••statistically significant, alpha < .01 



the subset of level A natches, viiere both cars in the crash must have their model 
year in the range frcm the IJCAP model year to the "end" year; no datends are made 
on the other affinity factors (e.g., level 1 and 2 matches are incliried here). 
The saitple size is reduced to 872. Coipared to the initial regression, the 
results for chest g's and, especially, fettur load are inproved. Both of these 
coefficients are statistically significant at the .05 level. But the coefficient 
for HIC drops out of the positive range. 

Since limitir^ the data to levels 3 and 4 helped, and restricting to 
level A also helped, good results can be expected if both limitations are applied 
at the same time - i.e., both cars in the crash have to have be the same make 
model or a true corporate cousin of their NCAP match, and the EARS model years 
have to be in the "valid" range for the NCAP tests. The specific model year or 
the bocfy styles are not required to match. The sartple size is 740 vehicles, 
vMch is slightly more than half the initial data set (actually, 792 v^cles, 
but 52 had to be excluded from this regression because DELHIC, DELCG or DELFEM 
were missing). The regression coefficients (suitmarlzed in the 5th, bold line of 
Tbble 3-1) are "the following: 

Level 3A and 4A Ebtches 
Reg. Chi Stat. Partial 
Coeff. Square Sig.? Corr. 

TNIERGEPT .6883 39.19 RR 
W (car weight) -5.7355 142.47 RR -.374 
A (driver age) .0579 134.54 RR .364 
S (driver sex) .3665 5.33 R .058 

DELHIC .2116 .41 
DELCG 2.7004 7.70 RR .075 
DELFEM — ~ 1.4109 3.94 R .044 



They are the inost satisfactory results of ai^ of the regressions, and tMs subset 
vdll be used for inost of the analyses in the remainder of this report. The 
coefficient for chest g's is 2.7, and its x̂  is 7.70, vMch is significant at the 
.01 level and is the highest x̂  found in any of the regressions summarized in 
Thble 3-1. Feitur load has a coefficient of 1.41, consistent vdth the two 
preceding regressions in Thble 3-1 and significant at the .05 level. Ifead injury 
has a positive coefficient, althaigh not statistically significant. 

A carparison of the x̂  he^ vs. the initial regression on the full 
data set shows a Mgher x^ for each of the NCAP variables in the 3A/4A regression 
than in the full data set, despite a reduction in the saitple size frati 1392 to 
740. That suggests there is little or no "correlation" between NCAP and EARS 
vAien the EARS vdiicles match NCAP at affinity levels less than 3A. The overall 
correlations found in the larger subsets merely reflects the 3A/4A cases within 
those subsets. Indeed, vAien the same regression is performed on the 652 cases 
(i.e., 1392 - 740) where one or both cars do not match an NCAP test at level 3A 
or 4A, the coefficients for the NCAP variables are all nonsignificant: -0.22 for 
head injury (x̂  = 0.22), 1.23 for chest injury (x̂  = 1.22) and -0.36 for fannr 
injury (x̂  = 0.66). 

A further subsetting of the data, frcm level 3A/4A to exclusively 
level 4Amatches does not iirprove the results. The sanple size is reduced to 402 
cases. When sanple sizes drcp much below 500, the set of head-on collisions 
beccmes too small to include a representative mix of cars, and ancmalous results 
can be e^^cted when the regression model seizes en certain prcperties of the 
vehicles in the sanple and "attributes" the results to HIC, chest g's or fenur 
load. The regression coefficients (sumtarized in the 6th line of Table 3-1) are 



the following: 

Levd 4A tfetches 

Reg. Chi 
Coeff. Square 

TNTERGEPT .5846 15.38 
W {car weight) -5.7218 77.50 
A (driver age) . .0630 72.27 
S (driver sex) , .4360 4.06 

DELEHC .1433 .09 
DEDCG 2.4291 3.28 
DELEEM 3.6708 6.62 

Stat. Partial 
Sig.? Corr. 
RR 
RR -.371 
RR .358 
R .061 

.048 
R .092 

Ihe regression coefficient for chest g's drops to 2.43, vhich is not 

statistically significant at that sartple size. The coefficient for fertur load 

dints to an unejqjectedly high 3.67, and is significant at the .05 level. The 

faair load coefficient is higher than in any of the other regressions in Table 

3-1 and seems out of line with the general trend in that table. 

So far, the analyses have shown that level 3A and 4A matches between 
EARS and NGAP are satisfactory, vMle level 1, 2, B and C matches should not be 
used. None of the subsets dananded the EARS and NCAP vehicles to match on 
specific model year or bocfy style. In the ranaining regressions, EARS and NCAP 
will always have to match vp at the 3A or 4A level, and the effect of further 
restricting the data to dose matches on model year or body style will be 
considered. 

Given that the EARS modd year is within the valid range of modd 
years for the NCAP test (levd A), there is no advantage to further limits en the 
modd year. If it is demanded that the EARS and NCAP modd years can differ by 



no more t±an 2 (7th line of Thble 3-1), the saitple size is reduced from 740 to 
416, and all x^ drop out of the significant range. The coefficient for m c drops 
out of the positive range. Further limiting the EARS and NCAP model years to be 
vdthin one, or to be identical, cuts saiiple sizes to unsatisfactory levels and 
does not produce statistically significant coefficients. 

When NHISA staff matched the EARS and the NCAP cases, they placed high 
priority en matching the vehicles by bocfy style. They generally preferred to 
match a corporate cousin or an NCAP test several years old, but vrLth the same 
bocfy style, than an NCAP test of the same make-model and model year, but vdth a 
different bocfy style. The great majority of the 740 level 3A and 4A matches also 
had identical body styles or at least the same nuitiDer of doors. The results were 
slightly modified, but not necessarily inproved by limiting the analyses to 
subsets of crashes in vhich both vehicles matched NCAP test vehicles en N of 
doors and/or exact body style. 

There were 588 crashes in vhich both cars had the same nuirber of doors 
as their NCAP test matches. The regression coefficients (summarized in the 10th 
line of Table 3-1) are the following: 

EARS/NCAP Dfetch at Level 3A and 4A ai^ Same N of Doors' 

Reg. Chi Stat. Partial 
Coeff. Square Sig.? Gorr. 

TNTERCRPT .6600 29.17 RR 
W (rar weight) -5.6001 109.31 RR -.367 
A (driver age) .0545 103.41 RR .356 
S (driver sex) .4066 5.04 R .062 

DRTiHIC .4218 1.20 
DELCG 2.5179 5.62 R .067 
DRTiFEM .7316 .98 



The regression coefficients show sane changes fran the 3A/4A analysis. The head-
injury coefficient increased from .21 to .42, vMch is the highest level it 
reached in ary of the analysis of Thble 3-1 that are based en more than 500 
cases; nevertheless, it did not reach statistical significance (x̂  = 1.20). The 
chest-injury coefficient stayed abcut the same (2.52 vs. 2.70), although its 
statistical significance dropped from the .01 level to the .05 level, in part due 
to the reduction in sanple size. The coefficient for fanxr load, vMch was 
significant in the 3A/4A. analysis, dropped out of the significant range here, 
having a x^ slightly lower than the head-injury coefficient. 

The preceding analysis suggests a possibility that the higher 
correlation coefficient for head injury is a result of requiring EARS and NCAP 
to match on N of doors. If so, an even stronger requirement - viz. that EARS and 
NCAP cases have the exactly the same bocfy style (4-door sedan, station wagon, 
etc.) - could be ejqpected to maintain or even further increase the head-injury 
coefficient. There are 452 crashes v^re both vehicles matched an NCAP test at 
levels 3A or 4A and exact body style: only a small reduction fran the 588 cases 
in the preceding analysis. However, the last line of data in Thble 3-1 shows 
that, for this subset, the head-inj\jry coefficient drcpped back close to zero. 
Given the sanple sizes en viiich the various regressions are based, the subtle 
variations in the regression coefficients are quite prcbably due to chance. 

3.5 Sunmary 

The main purpose of this chapter was to identify a large set of head-
on collisions in vhich both cars match up close enough with NCAP test vi^cles 
that the, scores, for the NCAP_vehicles accurately depict the 35 nph barrier, 
performance of the actual crash-involved vehicles. The enpirlcal evidence is 



that a "level 3A or 4A" natch between the EARS and NCAP v^cles is close enough 
- i.e., the EARS and NCAP v^cles are of the same make-model or true corporate 
cousins, and the EARS model year is within the "valid" range of the NCAP test. 
Anything less than a level 3A/4Amatch is insufficient. An alternative, scmevhat 
smaller data set that produces good, but slightly different correlations consists 
of EARS cases in vhich both cars match an NCAP test at level 3A or 4A gi^ have 
the same nurrber of doors as the NCAP test vi^cle. The enpirlcal findings are 
consistent with NHISA's earlier claims that an NCAP test result can be extended 
to a car's corporate cousins, and for subsequent model years until the car is 
redesigned [25], [26]. 

VShile the methods of. this chapter are not a preferred way to test for 
correlation between NCAP performance and actual fatality risk, they still showed 
that significant correlations exist, hi the analyses summarized in Table 3-1, 
NCAP chest g' s had a statistically significant regression .coefficient in 'every 
regression with a sanple size greater than 500, vhile the coefficient for femur 
load reached significance in three analyses. (The methods in subsequent chapters 
will confirm these correlations, and also show significant correlation with HIC 
under certain ccjnditions). At the same time, the statistics in Table 3-1 
indicate that the regression coefficients can vary quite a bit in response to 
moderate changes in the calibration data set. The range of Chi-Squares for chest 
g's overl^js with the range for fetrur load, vhich, in turn, overlaps with the 
range for HIC. In other words, vhile the accident data set is sufficient to 
indicate an overall significant relationship between NCAP scores and actual 
fatality risk, there are not enough data indicate the exact relative iitportance 
of the three NCAP bocfy regions in predicting fatality risk. 



CHAPTER 4 
A OCMPOSITE NCAP SCORE: GORRELATICN WTIH EAEALTIY RISK 

HIC, diest g's and fatur load each provide scne infornaticn about a 
vehicle's safety performance on an NCAP test. An ̂ prcpriate weighted average 
of the scores for the three bocfy regions could provide more information about a 
car's overall safety performance than any score for a single bocfy region, and 
have greater correlation with actual fatality risk than ai^ single NCAP score. 
The objectives of this chapter are to identify a conposite NCAP score, NCAPINJ, 
that has maxinum correlation with the fatality risk of belted drivers in the 
principal calibration c3ata set of actual head-on collisions, and to measure the 
extent of that correlation. NCAPINJ is a specific weighted average of head, 
chest and fettur scores. However, sensitivity tests in this chapter will show 
that NCAPINJ is not the only cotposite score that has excellent correlation with 

J 

fatality risk; other weighted averages, and even an unweighted sum of logistic 
injury prcbabilities, also correlate well with actual risk. NCAPINJ may not be 
the cptiimm conposite score on another calibration data set. Ihus, the purpose 
of defining NCAPINJ is not to find a unique "magic fcullet" that is the best and 
only way to express the NCAP results, but to show that existing NCAP test scores 
for the three bocty regions, vtoi coibined hy sane reasonable scheme, have highly 
significant correlation with actual fatality ri^ in head-cm collisions. 

4,1 A conposite measure of NCAP oerfontance 

The regression analyses of Chapter 3 sipply most of the frameworic for 
generating a conposite NCAP measure that has excellent correlation with fatality 
risk. Here are sane of the relevant analytic tools developed in Chapter 3. The 
actxaal NCAP results for the driver durttty were transformed to logistic injvtry 



prcbability functions, ranging from 0 to 1: 

HEADINJ = 1 / [1 + e}q)(5.02 - .00351 HIC) ] 
CHESnNJ = 1 / [1 + 63^(5.55 - .06930 chest g's)] 
LEEMIRINJ = 1 / [1 + e3<p(7.59 - .00294 left fame load)] 
REEiyCRINJ = 1 / [1 + e3qp(7.59 - .00294 right fenur load)] 

ITCAP perfonrance for the "case" vehicle relative to the "other" v^cle in a 

head-on collision was defined in terms of these functions: 

DEUHC = HEROmJo^ - HEADINJomER 
DELCG = CEIESTINJO>SE " CEffiSTINJaniER 
DELEEM = (LEHyURINJcASE + R^HyiJRINJo^) - (LEEI4DRINJoraER + RFEMORINJother) 

The most appropriate data set of head-on collisions for stuc^dng correlation with 
N2AP vBS found to be the crashes in vhich both cars matched tp with an NCAP test 
vehicle at levels "3A" or "4A": the model year en EARS is within the range of 
model years considered valid cn the NCAP test, and the make-models cn EARS and 
NCAP are identical or true corporate cousins. That data set includes 396 head-cn 
collisions (792 vehicles); however, DELHIC, DELCE, or DELEEM are undefined, due 
to missing data cn NCAP tests, in 26 collisions, leaving a sanple of 370 
collisions (740 vehicles) for the initial regression analysis. The logistic 
regression model that best predicts the fatality risk of the driver of the case 
vehicle, in those 740 cases, has the following regression coefficients and 
chi-squares (x̂ ): 

Regression Coefficient Chi-Square 
INTERCEPr .69 39.19 
W (car weight) -5.74 142.47 
A (driver age) .0579 134.54 
S (driver sex) .367 5.33 
DELHIC .21 -41 
DELCG 2.70 7.70 
DELEEM 1.41 3.94 

Ihe initial goal is to find a single variable DELNCAP, vhich would 



r^lace DELHIC, DELCG and DELFEM in the preceding regressicn and get a high x̂ . 

If the choice of DELKGAP is limited to linear ccnfcinations of DELHIC, DELCG and 

DELFEM, i.e., 
DEUJCAP = W1 DELHIC + W2 DELOS + W3 DELFEM 

then the preceding regression coefficients .21, 2.70 and 1.41, if substituted for 
WL, W2 and W3, generate the DEUSJCAP that maximizes x' in those 740 cases. With 
minor modifications, that will became the coiposite measure of NC!AP performance. 

The regression in Chapter 3 was limited to the 740 cases in vhich HIC, 
chest g's and fenur load on at least one leg were known for both vehicles (i.e., 
they were successfully measured in the NCAP test that is matched with the crash-
involved v^cle). It is desired to e:>?)and the analysis to include cases vhere 
the NCAP results are partially missing, to include as mai^ of the 792 level 3A 
and 4A matches as possible. Just as DELNCAP, as defined above, was a linear 
catbinaticn of the relative scores for two vehicles, it is possible to define a 
ccrrposite logistic injury score for the driver of one vehicle if the NCAP results 
are all known: 

NCAPINJ = W1 HEADINJ + W2 CHESHNJ + W3 (LEmiRJMJ + RFEMJRINJ) 
vhere Wl, W2 and W3 are constants vMch remain to be determined. LFEMURINJ and 
RFEM3RINJ have similar means and distributions, and one can be used as a 
surrogate for the other, if it is unknown - e.g., if only LFEMJRINJ is xmknown, 

NCAPINJ = Wl HEADINJ + W2 CHESHNJ + 2 W3 REEMJRINJ 
The situation is more corplicated if HEADINJ or CfffiSTINJ are unJoiown or if both 
LFEMURINJ and RFEMURINJ are unknown, because these variables have different means 
and make different contributians to NCAPINJ. In these 792 cases, the average of 
HEADINJ is .196, average CHESITNJ is .123, and average (LFEMURINJ + RFEMURINJ) 
is .057. If HEADINJ is unknown, define an inflation factor 



MISSHIC = (.196 W1 + .123 W2 + .057 VO) / (.123 W2 + .057 W3) 
and inflate the NCAPHSU based cn the other two bocfy regions by this factor: 

NGAPINJ = MISSHIC [W2 GHESITNJ + W3 (LFEMURINJ + RFEMJRINJ) ] 
or, if LFEMJRINJ is also unknown, 

NCAPINJ = MISSHIC [W2 CHESTINT + 2 TO REEMORINJ] 
Similar inflation factors are ̂ lied if jvist chest g's or if both feitur loads 
are \m]<nown. Ihat expands the analysis to 784 cases in vMch NCRP scores were 
known on at least two bocfy regions for each vehicle. Only 8 cases had to be 
deleted because NCAP results were unknown on more than one bocty region. Ihere 
aie 756 cases in vMch NCAP scores are known for the chest (vMch has the highest 
of the three relative weights) and at least one other body region. 

Starting with the values of .21, 2.7 and 1.41 for Wl, TO and TO, 
and defining DELNCAP = NCAPINJĉ se ' NCAPINJother , regressions are run in viiich the 
dependent variable is fatality risk in the "case" vehicle, and the independent 
variables are DELNCAP plx:is W, A and S (as defined in Chapter 3). Ihese 
regressions are performed for the full set of 784 cases (NCAP scores known for 
at least two boc^ regions) and its subset of 756 cases viiere chest g's are known 
for both vehicles. IVro series of regressions are n m with alternative values for 
Wl and TO, relative to TO. In the first series, a sort of fine tuning to 
maximize x̂ » examines the effects of slight variations frem the starting values 
of Wl, TO and TO. The x̂  ̂ or DELNCAP were as follows: 



Relative Weigbts 
Head Cheat Feaur 
Injijiy Injury Injury 

.21 2.7 1.41 

.1 2.7 1.41 

.3 2.7 1.41 

.21 2.7 1.3 

.21 2.7 1.5 

.21 2.7 1.6 

Chi-Squares 
784 
Cases 

16.08 
16.25 
15.84 
16.03 
16.09 
16.06 

756 
Cases 

13.93 
13.75 
13.94 
13.96 
13.89 
13.81 

All of the regressions produce x̂  close to the first one, indicating 
a plateau rather than a peak of cptinum. correlation. While none of the 
regressions has the maximum x̂  for both the 784 and the 756 cases, 

NCaPINJ = .21 HERDINJ + 2.7 CHESTINJ + 1.5 (LEEMORINJ + REEMORINJ) 
can be considered the best of the cotposite injury scores. The x̂  for the 784 
cases reaches a local maxirtum of 16.09, vbile the x̂  of 13.89 for the 756 cases 
is still close to the maxiirLim. Although the model with W1 = .1 for head injury 
has a higher x̂  for the 784 cases, the x̂  for the 756 cases is the lowest of the 
group. 

The second series of regressions examines the width of the plateau of 
near-cptinum correlation. It ccttpares the x̂  for the NCAPhSU with the cptinum 
weights (.21, 2.7 and 1.5), the x̂  for an unweighted injury function 

hsu = herdinj + chestinj + leemdrinj + rfemjrinj 
and for three intermediate injury functions, proceeding by harmonic steps frm 
the cptinum weights to the unweighted function: 



Relative Weights 

Head Chest Femur 
Injiiry Injxxry liijxiry 

0.21 2.70 1.50 

0.31 2.10 1.36 
0.46 1.64 1.22 
0.68 1.28 1.11 

1 1 1 

Chi-Squares 

784 
Chses 

16.09 
15.58 
14.19 
11.40 
7.86 

756 
Cases 

13.89 
13.67 
12.71 
10.42 
7.34 

All x^ 3xe statistically significant at the .01 level, and in the 
second and third line the x̂  still close to the optinum values even though 
the relative weights are quite different from their optinum values. This second 
series of regressions shows that the correlation of fatality risk with a 
catposite NCAP score is relatively insensitive to the exact choice of the weight 
factors and that any reasonable conbination of head, chest and fetiur injinry 
scores will correlate well with fatality risk. 

The optinum score, 
NCAPINJ = .21 HEADINJ + 2.7 CHESTINJ + 1.5 (LFEJyURINJ + REEMJRINJ) 

can range fixm 0 to 5.91. It is a relative measure of overall NCAP performance 
(the higher the NCAPINJ, the worse the performance), but specific values of 
NCAPINJ, such as 0.5 or l.O, do not correspond to ai^ intuitive, absolute level 
of inj\ary. 

NCAPINJ, at first glance, seans to give a very low weight to head 
injury and a surprisingly high weight to faiur injury, as indicated ty W1 = .21 
and W3 = 1.5. However, the Wi's, themselves, do not indicate the relative 
weights of the bocfy regions. As noted above, the average value of HEADINJ is 



.196, average CHESTINJ is .123, and average (LFEiyLIRINJ + RFEMJRINJ) is .057. 
Thus, the relative ccntributian of HERDINJ to ITCAPHSU is .21 x .196 = .041; the 
ccntributian of CHESTTNJ is 2.7 x .123 = .332; and the ccntributian of fenur 
injury is 1.5 x .057 = .086. To the extent that HIC, chest g's and fenur lead 
are intercorrelated, their "relative ccntrifcutians" to the ccnpDsite score need 
not reflect the actual relative iirpDrtance of head, chest and lower-bcxfy injxrries 
in cxashes - i.e., CHESTTNJ nay be making such a large ccntributicn to NCRPINJ 
because it incorporates information of the probability of head and fenur injinry, 
in ac3diticn to chest injury. The ccrrposite score is a nathgiatical method of 
ccnbining NCAP information to get the best correlation vdth fatality risk in the 
current c3ata set of head-on collisions. (NC3\PINJ is cptindz^ for the current 
c3ata file of fatal head-on cullisions, tut vhen additional accic3ent c3ata becxite 
available, the relative weights for the three bcxfy regions might change). 

The cdtplete results of the regression model, with independent 
variables W, A, S and DEIiqCAP = NCAPINJo^ - NCAPINJctoer , where NCAPINJ = .21 
HEADINJ + 2.7 CHESTTKr + 1.5 (LEEMDRINJ + RFEMDRINJ), for the 784 head-cn 
collisicn cases in vhich both cars matched up with an NCAP test vehicde at levels 
"3A" or "4A" and DEINCAP could be calculated, are as follows: 

DEIiNCAP = .21 DEIHIC + 2.7 DEICG + 1.5 DELFEM 

Reg. Qli Stat. Partial 
Coeff. Square Sig.? Corr. 

HSriERCRPr .6345 37.42 RR 
W (car weight) -5.3305 146.49 RR -.368 
A (driver age) .0558 143.87 RR .365 
S (driver sex) .4200 7.91 RR .075 
DEINCAP 1.0665 16.09 RR .115 



The x̂  of 16.09 for DELM3^ indicates a strongly significant correlation (p < 
.0001) betvjeen the cciiposite NCIAP score and fatality risk. It exceeds the sum 
of the x^ for head, chest and feitur injiary vdien they were entered as separate 
variables in the regression, because cases that had to be excluded fran that 
regression due to missing NCAP data can now be included. However, the x^ of the 
regression coefficient for DEUJCAP is jiost one of several ways to measure the 
extent or strength of the relaticn^p between NCAPINJ and fatality risk in 
actual head-on collisions. The rstHinder of this ch^ter presents other methods 
to gauge the relationship, and to measure the actual fatality reduction for a 
good NCAPINJ relative to a poor score. 

4.2 RTa-.Tgyp; acttial safety performance relative to expectations 

DELNCAP = NCAPUSUô se " NCAPINJoniER is s measure of the relative NCAP 
performance of two vehicles that becaite involved in a head-on collision. If the 
case vehicle had better performance en the NCAP test than the other vehicle, 
DELNCAP is negative. Another variable, RELEKP, will now be defined for each 
head-on collision, measuring the relative actual performance of the two vehicles 
in that collision. RELEXP will be negative vhen the driver of the case vehicle 
did better than expected (e.g., survived) and the driver of the other car did 
worse than e:^cted, given the weights of the two cars and the age and sex of 
each driver. RELEXP can be tested for correlation with DELNCAP; more generally, 
the average value of RELEXP can be coiputed for various groi^ of crashes (e.g., 
collisions of good NCAP performers with poor NCAP performers). 

The first step in catputing RELEXP is a regression en the file of 784 

head-cn^collision cases defined in Section 4.1 (both cars match an NCAP test 

vi^cle at levels 3A or 4A, and DELNCAP could be calculated), but without any 



NCAP variable. In ot±er words, the dependent variable is the outcote for the 

driver of the case vehicle (fatality = 1, survival = 0) and the independent 

variables are only W, A and S - relative vehicle weight, driver age and sex: 

Without NCAP InfontHticn 

Reg. Chi Stat. Partial 
Coeff. Square Sig.? Corr. 

JNTERCEPr .616 36.57 RR 
W (car weight) -5.427 154.15 RR -.378 
A (driver age) .0531 142.35 RR .363 
S (driver sex) .34 5.39 ' R .056 

The intercept and coefficients for W, A and S are similar to those obtained in 

the preceding regression with DELNCAP. This logistic regression model can be 

used to predict the expected fatality risk for each driver" in a head-on 

collision, in the absence of NCAP information. The eŝ jected fatality risk E^^ 

for the driver of the case vehicle is 

expr.616 - 5.427(loaW„ - log W ^ ) + .0531(A_-A^) + .34(F_-F^)1 
1 + e:>̂ [.616 - 5.427(log W ^ - log W ^ ) + .0531(A<^-A^) + .34(F^-F^)] 

viiere Ŵ ^̂  is the curb weight of the case vehicle, A ^ is the age of the driver 
of the case vehicle and F ^ is 1 if the driver of the case vehicle is female, 0 
if the driver is male. The ejq̂ ected fatality risk Eote for the driver of the 
other vehicle is 

expr.616 + 5.427(loqW„ - log - .0531(A„-A^) - .34(F_-F^)1 
1 + exp[.616 + 5.427(logW^ - log - .0531(A^-A^) - .34(F«^-F^)] 

These formulas measure the relative vulnerability to fatal injury of 
the two drivers, given that their cars had a head-on collision. The risk is 
greater in the lighter car than the heavier car, and the older/faiale driver is 



more vulnerable to injury than the ycunger/rtale driver. The fonrulas do not 
address the propensity of cars to get involved in head-on collisions as a 
function of driver age, sex, etc. For exanple, if the case vehicle is a 2500-
pound car driven a belted, 50-year-old fanale and the other vehicle is a 3000-
pound car driven by belted, 20-year-old nale, E ^ = .97 and E ^ = .09 (for a 
total of 1.06 fatalities expected in the collision, since there is a 6 percent 
chance that both drivers died). 

If Aoa, and Aoto are the actual outcane of the collision for the driver 
of each car (fatality = 1, survival = 0), 

RELEXP = ( A ^ - E , ^ ) - ( A ^ - E ^ ) 

measures actual performance "relative to ê ĵectations." It can range from -2 to 
+2. The more negative it is, the better the actual performance of the case 
vehicle relative to expectations. For exanple, if the 50-year-old fanale in the 
2500-pound case car actually survived, vMle the 20-year-old male in the 3000-
pound other car died, RELEXP = -1.88 (nuch better than eĵ jectations). If she 
died and he survived, RELEXP = +0.12 (about v^t would be expected). If both 
drivers died in the crash, RELEXP = -0.88 (not a good outccme for either driver, 
of course, but the case vehicle performed better than expected, relative to the 
other vehicle). Note that RELEXP is measured for a two-car crash, not for a 
vehicle. It does not measure the absolute safety of a vehicle, just the 
performance of the case vehicle relative to the other vehicle. 

Ihe population standard deviation of RELEXP was carputed for the full 
set of 784 crashes and for many subsets of these crashes. In every case, the 
standard deviation was very close to 0.64.- That makes it easy to test if the 
average value of RELEXP is significantly less than zero for a specific grap of 



crashes (i.e., the case vehicles were significantly safer than the other cars), 

or if the dLfference in average RELEXP for two grcx^B of crashes is statistically 

significant. 

4.3 Correlation of DELNTTAP anH PTTT.TOfP 

DELNCAP, a itieasure of the relative NCAP perfornence of two v^cles 
that became involved in a head-on collision, and RELEXP,. a measure of their 
relative actxjal performance are defined for each of 392 collisions on the file. 
DELDJCAP and RELEXP are both close enough to a normal distribution that their 
correlation can be tested by the conventional Pearson method. (In the analysis 
file, there are 784 collision records, but there are only 392 actual collisions, 
since each crash is listed twice. Reversing the "case" and the "other" vehicle 
merely changes the sign of both DEUJCAP and RELEXP, so the second listing of each 
crash provides no new infontaticn for the analysis, and using N = 784 would 
spuriously inflate significance levels.) 

DEUSfCAP and RELEXP have a correlation coefficient of .166, vAiich has 
strong statistical significance (p = .001, N = 392). In other words, the higher 
the ccnposite NCAP score for car 1 relative to car 2, the higher the fatality 
risk for driver 1 relative to driver 2, after adjusting for car weight, driver 
age and sex. 

The correlation coefficient and its significance level both say a lot 
about the relationship between NCAP performance and actual fatality risk in all 
types of head-on collisions on the highway. On the one hand, the correlation of 
.166 is far from perfect: the driver of the car with the lower NCAP score will 
not alvays be the survivor in ary type of head-on collision with a car having a 



higher score, even if both cars have the same weight. Furthermore, needless to 

say, vMch driver dies in a head-on collision has a lot more to do with relative 

v ^ c l e weight and driver age than with NC3^ scores. On the other hand, the 

significance level of .001 suggests beyond doubt that there is seme correlation 

between and actual fatality risk in head-on collisions: en the average, cars 

with acceptable NCAP scores have lower fatality risk, across the range of head-on 

collisions, than cars of the same weight with high scores. 

This analysis approach also makes it possible to test if NC3^ 

information for a single boc^ region, in the absence of information about the 

other two boc^ regions, is correlated with fatality risk. The ^proach is 

different from Chapter 3, in vMch information for all three bocfy regions was 

simultaneously entered in a regression, and the relative ccntributicn of each 

NCAP score to fatality risk was estimated. DELCE, DELFEM ,and DELEHC are the 

measures of relative NCAP performance, based on logistic injury probability 

functions (see Section 3.2). DELCE has a statistically significant correlation 

with RELEXP (r = .136, p = .008, N = 378). In other words, there is a 

significant correlation between chest g's, by itself, and fatality risk. DELFEM 

has a positive correlation with RELEXP, but not quite statistically significant 

(r = .094, p = .065, N = 387); DELHIC also has a nonsignificant positive 

correlation (r = .050, p = .321, N = 389). 

4.4 Fatality reduction for the car with lower NCAPINJ 

The accident data file contains 784 head-on collision records for 

vMch DEINCAP = NCAPmTc»sE ' NCAPINJonffiR (relative ccnposite NCAP performance) 

is known. Ihe records, can be ranked by'DELfJCAP and listed in order, frcm the 

case with DELNCAP = -1.98 (largest differential in favor of the case vehicle) to 



the case vd.th DEUTCAP = +1.98. The 16 records in the ndddle, with DELNCAP = 0, 
are deleted frctn the list: both cars in the collision matched ip with the saite 
ITCAP test, so NCAP gives no information to favor one car or the other. The last 
384 records, with DELNCAP > 0, are also deleted: they are merely the same crashes 
as the first 384 records, with the "case" and "other" vehicles reversed. That 
leaves a file of 384 distinct head-on collisions, conprlsing 768 distinct 
v^iicles, in vhich the ITCAP performance of the case vehicle is always better than 
the performance of the other vehicle. DELNCM> ranges from -1.98 for the first 
record to -0.000243 for the last (a very small advantage for the case vehicle). 

The objective of this analysis is to conpute the reduction in fatality 
risk for the 384 "better" NCZAP performers relative to the 384 "poorer" NCAP 
performers, and to test if the reduction is statistically significant. Moreover, 
if the analysis is limited to the first half/quarter/tenth of the file, vdiere the 
NCAP performance advantage of the case vehicle successively increases, does the 
fatality reduction for the case vehicle also escalate? 

As explained in Section 4.2, each collision has an outcome A ^ for the 
driver of the case vehicle (fatality = 1, survival = 0) and A ^ for the driver 
of the other car. The e>q)ected outcomes Ê ,̂ and Ê fc, (ejpected probabilities of 
fatality) are based on the relative vehicle weights and the age and sex of the 
drivers. The actual and eĵ )ected fatalities are surrmed over all the crashes 
included in the analysis: sum(AaBe) and sum(Aote) are the actual nunbers of driver 
fatalities in the case and the other vehicles; sum(Ea,B) and sum(Eofcj) are the 
nurrbers of driver fatalities that would be e:qpected in the case vehicles and the 
other vehicles, given the relative weight, age and sex in each crash. The 
fatality reduction for the case vehicles, relative to the other vehicles, is 



Fatality Reduction = 1 - ([sum(A(^) /sum(A<to) ] / [sum(E^) /sum(Eote) ]) 

Specifically, in the 384 collisicns vdth DELfKAP < 0, there were 202 
actual driver fatalities in the case vehicles and 246 fatalities in the other 
vi^cles. Since the vehicle weights, driver age and sex distrihutions are 
similar, en the average, in the better and poorer NCAP performers, the e:q3ected 
nurrtoers of fatalities are about the same: 220.7 in the case vehicles and 227.7 
in the other vdiicles. That is a relative fatality reduction of 

1 - [(202/246) / (220.7/227.7)] =15.3 percent 

for the better NCAP performers. Conversely, the poorer performers had 18 percent 

higher fatality risk. 

The test for statistical significance of the fatality reduction is 
based on the variable RELEXP, vMch is cotputed for each collision record, as 
ejqjlained in Section 4.2. RELEXP measures actual performance of the case vehicle 
relative to ejqoectaticns. The average value of RELEXP is 

Itean RELEXP = [(202 - 220.7) - (246 - 227.7)] / 384 = -.096 
For this population of crashes, as for most others, the standard deviation of 
RELEXP is very close to .64. With a sanple size of 384, the t statistic for 
RELEXP is 2.96, vMch is significant at the .01 level. In other words, the 
better NCAP performers had significantly fewer fatalities than expected, relative 
to the poorer performers. 

Table 4-1 shows the fatality reductions and other statistics for all 
crashes - in. viiich DELNCAP is less than - zero or is more negative than seme 
specified amount (i.e., the case vehicles did better on NCAP than the other 



FAmJTY IM3UCIT0N FOR IHE DRIVER OF THE CAR WTIH THE DGWER CCMPOSriE NCAP SCORE 

lO^mr Differential 
betvieea the "Case" Car 
and the "Other" Car 

Gccparison of Read-World Perfozmance 
N of % Eat Red Mean 

Crashes for Better Car Relesq) 
Sum 

Relecip 
T-Test 

for Reles^ 

DEUJCAP < 0 
DEUOP < -0.18 
DEUJCAP < -0.42 
DEIiJCAP < -0.635 

384 
203 
95 
38 

15.3 
15.8 
24.5 
40.1 

.096 

.102 

.171 

.253 

-37.00 
-20.67 
-16.25 
- 9.61 

2.96 
2.46 
2.84 
2 .82 

cn 

NCAPINJ Differential 
between the "Case" Car 
and the "Other" Car 

Mean KCAP Scores and Model Year ("Case" vs. "Other" Car) 

HIC 
Case Other 

Chest 6'8 
Case Other 

L Feaur 
Case Other 

R Fenur 
Case Other 

Model Year 
Case Other 

DEUJCAP < 0 

DELWCAP < -0.18 

DEUTCAP < -0.42 

DEUTCAP < -0.635 

815 1007 43.9 53.5 858 1025 843 1033 85.6 85.0 

820 1082 43.0 57.7 873 1141 831 1103 85.8 84.6 

835 1095 43.5 62.7 891 1213 854 1081 85.7 83.3 

832 1072 43.7 61.8 883 1738 903 1225 85.6 83.0 



vehicles, by sane specified amcunt). Ihe first line in the tpper half of T&ble 
4-1 di^lays statistics for the analysis described above: the crashes with 
DEUTCAP <0. It shows the sarrple size, the fatality reduction for the case 
vi^cles, mean RELEXP, the t test and one other statistic: the sum of RELEXP. 
In this case, the sum is -37 = 384 x - .096. Intuitively, this sum describes the 
total amount of "information" provided by the ITCAP results for identifying safer 
cars; the more negative the sum, the better. The bigger the actual safety 
difference between the good and poor NCAP performers, and the more cars involved 
in the analysis, the more negative the sum. 

Ihe first line in the lower half of Ihble 4-1 coipares the actual NCAP 
perfonnance of the case vehicles and the other vehicles. Ihe case vehicles (the 
better NCAP performers), apprcpriately, had lower mC, chest g's and fatur loads, 
on the average, than the poor performers. Average HEC was 815 in the case 
vehicles, 1007 in the other cars. Chest g's averaged 10 less in the case 
vehicles; fanor loads averaged 167 pounds less on the left side and 190 pounds 
less on the right side. These are average differences; they do not mean that 
KEC, chest g's and fanor loads are lower for the case vehicle in each individual 
crash. Since NCAPINJ is a weighted sum of KEC, chest g's and fanur load, the 
case vi^cle might have the higher KEC in seme crashes, but DEENCAP would still 
be negative if the case vehicle has much lower chest g's. Ihe average model year 
is slightly more recent in the case vehicles (85.6) than the other v#iicles 
(85.0). 

In the preceding analysis, the case vehicle was only required to have 
better NCAP perfontance than the other vehicle; even an infinitesimal difference 
was sufficient. Ihe fatality reduction for good NCAP performance is even greater 



vtei a "g^" is placed between good and pcxsr performance and DEUSO^ is required 
to be more negative than seme specified amcunt. The results are shown in the 
2nd, 3rd and 4th lines of each section of Thble 4-1. J^roxiitately half the 
crashes (203) on the original file have DELNCAP < -0.18. In that groijp, the 
better NCAP performers have 15.8 percent lower fatality risk than the poor 
performers; the reduction is statistically significant (t for RELEXP is 2.46, p 
< .05). The case vidhicles enjqy an even larger advantage in HIC, chest g's and 
femur load than in the preceding analysis. The gap in average model year also 
grows (85.8 vs. 84.6), reflecting the sijperior NCAP performance of more recent 
cars. 

The sanple size is again halved vhen DELNCAP < -0.42. In those 95 
crashes, the case vehicles had 24.5 percent lower fatality risk than the poor 
NCAP performers, vMch is a statistically significant reduction (t for RELEXP is 
2.84, p < .01). Although the fatality reduction is greater than in the preceding 
analyses, the sum of RELEXP is smaller: here, NCAP identifies a small nuntoer of 
cars that are quite unsafe; previously, NCAP identified a raich larger number of 
cars that were slightly less safe than average. The lower half of Thble 4-1 
shows that chest g's are rruch higher in the other care (62.7) than in the case 
cars (43.5). The gap in HIC and fatior load, on the other hand, is about the same 

• as in the preceding analysis. The difference in average model year continues to 
f- escalate. 

Finally, vhen DELNCAP < -.635, the accident file is reduced to 38 
crashes, one-tenth of the original nurtiDer. In these crashes with a large 
contrast in NCAP performance, the good cars had 40 percent lower fatality risk 
than the poor performers. The reduction is statistically significant (t for 



RELEXP is 2.82, p < .01). The "other" cars have ituch higher chest g's and fatur 
loads than the case vehicles. The difference in fatality risk between these best 
and worst NCAP performers is almost as great as the difference between a belted 
occupant and an unrestrained occupant. 

4.5 MCAP performance of cars that did better than expected in crashes 
How abcut crashes with astonishing outccmes - where an older driver 

in a smaller car walks away and the younger driver in the larger car dies? Did 
the car with the unanticipated good performance have lower NCaP scores? This 
analysis is the converse of the preceding one, cotparing the NCAP scores of two 
cars in a head-on collision, vhen the driver of the case vehicle, in the actual 
crash, did better than e:qpected (as evidenced by negative RELEXP). The 784 head-
on collision records are ranked by RELEXP and listed in order, from the case with 
RELEXP = -1.89 (largest differential in favor of the case vehicle) to the case 
with DELJJCAP = +1.89. The last 392 records, with RELEXP > 0, are deleted: they 
are merely the same crashes as the first 392 records, with the "case" and "other" 
vehicles reversed. That leaves a file of 392 distinct head-on collisions, 
cotprlsing 784 distinct vehicles, in vhich the actual outcome, relative to 
expectations, is always better for the case vehicle than the other vehicle. 
RELEXP ranges from -1.89 for the first record to -0.004 for the last. The 
crashes with RELEXP more negative than -1 are the ones in vMch the case car 
driver survived even though the expected fatality risk was lower for the other 
driver. A negative RELEXP that is close to zero does not signify an astonishing 
outccme: it means that the driver with a heavy advantage did, in fact, survive; 
or that two cars were almost evenly matched, and both drivers died. 

Thble 4-2 ccnpares the NCAP performance of the "case" and the "other" 



NCAP PERFORMANCE OF CM?S WfiOSE DRIVERS EARED BBITER THAN EXPECTED IN ACTUAL HEAD-ON GOLLISIOSIS 

RELEXP Dlffexentlal 
between the "Case" Car 
and the "Other" Car 

Mean NOAP Scores ("Case" vs. "Other" Car) 

N of Mean T-Test 
Crashes DEUO^ for BEUXSP 

mc 
Case Other T-Test 

Chest G's 
Case Other T-Test 

RFTiRXP < 0 392 - .063 3 .17 899 924 1 .24 47 .7 49 .7 3 .14 
RKTiRXP < - 0 . 5 152 - .132 4 .08 903 942 1 .05 46 .6 50 .3 3 .47 
RRT.RXP < -0 .75 88 - .117 3 .17 896 907 .32 4 7 . 1 . 49 .7 2 .02 
RFTiEXP < - 1 . 0 49 - . 128 3 .11 885 895 .02 46 .2 4 8 . 1 1 .32 

Mean NCAP Scores and Hcdel Year ("Case" vs. "Other" Car) 
RELEXP Differential 
between the "Case" Car L Feaur R Fenur T-Test for Zfodel Year 
and the "Other" Car Case Other Case Other Equal Feour Inj Case Other T-Test 

RRT.RXP < 0 935 940 944 932 1 .11 85.5 85.2 1 .42 
RELEXP < - 0 . 5 879 953 858 941 2.05 86 .1 85.0 3 .66 
RT̂ TiRXP < -0 .75 884 959 829 1007 2 .50 86.4 85.3 2 .62 
RRT.RXP < - 1 . 0 847 1000 791 1053 2 .53 86.2 85.0 2 .02 



v^cles, in the crashes vhere RELEXP is less than zero or is more negative than 
sate specified amount. The first line in the r^per half of T^Dle 4-2 analyzes 
all 392 cases in vMch RELEXP < 0. Ihe average value of DEUQCAP is -.063, i.e., 
the cars with better actual perfomnnce also had better NCAP performance, as 
evidenced by ITCAPINJ being .063 lower. These are average differences; they do 
not mean that NC3\PINJ is lower for the case vehicle in each individual crash. 
However, the average difference" in NCAPINJ performance is statistically 
significant at the .01 level: a test of the hypothesis that DEtiQCaP = 0 yielcSs 
a t value of 3.17. 

The case vehicles had lower average KCC (899) than the other vehicles 
(924). Those are arithmetic averages of the original HIC scores. A significance 
test for the difference in HIC can be based en the variable DELHIC, the 
difference in the logistic injucy probabilities. The t value for the hypothesis 
that DELHIC = 0 is 1.24, SO the difference is not significant. But the 
difference in average chest g's, 47.7 vs. 49.7 is significant at the .01 level 
(t for DEL03 is 3.14, p < .01). The first line in the lower section of Thble 4-2 
shows that the case and other vehicles had about the same average f Onur loads and 
model years. 

There are 152 crashes in vhich the actual performance of the case 
vehicle was a fair amount better than expected, as evidenced by RELEXP < -0.5. 
NCAP performance of the case and the other vehicle is catpared in the second line 
of Tbble 4-2. The average difference of NCAPINJ is -.132, vMch is more than 
double the value in the preceding analysis. The cars with better actxaal 
performance had lower NCAPINJ, by a highly significant amount (t'for DELNCAP is 
4.08, p < .0001). Moreover, the cars with better actual performance had better 



NCAP results cn every bocfy region, m c averaged 9 0 3 for the case vehicles and 
942 for the other vehicles; chest g's averaged 46.6 for the case vehicles and 
5 0 . 3 for the other vehicles; fenur loads averaged about 8 0 pounds lower cn both 
legs. The difference in chest g's is significant at the .01 level, and for fenur 
load, at the . 0 5 level. The cars with better act\:ial performance had a 
significantly itiore recent model year (86.1 vs. 85.0, t = 3 .66, p < .001) . 

RELEXP was more negative than -0.75 in about one-fourth of the 
crashes. The difference in ICAPINJ (- .117) is about the same as in the preceding 
analysis, and it is statistically significant (t for is 3.17, p < .01). 

However, the difference in HIC and chest g's decreased frcm the preceding cases, 
vhile the gap in fatur load increased. Finally, in the 49 crashes with really 
surprising outcomes, as evidenced by RELEXP < -1.0, NCAPINJ is cnce again 
significantly lower in the cars with better actual performance (DELJCAP = - .128, 
t = 3.11, p < .01). HTC is about the same in both cars; chest g's are lower in 
the case cars, on the average, by 2. Fatur loads are significantly lower in the 
case cars, by an average of 150 pounds cn the left side and 260 pounds on the 
right side. The average difference in model year remains close to one year. 

The four analyses in Thble 4-2 are strong evidence that cars with 
better-than-ejq̂ ected actxjal performance, as evidenced by negative RELEXP, had 
significantly better NC3^ performance than the cars they hit. That, by itself, 
is not really a new finding, since a highly significant correlation between 
RELEXP and DEUSO^ was alrearfy shown in Section 4.3. This analysis, however, 
reveals seme traits of the relationship. 

First, the average differences in NCMP performance, although 



statistically significant, are not vast in absolute terms. Average m C differed 
ty 40 or less, chest g's by 2-4 and femur load by no more than 250 pounds. Who 
survives and viio dies in a specific head-on collision, depends on mary factors 
besides vehicle performance as measured in an NCAP test; it depends a lot on the 
personal vulnerability to injircy of the individual occupants and the imique 
circumstances that may be present in that crash. Nevertheless, on the average, 
the cars vgith better actual performance had lower NCAP scores. 

Second, the catposite performance measure NCAPINJ had a stronger 
relationship with actual performance than did any of the NCAP scores for 
individual bocfy regions. In all four analyses, the difference in NCAPINJ was 
significant at the .01 level, with t-values alvays over 3. Although HIC, chest 
g's and fenur loads were consistently lower, on the average, in the safer case 
v^iicles, the differences were not always statistically significant, and only 
rarely at the .01 level (chest g's in the first two analyses). 

4.6 Fatality reduction for the car with lower head or chest injury risk 
NHISA's Decarber 1993 Report to Congress contains an analysis similar 

to the approach in Section 4.4, but with the collision records ranked by head or 
chest injury risk, rather than NCAPINJ [24], p. 72. The analysis is called "Case 
A" in the Report to Congress. The accident data file contains 740 head-on 
collision records in vhich NCAP KEC and chest g's are known for both drivers. 
Ihe maylmiTm head/chest injury for a driver is the greater of the logistic injury 
probability functions, HEADINJ and CHESTINJ (see Section 4.1): 

MAXHCINJ = max (HEADINJ, CHESITNJ) 
The performance for'the case v^cle relative to the other v^cle is 

DEOyiAXHC = MAXHCINJcase " MAXHCTNToraER 



The records were ranked by DELMRXHC, starting with the crash having the largest 
differential in favor of the case vehicle. The 12 records in the middle, with 
DEIMAXHC = 0, and the last 384 records, with DELMAXHC > 0, are deleted, as in 
Section 4.4. That leaves a file of 364 distinct head-on collisions, ccnprising 
728 distinct vehicles, in which the NC3\P head/chest injury performance of the 
case vehicle is always better than the performance of the other vehicle. 

In the 364 collisions with DELMaXHC < 0, the average NCAP scores for 

the "case" and "other" vehicles, and the actual and expected fatality counts were 

as follows: 

Case V^cle Other V^cle 
V 

Average HIC 721 1111 
Chest g's 45.0 52.7 
Left faanr load 1012 895 
Right faair load 1002 902 

Actual fatalities 199 228 
Expected fatalities 207.8 217.4 

Ehtality reduction (%) 8.7 
Ifean RELEXP - .053 
T-test for RELEKP 1.62 

Chest g's and, especially, HIC are lower, on the average, in the 
"case" vehicles. Fenur loads, vhich are not factored into the calculation of 
MAXHCINJ, are actually slightly higher in the case vehicles. The reduction in 
actual fatality risk, adjusted for vehicle weight, driver age and sex, is 

1 - [(199/228) / (207.8/217.4)] == 8.7 percent 
in the case vehicles, and it is not statistically significant, although it comes 
close to significance (t = 1.62). 



4.7 SensitivitY test; NO^PINJ on a different calibration ciata set 
NZAPINJ vjas t±ie specific weighted average of head, chest and fatur 

scores that had maxiraim correlation with fatality risk on the basic calibration 
data set of EW?S cases in vhich both cars natch with an NCAP test at levels 3A 
or 4A. In Section 4.1, regression analyses with that data set show^ excellent 
correlations of NCAP scores and fatality risk even vtei the relative weights for 
the three boc^ regions diverged substantially from .21, 2.7 and 1.5, the weights 
in NCAPINJ. As an additional sensitivity test, these regressions can also be run 
on a subset of the EARS cases: vAiere each EARS car not only matches up with an 
NCAP car at level 3A or 4A, but also must have the same nuniDer of doors as the 
NCAP car. In Section 3.4, it was shown that the regression analysis with DELHIC, 
DEDCG and DELEEM as separate variables assigned them regression coefficients of 
.42, 2.52 and .73. Thus, the cptiirum ccqposite measure of injury for this data 
set would have relative weights for the three bocty regions close to these values 
- i.e., a slightly higher weight for HTC and a lower weight for fanur load than 
in the full data set. 

The new calibration data set contains 620 cases in vhich NCAP scores 
are known cn at least two bocfy regions for each vehicle, and 598 cases in vMch 
the scores are known for the chest and at least one other bocfy region. The 
second series of regressions in Section 3.1, vhich coipared the x̂  ^or the 
NCAPINJ with the original cpticam weights (.21, 2.7 and 1.5), for an unweighted 
injury function, and for three intermediate injury functions, is rerun for the 
new calibration data set. A regression is also run for a coiposite injury 
function based cn the new cptinum weights (.42, 2.52 and .73): 



Relative Weights 

Head Chest Feaur 
Injiay Injtiry Injury 

0.21 2.70 1.50 

0.31 2.10 1.36 

0.46 1.64 1.22 
0.68 1.28 1.11 

1 1 1 

0.42 2.52 0.73 

Chi-Squares 

620 
Cases 

10.80 
10.73 
10.41 
9.31 
7.49 
11.24 

598 
Cases 

8.43 
8.52 
8.47 
7.78 
6.46 
9.61 

All x̂  are statistically significant at the .01 level (except the 
regression cn 598 cases vdth the unweighted injury function, vMch is significant 
at the .05 level)-. The last regression prcxiices the highest x̂  • original 
NCRPHSU is not the cptinal injiory function on this calibration data set, although 
its x^ is just slightly less than the rnaxinum values. The drop-off in x̂  / as the 
regressions proceed from the original NCAPINJ to the imweighted injinry function, 
are less precipitous than cn the original calibration data set. Ifere, they drop 
by about 30 percent; there, the descent was closer to 50 percent. 

Ihe sensitivity tests conf irm that any reasonable corbinaticn of head, 
chest and fenur injury scores, not just NCAPINJ, will correlate well with 
fatality risk. While the EARS sanple is adequate to show that chest g's need to 
be given a substantial weight in ar^ coiposite score, the accident sanple is not 
really large enough to determine exactly the relative inportance of the head and 
the femur injxary scores. 



CHAPTER 5 

OPT.T.T,SIGNS BETWEEN A "GOCD" AND A "POOR" NCAP PEREDRMER 

Pncbably, the sinplest vray to estimate the fatality reciiction 
associated vdth good NCAP scores is to partition the cars based on a specific 
NCAP score - e.g., HIC, chest g's, feitur load-or a ccrrposite score such as 
NCAPINJ - and to consider only the subset of head-on collisions in >Mch the case 
vehicle has a score in the "good" range and the other vehicle has a score in the 
"poor" range. Do the cars vdth the poor NCAP scores have significantly more 
driver fatalities than expected, after control for the curb weight, driver age 
and sex? 

MDSt of the analyses in this chapter are based en the data set of EARS 
head-on collisions between two passenger cars in vhich both cars matched 1:5) with 
an NCAP test vehicle at levels "3A" or "4A": the model year cn EARS is within the 
range of model years considered valid for the NCAP test, and the make-models on 
E7^ and NCAP are identical or true corporate cousins. That data set includes 
396 head-cn collisions (792 vehicles). As a sensitivity test, seme of the 
analyses are repeated, in Section 5.9, on the subset of head-cn collisions in 
vMch both vehicles not only match an NCAP test vehicle at levels 3A or 4A, but 
also have the same nuittoer of doors as the NCAP test vehicle (310 collisions, 620 
cars). 

5.1 Cars with low NCAPmi h-it f7ar-3 with high NCAPINJ 
A ccnposite measure of NCAP performance, NCAPINJ was defined in 

Section 4.1, as a weighted average of logistic injury probability functions for 
the head, chest and feiturs. The weights were chosen to maximize the correlation 



of NCAPINJ vdth fatality risk in the principal calibration data set (crashes 
where both v^cles natch an NCAP test at the '3A or 4A level') but are not 
necessarily cptinal for other accident data sets (e.g., crashes vhere both 
vehicles natch an NCAP test at the '3A or 4A level N of doors'). In Section 
4.3, 384 head-on collisions were identified in vhich the case v^cle had a lower 
(better) NCAPINJ score than the other v^cle. Ihe fatality risk was a 
statistically significant 15 percent lower in the case vehicles. In that 
analysis, the NCAPINJ for the case vehicle did not have to be below ary specified 
level, nor did the NCAPINJ for the other vehicle have to be above sane specified 
level: it vras only required that the case vehicle did better than the other 
v^cle. "Ihus, the set of 384 collisions includes sane vhere both vehicles did 
quite well (in absolute terms) and sane vhere both did poorly. 

Ihe ajproach of this chapter is generate subsets of the 384 collisions 
in vhich all the case vdiicles had "good" NCAP performance: better than some 
specified level A. All the other vehicles had "poor" performance: higher than 
another specified level B, vhere B > A. By eliminating the cases vhere both cars 
did well, or both did poorly, there should be an even larger differentiation of 
fatality risk between the case and the other vehicles. 

Table 5-1 presents the results of nine analyses for the special case 
vhere B = A; i.e., there is a single boundary between "good" and "poor" 
performance. All cars with NCAPINJ lower than the boundary are "good" and all 
above it are "poor." Ihe nine analyses xjse boundary values of 0.2, 0.3, ... , 
1.0, respectively. In every analysis, the fatality risk is significantly lower 
in the good NCAP performers than in the pOor performers, as evidenced by t-test 
results greater than 1.65 (p < .05). Ihe fatality reduction for a good NCAPINJ 



OOLLISIOG OF cans with lcw NCAPINJ INTD CARS wtih hi(3i NCAPINJ: 
EFFElCr OF M3VIN3 the boundary between "lcw" im) "high" NCAPINJ 

CcqparlsGQ of Real-Warld Performance 

00 

Definition of Definition of N of % Eat Red for Mean Sum T-Test 
"Lew" NCftPINJ "High" NCAPINJ Crashes Low NCAPINJ Rele«p Relea^ for Reles^ 

ncapinj < .2 ncapinj > .2 115 19.1 - .112 -12.91 1 .83 
ncapinj < .3 ncapinj > .3 186 11.6 - .072 -13.47 1 .68 
ncapinj < .4 ncapinj > .4 186 17.0 - .108 -20.17 2 .56 
ncapinj < .5 ncapinj > .5 147 17.3 - .114 -16.83 2 .44 
NCAPINJ < .6 NOAPINJ > .6 117 26.4 - .181 -21.13 3 .22 
ncapinj < .7 ncapinj > .7 108 27.2 - .189 -20.46 3 .34 
ncapinj < .8 ncapinj > .8 80 28.7 - .201 -16.10 3 .13 
ncapinj < .9 ncapinj > .9 55 31.9 - .216 -11.88 2 .73 
ncapinj < 1.0 ncapinj > 1.0 27 41.2 .279 - 7.53 2 .84 

Mean NCAP Scores and Model Year ("Low" vs. "Hi^" NCaPINJ Car) 

Definition of Definition of HIC Chest 6's L Feaur R Fenur Model Year 
"Lew" NCAPINJ "High" NCAPINJ Lex/ High Low High Low Higli Lew High Lew High 

ncapinj < .2 ncapinj > .2 647 952 36.0 50.3 721 941 694 993 85.9 85.4 
ncapinj < .3 ncapinj > .3 709 1064 40.4 53.5 825 1044 749 1078 85.9 85.4 
ncapinj < .4 ncapinj > .4 801 1070 42.1 55.7 816 1121 775 1136 85.8 85.0 
ncapinj < .5 ncapinj > .5 852 1103 43.9 59.8 908 1119 901 1031 85.8 84.3 
NCAPINJ < .6 NCAPINJ > .6 898 1106 45.0 62.6 878 1161 846 1117 85.8 83.1 
ncapinj < .7 ncapinj > .7 922 1103 45.9 62.7 866 1226 865 1164 85.5 83.2 
ncapinj < .8 ncapinj > .8 942 1090 47.5 64.1 940 1179 953 1058 85.0 83.8 
ncapinj < .9 ncapinj > .9 962 1069 47.8 63.8 947 1487 951 1294 84.9 83.2 
ncapinj < 1.0 ncapinj > 1.0 1026 908 49.0 62.4 979 1979 974 1200 85.0 84.0 



score, relative to a poor score, ranges from 12 percent vdien 0.3 is the boundary 
value to 41 percent vAien 1.0 is the bcundaiy value. In general, the higher the 
boundary value, the greater the fatality reduction for good vs. poor perfonrance. 
However, the analyses with high boundary values have sharply reduced sartple 
sizes, because there are few cars on the file vMch had really high NCAPINJ 
results. These last analyses only provide infornation about a fraction of the 
cars on the file; they don't say muoh about the "typical" car on the road. 

The ideal analysis should conbine a large fatality reduction and a 
large sanple size. The variable "sum RELE2CP," vhich is the product of mean 
RELEXP and saitple size, intuitively describes the total "information" provided 
by an analysis. Sum RELEXP reaches a maxinum of 21.13 vhen "good" NCAP 
performance is defined as NCAPINJ <0.6 and "poor" NCAP performance is defined 
as NCAPINJ >0.6. There are 117 head-on collisions of a "good" perfonrer with 
a "poor" performer, in vhich both drivers are belted. In the 117 cars with 
NCAPINJ >0.6, 77 drivers died, whereas only 65.5 fatalities were ejected, based 
on car weight, driver age and sex. In the 117 cars with NCAPINJ <0.6, there 
were 62 actual and 71.6 e!̂ 3ected driver fatalities. (The good performers weighed 
almost the same as the poor performers - 2868 vs. 2869 pounds, en the average, 
hut the drivers of the low-NCAPINJ cars were older than the drivers of the high-
NCAPINJ cars - 44.7 vs. 40.5 years, cn the average; thus, the e^gected fatalities 
are slightly higher in the cars with low NCAPINJ.) The fatality risk is 

1 - [(62/77) / (71.6/65.5)] = 26 percent 
lower in the good performers than in the poor performers, after controlling for 
vehicle weight, driver age and sex (t for RELEXP is 3.22, p < .001). 

Of course, even in these accident saiiples tailored to highlight the 
% 



safety benefits asscxiiated vdth good NCAP scores, the relationship between the 

NCAPHSU and fatality risk over the range of head-on collisions e3?)erienced en the 

highway is not perfect, tferely having the lower corposite ISOWP score of the two 

cars in the collision does not guarantee survival, even if the t:wo cars are of 

the same weight and the drivers of the same age and sex. Yet, on the average. 

in collisions between cars with NCaPINJ < 0.6 and cars with NC3\PINJ > 0.6, the 

driver of the car with the better coiposite' NCAP score had 26 percent less 

fatality risk than the driver of the car with the poorer NCAP score, even after 

ccntrollir^ for weight, age and sex. 

The sanple size of 117 is about a third of the 384 cases considered 
in Section 4.3. Although it seems small, it is close to the "ideal" saitple size 
for the analyses of this chapter, vhose technique is to exclijde the crashes 
between two "good" cars or'two "poor" cars, and include only the crashes between 
a "good" and a "poor" car. If exactly half the cars had "poor" NCAP performance, 
that would eliminate exactly half the crashes, leaving a saitple of 190. 
mttiitively, though, substantially less than half the cars can be called really 
"poor" performers on NCAP. If the "poor" performers are the worst 20 percent or 
so, and the "acceptable" performers are the best 70-80 percent (with perhaps 10 
percent in a borderline area), the file of 384 crashes can be expected to contain 
about 110-130 collisions between an "acceptable" and a "poor" performer. In 
general, the objective in this chapter is to find boundary values between 
"acceptable" and "poor" performance that maximize the fatality reduction for 
"acceptable" relative to "poor" performance vhile maintaining a saitple size close 
to the target of 120 crashes. 

•The lower half of Ibble 5-1 conpares the average scores of "good" and 



"poor" HBZAPINJ performers on the individual NCAP bocfy regions. Since NCAPHSU is 
a weighted sum of injury probabilities for all of the bocfy regions, the oars with 
NGAPHSU < 0.6 have, on the average, lower HIC than the oars with NCaPHSU > 0.6 
(898 vs. 1106), also lower chest g's (45 vs. 62.6), and lower femur loads (878 
vs. 1161 on the left; 846 vs. 1117 on the right). Similar patterns are found in 
the other analyses, except vhen the boundary value is 1.0, vhere the saitple is 
quite small. As the boundary values rise, so do KEC, chest g's and faiur loads, 
for both the "acceptable" and the "poor" grxxps. As NCAPINJ rises above 0.7, 
though, HIC and chest g's tend to level off, vhile farur loads continue to 
escalate. Reflecting the trend of iitprovement in NCAP results during 1979-91, 
the average model year for the "good" performers ranges fmn 0.4 to 2.7 years 
more recent than for the "poor" performers. 

Ibble 5-2 shows vhat happens vhen a "gap" or borderline area is placed 
between "low" and "high" NCAPINJ. More and more crashes drop out of the sanple, 
as one or both oars have NCAPINJ in the borderline region. Tbble 5-2 starts with 
a single boundary of NCAPINJ = 0.6 (the "best" analysis in "lable 5-1) and 
expands, by 0.1 at a time, the distance between the lower and i^per boundary 
values. For exanple, in the second analysis of "Ibble 5-2, the "good" cars are 
the ones with NCAPINJ < 0.5 and. the "poor" ones have NCAPINJ > 0.6. As the 
sanple size drops fran 117 to 22, the fatality reduction for good performance 
rises from 26 to 57 percent. Although the analyses with the larger gaps have 
inpressive fatality reductions and high statistical significance (t values as 
high as 4.11), they don't really mean as rruch as the analysis without a gap, as 
evidenced by steadily declining sum RKTiKKP. In the lower half of Ibble 5-2, 
average scores for the individual bocfy regions indicate that the analyses with 
big gaps cotpare really good all-around NCAP performers to really poor all-around 



CDLLISIOSiS OF C3«S WTIH LOW NCAPINJ INTO CARS WTIH HI(3H NCAPINJ: 
EFFECT OF PLACING A GAP BETWEEN "LCW" AND "HIGH" NCAPINJ 

Ccnparlson of Real-World Performance 

00 U1 

Definition of Definition of N of % Fat Red for Mean Sum T-Test 
"Low" NCAPINJ "High" NCaPINJ Crashes Low NCAPINJ Releoq) Relesq) for Releo^ 

NCAPINJ < .6 NCAPINJ > .6 117 26.4 -.181 -21.13 3.22 
NCAPINJ < .5 NCAPINJ > .6 102 24.1 -.165 -16.78 2, .99 
NCAPINJ < .5 NCAPINJ > .7 92 26.1 -.181 -16.66 3, .28 
NCAPINJ < .4 NCAPINJ > .7 71 29.6 -.208 -14.78 3.28 
NCAPINJ < .4 NCAPINJ > •8 45 38.2 -.276 -12.40 4 .11 
NCAPINJ < .3 NCAPINJ > .8 34 42.9 -.282 - 9.60 3 .44 
NCAPINJ < .3 NCAPINJ > .9 22 57.0 -.370 - 8.15 3 .72 

Mean NCAP Scores and Mbdel Year ("Lew" vs. "Hi^" NCAPINJ Car) 

DefInitioa of Definition of HIC Chest G's L Fenanr R Femur Mcsdel Year 
"Low" lOPHW "High" NCAPINJ Lew High Lew High Lew High Lew Hi^ Lew Hi^ 

NCAPINJ < .6 NCAPINJ > .6 898 1106 45.0 62.6 878 1161 846 1117 85.8 83.1 
NCAPINJ < .5 NCAPINJ > .6 846 1093 43.6 62.3 891 1198 873 1111 85.7 83.2 
NCAPINJ < .5 NCAPINJ > .7 864 1093 44.1 62.4 880 1247 887 1117 85.7 83.2 
NCAPINJ < .4 NCAPINJ > .7 857 1102 42.3 62.8 783 1195 771 1187 85.5 83.0 
NCAPINJ < .4 NCAPINJ > .8 850 1086 42.8 64.3 786 1166 793 1079 85.1 82.9 
NCAPINJ < .3 NCAPINJ > .8 748 1064 41.8 63.6 777 1152 727 1098 85.4 82.9 
NCAPINJ < .3 NCAPINJ > .9 " 733 1207 41.6 62.8 813 1399 746 1327 85.1 82.6 



NC3iP performers. Crashes of that type are rare, iwt the advantage is strongly 

vdth the good NCAP performer. 

5.2 Cqra wifJi low NCAP chest a'3 hit cars with high chest g's 

Ihe corposite score NCAPINJ is quite efficient for partitionir^ the 
cars into a "safer" and a "less-safe" gixxp, as evidenced by the 26 percent lower 
fatality risk for cars with rOiPINT < 0.6 in 117 crashes vtere they hit cars with 
NCAPINJ > 0.6. NCAPINJ is a weighted sum of NCAP scores for three hody regions. 
Do the NCAP scores for any single bocfy region have cotparable efficiency for 
identifying differences in act\aal safety performance? 

Chest g's, vMch had significant correlation with actual fatality risk 
throughout Chapters 3 and 4 and are the largest cotponent of NCAPINJ, are a 
reliable single paraneter for partitioning the cars into safer and less-safe 
groups. lable 5-3 describes 14 analyses, each using a different single boundary 
between "good" and "poor" chest g's. The boundary ranges from 42 to 68 g's. For 
exartple, 60 chest g's, the maxinum value allowed by Federal Motor V^cle Safety 
Standard (EMUSS) 208, is losed as the boundary in one of the analyses. "Ihere are 
92 actual head-on collisions (both drivers belted) in vioich one of models had > 
60 chest g's for the driver vhen it was tested in NCAP, and the other had < 60 
g's. "Ihe fatality risk is a statistically significant 24 percent lower in the 
cars with < 60 g's than in the cars with > 60 g's (t for RELEXP is 2.74, p < 
.01). Ifciwever, 60 g's, the pass-fail value in EWySS 208 is just one possible 
boundary. All of the other cutoff points from 42 to 68 g's, except 48 and 50, 
produce statistically significant differences, as evidenced by t values greater 
than 1765." Ihe boundary value that yields a sanple size closest to the target" 
of 120 crashes is 56 g's: the fatality reduction for the "good" cars is 19 



OOLLISI(3SB OF OVRS WTIH "GOOD" NGAP CHEST G SCORES INID C?\RS WITH "POOR" CHEST G's 
ESTECT OF MDVIIG THE'BOUNDARY BBIWEEN "GOCD" AND "POOR" NCM> CHEST G's 

Ccnparlscn of Real-Wbrld Perfnrnvmce 

00 -J 

Definition of 
a "Good" Car 

Chest g's < 42 
Chest g's < 44 
Chest g's < 46 
Chest g's < 48 
Chest g's < 50 
Chest g's 52 
Chest g's < 54 
Chest g's < 56 
Chest g's < 58 
Chest g's < 60 
Chest g's < 62 
Chest g's < 64 
Chest g's < 66 
Chest g's < 68 

Definition of 
a "Poor" Chr 

Chest g's > 42 
Chest g's > 44 
Chest g's > 46 
Chest g's > 48 
Chest g's > 50 
Chest g's > 52 
Chest g's > 54 
Chest g's > 56 
Chest g's > 58 
Chest g's > 60 
Chest g's > 62 
Chest g's > 64 
Chest g's > 66 
Chest g's > 68 

N of % Fat Red Mean Sum T-Test 
Crashes for Good Car Rele:^ Relesip for Relejqp 

162 15.8 -.089 -14.49 1.85 
172 16.2 -.099 -17.10 2.26 
183 16.9 -.107 -19.58 2.51 
182 10.9 -.068 -12.32 1.56 
166 7.9 -.050 - 8.22 1.09 
145 15.0 -.098 -14.22 2.02 
130 17.0 -.112 -14.56 2.20 
125 18.7 -.123 -15.42 2.32 
94 22.0 -.150 -14.12 2.49 
92 24.2 -.166 -15.28 2.74 
66 24.9 -.172 -11.33 2.50 
49 29.7 -.209 -10.23 2.60 
48 29.6 -.210 -10.06 2.56 
43 25.9 -.189 - 8.13 2.06 

Mean NCAP Scores and Model Year ("Good" vs. "Poar" Car) 

Definiticn of 
a "Good" Car 

Chest g's < 42 
Chest g's < 44 
Chest g's 46 
Chest g's < 48 
Chest g's 50 
Chest g's < 52 
Chest g's < 54 
Chest g's < 56 
Chest g's < 58 
Chest g's < 60 
Chest g's < 62 
Chest g's < 64 
Chest g's < 66 
Chest g's < 68 

Definition of 
a "Poor* Car 

Chest g's > 42 
Chest g's > 44 
Chest g's > 46 
Chest g's > 48 
Chest g's > 50 
Chest g's > 52 
Chest g's > 54 
Chest g's > 56 
Chest g's > 58 
Chest g's > 60 
Chest g's > 62 
Chest g's > 64 
Chest g's > 66 
Chest g's > 68 

HIC Chest G's L Fenur R Feour Model Year 
Good Pour Good Pour Good Poor Good Poor Gnnd Poor 

752 1021 38.5 54.1 947 969 848 978 86.1 85.0 
750 1039 39.2 55.0 964 955 851 1014 86.3 84.8 
782 1022 39.8 55.4 1003 943 891 1018 86.1 84.7 
818 1044 41.4 57.7 977 936 944 948 85.8 84.7 
829 1069 42.7 59.5 968 933 949 937 85.9 84.2 
855 1094 43.0 61.3 959 925 942 963 86.1 83.9 
902 1091 44.1 62.8 923 958 928 946 85.7 83.7 
914 1088 44.6 63.4 949 964 945 930 85.8 83.5 
896 1135. 45.7 65.8 978 876 970 817 85.4 83.2 
896 1145 46.0 66.1 970 864 953 839 85.3 83.2 
932 1063 47.5 68.2 1008 826 997 696 85.0 83.8 
995 893 48.3 70.1 1016 831 1001 674 85.1 83.3 
993 873 48.1 70.2 1010 831 1002 667 85.2 83.4 
1023 844 49.1 70.6 1062 707 1010 671 85.1 83.7 



percent (t for RELEXP is 2.32, p < ,05). 

Ihe lower half of laDle 5-3 coipares the average performance of 
the cars vdth "good" and "poor" chest g's. Needless to say, there is a large 
difference in the average chest g's. The difference is about 16 g's in the first 
four analyses, and gradually gets larger as the boundary value increases, 
eventually reaching 22 g's. However, the "good" cars are also better, in many 
cases, en the other boc^ regions. As noted in Section 3.3, ciiest g's have a 
strong correlation coefficient of .281 with HTC, and weaker correlations of .162 
with right faiur load and .062 with left fanor load. Thus, the cars with the 
higher chest g's also tend to have higher HIC, by about 200-250, on the average, 
in all of the analyses with boundary values rp to 62 g's. The feiair loads are 
about the same, or slightly higher in the high-chest g cars, rp to the analysis 
with a boundary of 56 chest g's. But, above those boundary values, the pattern 
reverses. The small groi;?® of cars with very high chest g's tend to cotpensate 
for it with lower HIC and fenur loads than their counterparts with low chest g's. 
Reflecting the trend of inprovanent in NCAP results during 1979-91, the average 
model year for the "good" performers ranges from l.l to 2.3 years more recent 
than for the "poor" performers. 

On the whole, chest g's are not as efficient as NCAPINJ for 
discriminating safer and less-safe cars, as evidenced by a caparison of Tbbles 
5-1 and 5-3. For accident saiples of caparable size, the fatality reduction for 
low NCAPINJ is consistently greater than the reduction for low chest g's - e.g., 
26 vs. 19 percent at the target sarple size of 120 crashes. Sum RELEXP exceeds 
20-three-times in T&ble 5-1 and never in Tbble 5-3. The t value is always 
significant and goes above 3 in three NCAPDJJ analyses; but in the chest g 



analyses it is losually close to 2 and is nonsignificant in two cases. In almost 

every analysis of Table 5-1, the cars with higher ITCAPINJ had, en the average, 

higher NCaP scores en all three boc^ regions; in lable 5-3, high chest g's were 

not always acccrtpanied ty high HIC and often coincided with low fenur loads. 

laDle 5-4 shows that the fatality reduction for good vs. poor chest 
g's can be magnified by placing a gap between the "good" and the "poor" grcnjps. 
The resiolts parallel earlier findings for NCAPINJ (TSble 5-2). When the gap is 
8 g's or more, the fatality reductions for the "good" cars approach 40 percent, 
with high statistical significance (t values of 4 or more). Ifowever, the saitples 
of crashes are quite limited; these analyses really don't say much about the 
relationship between chest g's and fatality risk in the overall vehicle fleet. 

5.3 . Cars with low NCAP HIC hit cars with high HIC 
leble 5-5 presents 30 analyses that partition cars into "good" and 

"poor" groips based on the Head Injircy Criterion (HIC). Some of them vse a 

single boundary between "good" and "poor" HIC, vhile others have two boundary 

values and gap. A HIC of 1000 is the maxinum amount permitted by BMVSS 208; 

boundary values ranging from 800 to 1600 are considered in Table 5-5. Ihe 

analyses are ordered by the lower boundary value and ty the size of the gap. 

Table 5-5 shows that HIC is noderately reliable, ty itself, for 
identifying differences in actual safety performance. In 29 of the 30 analyses, 
the cars with low HIC have lower fatality risk than the high-HIC cars they 
collided with, and the reduction is statistically significant in 5 of the 
analyses (t > 1.65, p < .05). Ihe ccitparison that maximizes fatality reduction 
with a sample size close to 120 defines HIC < 1000 as a "good" car and HIC > 1200 



T?fflIiE 5-4 

CDLLISICMS OF WTIH "GOCD" ITCAP OIEST G SCORES INID CZVRS WTIH "POOR" CHEST G'S 
EFFECT OF PLACHG A GAP BBIWEEN "GOOD" AND "POOR" NGAP CHEST G's 

Ccnparlspa of Real-World Perfonmnce 

yo o 

Definition of Definition of N of % Fat Red Mean Sum T-Test 
a "Good" Car a "Poor" Car for Good Car Rele»p Rele}^ for Relegqp 

Chest g's < 60 Chest g's > 60 92 . 24.2 -.166 -15.28 2 .74 
Chest g's < 58 Chest g's > 60 89 22.8 -.156 -13.92 2 .51 
Chest g's < 58 Chest g's > 62 60 26.3 -.184 -11.03 2 .50 
Chest g's < 56 Chest g's > 62 56 32.9 -.242 -13.58 3 .70 
Chest g's < 56 Chest g's > 64 40 37.9 -.297 -11.88 4 .11 
Chest g's < 54 Chest g's > 64 39 40.7 -.325 -12.67 4 .75 
Chest g's < 54 

i 
Chest g's > 66 39 40.7 -.325 -12.67 4 .75 

1 Mean 1K3VP Scores and Model Year ("Good" vs. "Poor" Car) 

Definition of Definition of HIC Chest G's L Feour R Riami-r Model Year 
a "Good" Car a "Poor" Car Good Poor Good Poor Good Poor Good Poor Good Poor 

i 
Chest g's < 60 Chest g's > 60 896 1145 46.0 66.1 970 864 953 839 85.3 83.2 
Chest g's < 58 Chest g's > 60 895 1147 45.6 66.2 977 882 967 834 83.4 83.3 
Chest g's < 58 Chest g's > 62 913 1088 46.1 68.4 1016 839 1009 631 85.4 83.7 
Chest g's < 56 Chest g's > 62 905 1108 45.3 68.3 994 856 981 621 85.6 83.6 
Chest g's < 56 Chest g's > 64 979 907 45.7 70.2 967 801 950 579 85.6 82.8 
Chest g's < 54 Chest g's > 64 982 914 45.4 70.2 970 822 944 594 85.6 82.8 
Chest g's < 54 Chest g's > 66 982 914 45.4 70.2 970 822 944 594 85.6 82.8 



CDLLISIC3G OF CARS WTIH "GOCD" NCAP HIC SCORES ESTIO CARS WTIH "POOR" HIC 

Ccqparlsaa of Real-Norld Perfonnance 

kO 

Deflniticn of Definlticn of N of % Fat Had Maan Sum T-Test 
a "(Vinrl" Car a "Poor" Car Crashas for Good Car Reles^ Relexp fca: Rele:^ 

HIC < 800 HIC > 800 182 1.3 -.006 - 1.14 .13 
HIC < 800 HIC > 900 133 4.2 -.024 - 3.26 .44 
HIC < 800 HIC > 1000 85 2.6 -.016 - 1.33 .22 
HIC < 800 HIC > 1100 73 ncne + .007 + .52 n.a. 
HIC < 800 HIC > 1200 59 14.1, -.090 - 5.29 1.21 

HIC < 900 HIC > 900 190 10.7 -.066 -12.53 1.39 
HIC < 900 HIC > 1000 127 10.7 -.067 - 8.47 1.23 
HIC < 900 HIC > 1100 109 8.0 -.049 - 5.34 .86 
HIC < 900 HIC > 1200 92 19.0 -.126 -11.55 2.13 
HIC < 900 HIC > 1300 68 26.5 -.181 -12.31 2.61 

HIC < 1000 HIC > 1000 'l55 10.4 -.064 - 9.99 1.30 
HIC < 1000 HIC > 1100 133 7.8 -.048 - 6.36 .91 
HIC < 1000 HIC > 1200 113 14.2 -.090 -10.22 1.68 
HIC < 1000 HIC > 1300 81 20.2 -.130 -10.56 2.03 
HIC < 1000 HIC > 1400 58 15.8 -.102 - 5.91 1.25 

HIC < 1100 HIC > 1100 139 6.2 -.037 - 5.15 .72 
HIC < 1100 HIC > 1200 118 13.1 -.082 - 9.69 1.54 
HIC < 1100 HIC > 1300 85 17.1 -.107 - 9.13 1.70 
HIC < 1100 HIC > 1400 62 11.6 -.072 - 4.49 .92 
HIC < 1100 HIC > 1500 48 13.2 -.084 - 4.01 .92 

HIC < 1200 HIC > 1200 120 10.8 -.067 - 8.03 1.25 
HIC < 1200 HIC > 1300 87 14.0 -.086 - 7.48 1.35 
HIC < 1200 HIC > 1400 64 7.3 • -.044 - 2.83 .56 
m e < 1200 HIC > 1500 50 7.7 -.047 - 2.35 .52 

rac < 1300 HIC > 1300 91 12.0 -.071 - 6.50 1.12 
rac < 1300 HIC > 1400 66 8.5 -.051 3.34 .66 
rac < 1300 HIC > 1500 52 9.1 -.055 - 2.87 .63 
rac < 1300 HIC > 1600 44 9.1 -.056 - 2.48 .64 

rac < 1400 HIC > 1400 68 8.5 -.051 - 3.44 .68 

rac < 1500 HIC > 1500 54 9.1 -.055 - 2.96 .65 



TftBLE 5-5 (Continued) 

COUJISIGMS of CftRS WriH "GOCD" NCAP HIC SCORES INK) CARS WTIH "POOR" HIC 

Mean NCAP Scxjres and Modal Year ("Good" vs. "Poor" Car) 

Definlticn of 
a "Gcxxa- Car 

Definlticn of 
a "Poor" Car 

HIC 
Gcxxi Poor 

Chest 6's 
Good Poor 

L Femur 
Good Poor 

R Fenur 
Good Poor 

Modal Year 
Good Poor 

to 

HIC < 800 HIC > 800 620 1159 44.8 51.4 997 899 974 885 86.4 84.4 
HIC < 800 HIC > 900 618 1272 45.7 52.8 946 901 934 888 86.5 84.1 
HIC < 800 HIC > 1000 605 1449 44.8 52.6 971 837 992 737 86.6 84.7 
HIC < 800 HIC > 1100 599 1512 44.4 51.5 993 838 1016 739 86.6 84.9 
HIC < 800 HIC > 1200 590 1598 44.2 54.3 988 862 1009 794 86.4 84.8 

HIC < 900 HIC > 900 691 1299 46.5 53.3 921 918 915 894 86.1 84.1 
HIC < 900 HIC > 1000 690 1468 45.8 53.5 919 880 939 787 86.1 84.5 
HIC < 900 HIC > 1100 686 1537 45.7 52.7 942 871 963 772 86.1 84.6 
HIC < 900 HIC > 1200 688 1608 45.8 54.7 932 895 956 812 86.0 84.4 
HIC < 900 HIC > 1300 703 1741 46.3 54.5 926 914 946 762 85.9 84.6 

HIC < 1000 HIC > 1000 738 1476 47.2 53.5 939 852 968 789 85.5 84.5 
HIC < 1000 HIC > 1100 735 1546 47.0 52.9 958 840 988 765 85.5 84.5 
HIC < 1000 HIC > 1200 739 1616 47.3 54.8 964 861 995 807 85.3 84.3 
HIC < 1000 HIC > 1300 746 1767 47.4 54.2 958 899 983 761 85.3 84.8 
HIC < 1000 HIC > 1400 747 1936 48.1 51.2 1000 978 1035 678 85.5 85.4 

KEC < 1100 HIC > 1100 749 1556 47.5 53.0 965 829 986 761 85.4 84.5 
HIC < 1100 HIC > 1200 752 1629 47.8 54.9 970 851 993 804 85.2 84.3 
HIC < 1100 HIC > 1300 761 1782 48.2 54.4 963 881 986 762 85.2 84.7 
HIC < 1100 HIC > 1400 767 1946 49.1 51.7 1005 953 1035 684 85.3 85.3 
HIC < 1100 HIC > 1500 781 2084 49.3 50.4 989 927 1011 695 85.0 85.0 

HIC < 1200 HIC > 1200 759 1634 47.6 54.7 967 853 980 800 85.2 84.2 
HIC < 1200 HIC > 1300 769 1786 48.0 54.3 959 883 969 757 85.2 84.7 
HIC < 1200 HIC > 1400 778 1947 48.9 51.5 998 953 1010 680 85.3 85.2 
HIC < 1200 HIC > 1500 795 2080 49.0 50.3 981 928 980 690 84.9 84.9 

HIC < 1300 HIC > 1300 790 1777 48.4 54.3 945 872 971 769 85.1 84.7 
HIC < 1300 HIC > 1400 792 1943 49.1 51.6 985 936 1000 681 85.2 85.3 
HIC < 1300 HIC > 1500 812 2069 49.3 50.4 966 907 969 691 84.9 85.1 
HIC < 1300 HIC > 1600 811 2164 49.6 50.2 959 856 972 695 84.6 85.0 

HIC < 1400 HIC > 1400 808 1938 49.6 51.5 983 940 1008 679 85.1 85.3 

HIC < 1500 HIC > 1500 832 2058 49.9 50.3 963 913 979 687 84.8 85.1 



as a "poor" car: the fatality reduction for the good cars is a statistically 
significant 14 percent (t for RELEXP is 1.68, p < .05). The other analyses that 
show statistically significant differences, with smaller saitples, also have 
boundary values for HIC close to 1000 or just above it, and they have a modest 
gap: 900/1200, 900/1300, 1000/1300 and 1100/1300. Boundary values above 1300 did 
not produce large fatality reductions (unlike the situation vdth NC2^INJ and 
chest g's, vghere high boundary values produced large fatality reductions, 
although with small sartple sizes.) 

Ihe second page of "Kble 5-5, vMch describes the average NCAP scores 
for the low-mc and high-KEC groû js, e3?)lains seme of the trends in the fatality 
reductions. HIC is significantly correlated with chest g's. In every case, the 
low-HIC groi?) has average chest g's under 50 and the high-HCC grcn?) has over 50 
g's. However, the divergence between the low-HIC and the high-HIC groip varies 
from 0.4 to 8.9. The average chest g's for the high-HIC group varies from 50.2 
to 54.9. Ihe analyses with a statistically significant or near-significant 
fatality reduction almost all have average chest g's over 54 in the high-HIC 
group, and vice-versa. Ihese high-HIC groups contain a rich selection of high-
chest g cases, and have elevated fatality risk. When the boundary value for HIC 
goes above 1300, the divergence in chest g's is diminished, and so is the 
difference in fatality risk. Ibble 5-5 also shows that the driver dummies with 
high HIC had, on the average, slightly or even appreciably lower fenur loads than 
the dummies vdth low HIC. 

5.4 Chrs with low NCAP femur loads hit cars with high fgtur loads 

In the NCAP test, fatur loads are measured separately on the durtity's 

left and right legs (2250 pounds on either leg is the critical value on miSS 



208). The cJefiniticm of a "car" vdth high [low] fatur load has to take into 
account the results for both legs. The approach used here is to say a car is a 
"good" performer if the left fatur load < A ai^ the right-side measuranent is 
also < A and the sum of the two measurements < another nuittoer B < 2A. A car is 
a "poor" perfonter if the left feitur load > C OT the right feiiur load > C ̂  the 
sum of the loads > D, vdiere A < C and B < D < 2C. Thble 5-6 presents six 
analyses in vhich there is no gap between the lower and rpper boundary values (A 
= C and B = D) and the critical value for the sum of the loads is 1000 above the 
load on either leg. For exaitple, in the first analysis of Thble 5-6, "good" cars 
must have femur loads < 1300 pounds on each leg and < 2300, total; performance 
is "poor" if fenur load exceeds 1300 pounds on either leg or 2300 total. 

Thble 5-6 shows that fanur load is rather reliable for differentiating 
safer from less safe cars. Over a range of boundary values frcm 1300 to 1800 
pounds on one leg (and 2300 to 2800 pounds, total), the "good" performers 
consistently have a fatality reduction that is statistically significant at the 
.05 level. The significance never reaches the .01 level, as with chest g's and 
NCAPINJ, but it never falls below the .05 level, as with HIC. The coipariscn 
that maximizes sum RELESCP with a saitple size close to 120 defines fanur load < 
1600 on each leg (and 2600 total) as a "good" car and fanur load > 1600 on either 
leg (or 2600 total) as a "poor" car: the fatality reduction for the good cars is 
a statistically significant 20 percent (t for RELEXP is 2.36, p < .05). The 
fatality reduction ranains close to 20 percent for boundary values in the 1400-
1800 pound range (for one leg; 2400-2800 pounds for both legs). Analyses were 
also tried with various gaps between "good" and "poor" performance; the gaps 
merely reduced sairple size without appreciably escalating the fatality reduction" 
for "good" performers. The second page of Tbble 5-6 shows that cars with low 



CDIiLISIOTS OF WTIH "GOCB" ITCAP FEMJR LOAD SCDRES INIO CARS WTIH "POOR" FEMOR LOADS: 
EFFEXCT OF MDVUG TEE BOUNDARY BETWEEN "QOCD" M © "POOR" NCAP FEMUR LOADS 

Ccqpariscoi of Real-Vforld Ferfozsiance 
Definition of 
a "Good" Car 

Definition of 
a "Poor" Car 

N of % Eat Red Mean Sum T-3test 
Crashes for Good Car Reles^ Relea^ for Reles^ 

L Femor < 1300 î ND 
R Forur < 1300 AND 
L+R Fanur < 2300 

L Farur > 1300 OR 
R FGitur > 1300 OR 
L+-R Faiur > 2300 164 13.5 -.084 -13.81 1.73 

Ln 

L Feirur < 1400 AND 
R Fatur < 1400 AND 
L+R Faiur < 2400 

L Faair < 1500 AND 
R Fatur < 1500 AND 
L+R Fatur < 2500 

L Fatur > 1400 OR 
R Fatur > 1400 OR 
L+R Fatur > 2400 157 

L Feitur > 1500 OR 
R Fatur > 1500 OR 
L+R Fatur > 2500 142 

17.7 

18.0 

-.113 

-.116 

-17.74 

-16.53 

2.24 

2.18 

L Fanur < 1600 AND 
R Fanur < 1600 AND 
L+R Fanur < 2600 

L Fanur > 1600 OR 
R Fatur > 1600 OR 
L+R Fanur > 2600 132 20.1 -.131 -17.30 2.36 

L Feitur < 1700 AND 
R Feitur < 1700 AND 
L+R Feitur < 2700 

L Fatur > 1700 OR 
R Fenur > 1700 OR 
L+R Feitur > 2700 128 20.2 -.132 -16.85 2.30 

L Fatur < 1800 AND 
R Fenur < 1800 AND 
L+R Feitur < 2800 

L Fenur > 1800 OR 
R Fatur > 1800 OR 
L+R Fatur > 2800 123 19.0 -.123 -15.07 2.08 



TABLE 5-6 (Continued) 

COLLISIONS OF CARS WITfl "GOCD" NCAP FEMUR LOAD SCORES INID CARS WTIH "POOR" FEMUR LOADS: 
EFFECT OF MOVING THE BOUNDARY BETWEEN "GOOD" JMSD "POOR" NCAP FEMUR LOADS 

Mean NCAP Scores and Hcxiel Year ("Good" vs. "Poor" Gar) 
Definition of 
a "Good" Car 

Definition of 
a "Poor" Car 

HIC 
Good Poor 

Chest G's 
Good Poor 

L Femur 
Good Poor 

R Femur 
Good Poor 

Model Year 
Good Poor 

LFem < 1300 M © 
RFem <: 1300 M D 
L+R Fern < 2300 

LFem > 1300 OR 
RFan > 1300 OR 
L+R Fern > 2300 942 877 48.9 50.0 713 1442 709 1486 85.1 85.6 

VD 

LFem < 1400 M © 
RFem < 1400 AND 
L+R Fern < 2400 

LFan <' 1500 AND 
RFem < 1500 AND 
L+R Fem < 2500 

LFem > 1400 OR 
RFan > 1400 OR 
L+R Fern > 2400 
LFan > 1500 OR 
RFem > 1500 OR 
L+R Fem > 2500 

913 881 

906 889 

48.6 49.8 

48.3 50.7 

746 1480 738 1545 85.4 86.0 

763 1505 747 1619 85.4 85.7 
LFem < 1600 AND 
RFem < 1600 AND 
L+R Fem < 2600 

LFan > 1600 OR 
RFem > 1600 OR 
L+R Fem > 2600 913 898 48.4 51.0 759 1531 734 1659 85.5 85.6 

LFan < 1700 AND 
RFan < 1700 AND 
L+R Fem < 2700 

LFan > 1700 OR 
RFem > 1700 OR 
L+R Fem > 2700 920 896 48.3 51.1 763 1542 740 1665 85.5 85.6 

LFan < 1800 AND 
RFan < 1800 AND 
L+R Fan < 2800 

LFan > 1800 OR 
RFem > 1800 OR 
L+R Fem > 2800 918 880 48.6 51.4 777 1540 752 1703 85.4 85.5 



fatur loads also have, en the average, slightly lower chest g's than the cars 

with high fanir loads; the difference in chest g's ranges fron 1.1 to 2.8. Ihere 

is little difference in HIC. The modest reduction in chest g's that accotpanies 

low fenur load may be a contributing factor in the fatality reduction, but 

prcbably not an iitportant one. 

In the preceding analyses, chest g's were usually more efficient than 
fatur load for discriminating the actual safety performance of cars; fatur load, 
in tirm, was more usually reliable than HIC, although there was seme overlapping 
in the results. The findings, vhich are consistent with the correlation analyses 
of Chapters 3 and 4, raise two interesting, related questions. Why are chest g's 
especially efficient? Given that fatur injuries are rarely fatal, why does faiur 
load correlate at all with fatality risk in actual crashes? The answer appears 
to be that the three NCAP test measurements are not independent cbservaticns on 
isolated bocfy regions. There is not just a statistical correlation but, 
prcbably, also an intuitive overlap between the scores. C&rs with intuitively 
excellent safety design tend to have low scores on all parameters. Cbrs with 
crashworthiness prcblems tend to have high scores on one or more parameters, tut 
it is not always predictable vhich one. Thus, high fenur load could reflect a 
more general problem affecting injury risk to other bocfy regions in seme crashes. 
Chest g's have two special advantages. Since the chest is the bocty region "in 
the middle," chest g's are combated with both HIC and fatur lo^; a poor score 
on chest g's often reflects poor scores on the other parameters. The measurement 
of chest g's tends to be less sensitive than the other parameters to moderate 
changes in the test conditions. That will make chest g's work especially well 
with the accident data used here, vhich, of necessity, incliade vehicles that do 
not exactly match the NCAP test vehicle, occtpants of various heights aiad 



weights, and all types of head-on collisions, not jvist those that closely 

resettble an NCAP test. 

5,5 Partitions of the fleet based on two NCAP paraineters 
Any saiigle NCAP paraiteter, as shown above, can do an adequate jcb of 

partitioning the cars into a safer ard a less safe group. IVjo parameters for two 
separate bocfy regions, working together, can often do an even more reliable jcb. 
Ihble 5-7 examines the relative fatality risk in cars with good m C and chest g 
scores vben they hit cars with poor HIC or chest g scores. Ihe approach used 
here is to say a car is a "good" performer if HIC < A aid chest g's < B. A car 
is a "poor" performer if HIC > C or chest g's > D, vhere A < C and B < D. In 
every analysis of Thble 5-7, the fatality risk is lower for the good performers. 
Ihe reduction is statistically significant in every analysis vhich uses boundary 
values for HIC close to 1000, with a modest gap, and boundary values for chest 
g's close to 60, without a gap or with a modest gap. Seme of the analyses show 
fatality reductions well over 20 percent, with sanples of 80-90 crashes. 
However, in the coiparlson that maximizes fatality reduction with a sarrple size 
close to 120, the "good" performsrs are defined as the cars with driver HIC < 
1100 aid chest g's < 60, and the "poor" performers as the ones with either HIC 
> 1300 or chest g's > 60. Ihe fatality risk is a statistically significant 19 
percent lower for the drivers of the cars with the better NCAP scores (t for 
RKTiKXP is 2.31, p < .05). 

Ihe second page of Ihble 5-7 shows, not surprisingly that the average 
HIC and chest g's of the good performers are substantially lower than for the 
poor performers." Ihe fennr'loads, hcwever, terd" to'be scmevhat higher "for the 
gcxd HIC-chest g perfenters. Ihis page of Ihble 5-7 shows quite similar trends 



OOLLISIOG OF cans WTIH "GOCD" NCAP HIC AND CHEST G SCORES DflD CARS WTIH "KX^" HIC OR CHEST G'S 

Coqparlscn o£ Real-V9brld Perfoomance 

vo 

Deflnitlcn of 
a "Good" Car 

HIC < 800 t m 
Chest g's < 48 

HIC < 800 
Chest g's < 48 

HIC < 900 ia® 
Chest g's < 55 

HIC < 900 ia® 
Chest g's < 55 

HIC < 900 M ® 
Chest g's < 55 

HIC < 900 ia® 
Chest g's ̂  56 

HIC < 1000 M ® 
Chest g's < 60 

HIC < 1000 M ® 
Chest g's < 60 

HIC < 1100 ja® 
Chest g's <. 64 

HIC < 1100 At® 
Chest g's < 60 

HIC < 1200 ia® 
Chest g's < 70 

Deflnltlcn of 
a "Poca:" Car 

HIC > 800 CM 
Qiest g's >48 

HIC > 1100 CH 
Chest g's > 64 

HIC > 1250 CM 
Chest g's > 60 

HIC > 1250 CM 
Chest g's > 62 

HIC > 1250 CM 
Chest g's > 65 

HIC > 1300 CM 
Chest g's > 60 

HIC > 1000 CM 
Chest g's > 60 

HIC > 1200 CM 
Chest g's > 70 

HIC > 1100 <M 
Chest g's > 64 

HIC > 1300 OR 
Chest g's > 60 

HIC > 1200 CM 
Chest g's > 70 

N of 
Crashes 

165 

63 

92 

86 

81 

93 

170 

104 

155 

125 

120 

% Fat Ked 
for Good Car 

3.3 

8.2 

23.0 

26.7 

26.7 

24.7 

13.5 

19.1 

11.2 

18.9 

12.3 

Mean Itelexp 
- . 0 2 0 

-.047 

-.155 

-.181 

-.184 

-.167 

-.084 

-.121 

-.070 

-.122 

-.076 

Sum 
Relexp 

- 3.23 

- 2.97 

-14.23 

-15.57 

-14.91 

-15.58 

-14.36 

-12.58 

-10.79 

-15.32 

- 9.12 

T-lbst 
for Seleoqp 

.39 

.58 

2.64 

3.07 

3.02 

2.83 

1.82 

2.16 

1.43 

2.31 

1.39 



j TasLE 5-7 (Continued) 

GOLLISIOB OF CftRS WTIH "GOOD" NCAP HIC J\ND CEJEST G SCORES INTO CARS WTIH "POOR" HIC OR CHEST G'S 
/ 

Mean NCaP Scores and Medel Year ("Gcx)d" vs. •Ecor" Car) 

Definition of 
a -Goad" Car 

Definition of 
a "Poor" Car 

HIC Chest G'S L Femur R Feour Hadel Year 
Good Poor Good Poor Good Poor Good Poor Good Poor 

o o 

HIC < 800 
Chest g's < 48 

HIC > 800 
Chest g's > 

CR 
48 613 1056 39.8 52.8 1106 890 1026 897 86.6 84.5 

HIC < 800 
Chest g's <. 

m3 
48 

HIC > 1100 
Chest g's > 

CR 
64 600 1387 39.9 55.3 1075 840 1010 801 87.0 85.1 

HIC < 900 
Chest g's < 

M ® 
55 

HIC > 1250 
Chest g's > 

OR 
60 711 1432 43.3 59.0 980 918 946 793 86.2 84.2 

HIC < 900 
Chest g's < 

NiO 
55 

HIC > 1250 
Chest g's > 

CR-
62 712 1465 43.3 58.8 968 855 936 785 86.1 84.3 

HIC < 900 
Chest g's < 

At® 
55 

HEC > 1250 
Chest g's > 

CR 
65 713 1503 43.3 58.5 972 863 944 760 86.2 84.4 

HIC < 900 
Chest g's < 

At® 
56 

HIC > 1300 
Chest g's > 

CR 
60 709 1426 43.4 59.0 990 923 946 801 86.2 84.3 

HIC < 1000 
Chest g's < 

At® 
60 

HIC > 1000 
Chest g's > 

CR 
60 748 1339 45.6 55.9 1001 847 1003 801 85.5 84.6 

HIC < 1000 
Chest g's < 

At® 
60 

HIC > 1200 
Chest g's > 

CR 
70 742 1608 45.3 55.0 984 871 995 835 85.4 84.4 

HIC < 1100 
Chest g's < 

At® 
64 

HIC > 1100 
Chest g's > 

CR 
64 760 1395 46.2 56.0 994 809 1018 745 85.5 84.5 

HIC < 1100 
Chest g's < 

At® 
60 

HIC > 1300 
Chest g's > 

OR 
60 769 1414 46.0 59.3 1009 846 1016 779 85.3 84.2 

HIC < 1200 
Chest g's < 

At® 
70 

HIC > 1200 
Chest g's > 

CR 
70 757 1609 47.4 55.4 967 869 982 809 85.2 84.2 



to the second halves of laDles 5-3 (partition by chest g's) and 5-5 (partition 
by mC). To the extent that HTC and chest g's are fairly correlated, they are 
sonev^t redundant measures in a statistical sense. They act as a check on one 
another, and using both of them together oihances the reliability of their 
information. Cars vdth low HIC tend to have low chest g's, and vice-versa, but 
the easiest way to find cars with low m C and chest g's is to look at both of the 
variables. Neither variable, however, conveys the information that is contained 
in the fonor load variable. 

Since fecnur load is rather orthogonal (statistically uncorrelated) 
with HIC and chest g's, it might be e:5)ected that the catibinaticn of fanur load 
with one of the other two variables is exceptionally useful for partitioning the 
fleet. Ihble 5-8 confirms that chest g's-and-fenur load, or Hrc-and-fanur load 
can be used to differentiate the safer and the less-safe cars. If "good" 
performance is defined as chest g's < 56 and femur load < 1400 on each leg and 
< 2400, total, vidle chest g's > 60 or fatur load > 1700 on either leg or > 2700, 
total delineates "pcxsr" performance, the fatality risk in 134 collisions between 
gcxDd and pcx»r performers is a statistically significant 22 percent lower for the 
drivers of the cars with good NCAP scores (t for REIEXP is 2.93, p < .01). The 
lower half of Ihble 5-8 shows that the "good" performers, in this analysis, have 
lower average scores on all three bocfy regions, not just the chest and femurs. 

Mast interestingly, the seccand analysis in Ibble 5-8 shows that HIC 
and femur lead, without chest g's. can be used to partiticn the safer frcm the 
less safe cars. When the criterlcn for "good" performance is HIC < 900 and fertur 
load < 1400 cn each leg and < 2400, total, and the criterlcn for "pcxar" 
performance is HIC > 1300 or fanur load > 1700 on either leg or > 2700, total. 



cdllisicns of gsrs with "good" ncap scores for tto bcdy rbgioc 
inid c3«s with "poor" .ncap scores for at least cne of those body rbgio© 

Ccnparlson of Real-World Perfoinance 

Deflidtian of 
a "Good" Car 
Chest g's < 56 AND 
L Femur < 1400 AND 
R Feitur < 1400 AND 
L+R Fatur < 2400 

Definition of N of 
a "Poor" Car Crashes 
Chest g's > 60 OR 
L Faiur > 1700 OR. 
R Fentur > 1700 OR 
L+R Fatur > 2700 134 

% Fat Red Mean 
for Good Car Releaqp 

22.1 -.147 

Sum 
Relesqp 

-19.66 

T-Test 
for Releoqp 

2.93 

o to 

HIC < 900 AND 
L Fenur < 1400 AND 
R Femur < 1400 AND 
L+R Fatur < 2400 

HIC > 1300 OR 
L Fatur > 1700 OR 
R Farur > 1700 OR 
L+R Fertur > 2700 121 19.4 -.128 -15.44 2.30 

Mean NCAP Scores and Mxiel Year ("Good" vs. "Poor" Car) 
Definitioa of 
a "Good" Car 

Definition of 
a "Poor" Car 

HIC Chest G's L Femur R Femur Model Year 
Good Poor Good Poor Good Poor Good Poor Good Poor 

Chest g < 56 AND 
LFem < 1400 AND 
RFan < 1400 AND 
L+R Fem < 2400 

Chest g > 60 OR 
LFem > 1700 OR 
RFan > 1700 OR 
L+R Fem > 2700 890 983 43.9 55.6. 754 1311 742 1336 85.5 84.8 

HIC < 900 AND 
LFan 1400 AND 
RFan < 1400 AND 
L+R Fem < 2400 

HIC > 1300 OR 
LFem > 1700 OR 
RFem > 1700 OR 
L+R Fan > 2700 698 1194 46.8 51.5 738 1311 766 1294 85.7 85.1 



the fatality risk in 121 head-cn collisions between good and poor perfonners is 
a statistically significant 19 percent lower for the drivers of the cars with low 
HIC and fatur load (t for RELEXP is 2.30, p < .05). The lower section of Table 
5-8 shows that the cars with good m C and femur load have substantially lower 
chest g's (46.8 vs. 51.5) than the cars with poor HIC or feitur load. That HIC 
with fenur load wodcs about as well as HIC with chest g's or fatur load with 
chest g's illustrates the extent to v^ch the three NCAP scores contain both 
overlapping and ccnplementary infornation. 

5.6 Partitions of the fleet based on all three NCAP parameters 

A reliable differentiation of safer and less-safe cars itay be obtained 
by losing NCAP scores for all three bocfy regions, with separate boundary values 
("pass-fail" criteria) for each bocfy region. This method is perh^ not quite 
as efficient as a corposite variable such as NCAPINJ, tut is just as reliable, 
or more so, than the analyses based en one or two bocty regions. Thble 5-9 
illustrates five analyses using various boundary values for HIC, chest g's, and 
femur load. An accident saitple close to the target of 120 crashes is obtained by 
defining "good" performance as HEC <. 900 and chest g's < 56 and fertur load < 1400 
on each leg and < 2400, total. HIC > 1300 or chest g's > 60 ̂  fertur load > 1700 
on either leg or > 2700, total defines "poor" performance. The fatality risk in 
118 actual head-on collisions between a good and a poor performer is a 
statistically significant 21 percent lower for the drivers of the cars with good 
NCAP scores (t for RELEXP is 2.68, p < .01). 

Thble 5-9 shows that the boundary values can be varied by a moderate 
amount and the fatality reduction for the "good" performers will still be 
statistically significant, often at the .01 level. Such reductions are found in 



cdllisiots of wtih "good" ncap scores pgr all three body regions 
hsrid cars wtih "poor" ncap scores for at least one body region 

Definition of 
a "Good" Car 
HIC < 900 AND 
Chest g's < 56 AND 
L Femur < 1400 AND 
R Femur < 1400 AND 
IrfR Fenur < 2400 

Definition of N of 
a "Poor" Car Crashes 
HIC > 1300 OR 
Chest g's > 60 OR 
L Femir > 1700 OR 
R Femur > 1700 OR 
IrfR Femur > 2700 118 

Ccnparison of Real-World Perfomance 
% Fat Red Mean Sum 

for Good Car Releâ j Releoqp 

21.2 -.139 -16.44 

T-Test 
fen: Releo^ 

2.68 

o iî  

HIC < 900 AND 
Chest g's < 60 AND 
L Fenuf < 1400 AND 
R Fenur < 1400 AND 
L+R Feitur < 2400 

HIC > 1300 OR 
Chest g's > 60 OR 
L Fenur > 1600 OR 
R Faair > 1600 OR 
L+R Farur > 2600 128 20.7 -.137 -17.54 2.65 

HIC < 1100 AND 
Chest g's < 56 AND 
L Fenur < 1400 AND 
R Fenur < 1400 AND 
L+R Fenur < 2400 

HIC > 1300 OR 
Chest g's > 60 OR 
L Fenur > 1600 OR 
R Fatur > 1600 OR 
Ir+R Fenur > 2600 140 19.6 -.128 -17.91 2.72 

HIC < 1100 AND 
Chest g's < 60 AND 
L Fenur < 1400 AND 
R Fenur < 1400 AND 
L+R Fenur < 2400 

HIC > 1300 OR 
Chest g's > 60 OR 
L Fenur > 1600 OR 
R Fenur > 1600 OR 
L+R Fenur > 2600 153 18.3 -.118 -18.05 2.46 

HCC < 1100 AND 
Chest g's < 60 AND 
L Fenur < 1400 AND 
R Fenur < 1400 AND 
L+R Fanor < 2400 

HIC > 1300 OR 
Qiest g's > 60 OR 
L Fatur > 1800 OR 
R Farur > 1800 OR 
L+R Fenur > 2800 148 19.0 -.123 -18.24 2.50 



Tim^ 5-9 (Ctontinued) 
oollisiass of cars wtih "good" ncap scores for all ihree body rbgicns 

into c2«s wtih "poor" ncap scores for at least one body rbgicxf 

Ifean NCAP Scxjres and Wbdel Year ("Good" vs. "Poor" C&r) 
Definition of 
a "Good" Car 

Definition of 
a "Poor" Car 

HIC Chest G's L Fenair R Fenur Model Year 
Good Poor Good Poor Good Poor Good Poor Good Poor 

HIC < 900 AND 
Chest g < 56 AND 
L Fern < 1400 AND 
R Fern < 1400 AND 
I/fR Fern < 2400 

HIC > 1300 CR 
Chest g > 60 OR 
L Fan > 1700 OR 
R Fern > 1700 OR 
L+R Fern > 2700 704 1154 43.1 53.6 778 1230 775 1200 85.9 84.8 

o cn 

HIC < 900 AND 
Chest g < 60 AND 
L Fan < 1400 AND 
R Fan < 1400 AND 
L+R Fan < 2400 

m C > 1300 OR 
Chest g > 60 OR 
L Fan > 1600 OR 
R Fan > 1600 OR 
L+R Fern > 2600 703 1156 43.9 53.3 767 1229 776 1208 85.9 84.8 

HIC < 1100 AND 
Chest g < 56 AND 
L Fan < 1400 AND 
R Fan < 1400 AND 
L+R Fem < 2400 

HIC > 1300 OR 
Chest g > 60 OR 
L Fan > 1600 OR 
R Fan > 1600 OR 
L+R Fem > 2600 739 1161 43.8 53.7 771 1201 775 1192 85.6 85.0 

HEC < 1100 AND 
Chest g < 60 AND 
L Fan < 1400 AND 
R Fan < 1400 AND 
L+R Fan < 2400 

HIC > 1300 OR 
Chest g > 60 OR 
L Fan > 1600 OR 
R Fan > 1600 OR 
L+R Fan > 2600 744 1161 45.0 53.8 755 1185 763 1198 85.5 84.9 

HEC < 1100 AND 
Chest g < 60 AND 
L Fan < 1400 AND 
R Fan < 1400 AND 
L+R Fan < 2400 

HIC > 1300 OR 
Chest g > 60 OR 
L Fan > 1800 OR 
R Fan > 1800 OR 
L+R Fan > 2800 745 1173 45.1 54.0 756 1180 770 1194 85.4 84.8 



analyses vdth HIC bcundaiy values reasonably close to or slightly above the EMVSS 
208 value of 1000, vdth a modest gap; chest g boundary values close to the BMVSS 
208 value of 60 g's; and fenur load boundaries in the 1400-1800 pound range. The 
analyses show fatality reductions of 18-21 percent in accident sarrples ranging 
up to 153 crashes, and sum RELESCP values vp to 18.24, approaching the sum REIEXP 
values of 20-21 found in the analyses based on ITCAPINJ (see Thble 5-1). Ihe 
second page of Ibble 5-9 shows that the "good" performers had, en the average, 
substantially lower HIC, chest g's and femur loads than the poor performers. 

5.7 Sensitivity test: collisions of two cars with similar rtass 

None of the analyses, so far, placed any limits on the relative masses 

of the two cars in the head-cn collisions. "Ihe data included sane crashes in 

vMch the two cars had a severe weight mismatch - e.g., 1800 and 3800 pounds. 

A question could be raised if the cases with severe mismatch are "driving" the 

results. In those crashes, v̂ bere the driver of the lighter car is almost certain 

to be a fatality, the difference between actual and "expected" performance may 

not be as meaningful as in crashes vhere both drivers have a good chance of 

survival. Would the results be different if the sanple were limited to 

collisions of cars with similar weights? 

Ibble 5-10 limits two of the earlier analyses to the subset of head-cn 
collisions in vdiich the weights of the two cars differ by no more than 1000 
pcamds. In the subsanple of 86 collisions of a car with NCAPINJ <0.6 into a car 
with NCAPINJ > 0.6, both cars having curb weights within 1000 pounds of one 
another, the fatality reduction for the good NCAP performers is 23.9 percent, 
vMch is about -the-same as the 26.4 percent fatality reduction in the 
iprestricted saitple of 117 collisions (see Tbble 5-1). In the subsairple of 94 



OOTiT.TSICTJS OF CARS WTIH "GOOD" NGAP SCORES INTO CARS WTIH "POOR" SCORES WEIERE THE 'JGOQD" AND "POOR" CARS HAVE SIMILAR MASS 

Ocnparlson of Real-World PerfornHnce 
Deflnltlcsi of 
a "Good" C3ar 

DefInltlm of 
a "Poor" C3ar 

N of 
CSrashes 

% Fat Red 
for Good Car 

Mean 
Reles^ 

Sum 
Relesqo 

T-Test 
for Reles^ 

ncapinj < .6 ncapuij > .6 
and weight difference < 1000 pounds 86 23.9 -.164 -14.14 2.33 

o -J 

HIC < 900 AND 
Chest g's < 56 AND 
L Femur < 1400 AND 
R Farur < 1400 AND 
L+R Farur < 2400 

HIC > 1300 OR 
Chest g's > 60 OR 
L Farur > 1700 OR 
R Femur > 1700 OR 
L+R Femur > 2700 

and weight difference < 1000 pounds 94 20.7 -.135 -12.72 2.17 

Car Weight/ Driver Age, Sex and Model Year ("Good" vs. "Poor" Car) 
Definition of 
a "Good" Car 

Definition of 
a "Poor" Car 

Avg Wieight 
Good Poor 

Avg Age 
Good Poor 

% Female 
Good Poor 

Model Year 
Good Poor 

ncapinj < .6 ncapinj > .6 
and weight difference < 1000 pcunds 2872 2929 42.8 41.8 49 48 86.0 83.2 

HIC < 900 AND 
Chest g's < 56 AND 
L Femur < 1400 AND 
R Femur < 1400 AND 
L+R Fenur < 2400 

HIC > 1300 OR 
Chest g's > 60 OR 
L Femur > 1700 OR 
R Feirur > 1700 OR 
L+R Femur > 2700 

and weight difference < 1000 pounds 2840 2842 42.3 43.5 50 40 86.0 84.9 



collisicms of a car vdth low HTC, chest g's and fatur load into a car vdth high 
m c , c±iest g's or fatur load, the fatality reduction for the good perfonters is 
20.7 percent, vMch is alitost identical to the 20.8 percent reduction in the 
unrestricted sarrple of 118 cases (see "laDle 5-9). Ihe lower half of leble 5-10 
shows that, in both analyses, the "good" and "poor" NCAP performers have nearly 
the same average curb vieights and driver ages. 

5.8 Sensitivity test: weighted vs. unweighted coiposite score 

The cotposite measure of NCAP performance, 
NCAPINJ = .21 HEADINJ + 2.7 CHESTHSU + 1.5 (LFEMJRINJ + RFEMJRHSD") 

was calibrated in Section 4.1 as the weighted ccntoination of logistic injin:y 
probability functions for the head, chest and feirurs that has maxirtum correlation 
with fatality risk in the set of head-cn collisions vhere both cars match an NCAP 
test at the '3A or 4A level.' However, it was also shown in Section 4.1 that 
this particular weighted sum did not "magically" enhance correlation; other 
weighted sums had almost equally high correlations, and even an unweighted sum 
of the injury probabilities had significant correlation with fatality risk. 

Similarly, the approach of this chapter showed that NCAPINJ was 
efficient for separating the safer cars from the less safe cara, maximizing the 
difference in relative fatality risk v̂ hen a "good" NCAP performer hits a "poor" 
performer head-cn. Here too, however, NCAPINJ is merely "first among equals" for 
the purpose of identifying safer and less safe cars. Tbble 5-11 shows that even 
an unweighted sum of the logistic injury probabilities, 

INJ = HEADINJ + CHESTTNJ + LFEMJRINJ + RFEMJRINJ 
acccctplishes-the same purpose with jrost slightly less efficiency. The top "half 
of T^le 5-11 presents six analyses of head-on collisions between cars with 



CDIiLISICNS OF C3\RS WTIH A LOW NCAP CayiPOSriE SCORE INIO CARS WTIH A HIOI NCAP GCMPOSriE SCORE: 
WEICTIED VS. UNWEIQEHED CXMP06ITE SCX2RE 

WEIOnXD: NCAPINJ = .21 BEADIK7 + 2.7 CHESTINJ + 1.5 (LFE24DRINJ + SFQIDRINJ) 

Definition of Definition of N of % Fat Red for Mean Sum T-Test 
" L C 3 W " NCAPINJ "High" NCAPINJ Crashes Low NCAPINJ Releo^ Releoqp for Relesq) 

NCAPINJ < .4 NCAPINJ > .4 186 17.0 -.108 -20.17 2.56 
NCAPINJ < .5 NCAPINJ > .5 147 17.3 -.114 -16.83 2.44 
NCAPINJ < .6 NCAPINJ > .6 117 26.4 -.181 -21.13 3.22 
NCAPINJ < .7 NCAPINJ > .7 108 27.2 -.189 -20.46 3.34 
NCAPINJ < .8 NCAPINJ > .8 80 28.7 -.201 -16.10 3.13 
NCAPINJ < .9 NCAPINJ > .9 55 31.9 -.216 -11.88 2.73 

o VD 

m r = HE2VDINJ + CHESTmr + IFBSnSUNJ + REEMJRIMJ 

Definition of Definition of N of % Fat Red for Mean Sum T-Test 
"Lew" INJ "Hig^" INJ Crashes Lew INJ Releoq) Reles^ for Releoq) 

INJ < .3 INJ > .3 191 14.6 -.092 -17.60 2.16 
INJ < .4 INJ > .4 149 17.7 -.115 -17.13 2.36 
INJ < .5 INJ > .5 121 21.6 -.145 -17.54 2.77 
INJ < .6 INJ > .6 97 18.1 -.117 -11.33 2.00 
INJ < .7 INJ > .7 78 21.2 -.139 -10.86 2.08 
INJ < .8 INJ > .8 57 16.7 -.115 - 6.55 1.56 



"good" and "poor" NCAPINJ scores, recapitulating material from Table 5-1. Ihe 

lower half of Table 5-11 presents results of six similar analyses l:Hsed on the 

unweighted coiposite score INJ. In the ITCAPINJ analyses, the fatality risk is 

17-32 percent lower for the driver of the "good" car than for the driver of the 

"poor" car; the reductions in the first two analyses are significant at the .05 

level, and in the last four analyses they are significant at the .01 level. In 

the INJ analyses, fatality reductions range fran 15 to 22 percent; the first five 

analyses show statistically significant reductions, with the third analysis 

significant at the .01 level. In general, INJ works about as well as NCAPINJ 

vhen the boundary between "good" and "poor" performance is set at a fairly low 

level - i.e., the first two or three analyses. Only when the boundary is set at 

a high level does NGAPINJ became visibly more efficient than INJ. 

In the third analysis with the unweighted score INJ, the fatality 

reduction is 21.6 percent with a sartple of 121 crashes. Thus, at the target 

saitple size, INJ is slightly more efficient than any single NCaP parameter, and , J 

works about as well as ccmbinaticns of two or three NCAP parameters. 

5.9 Sensitivity test; analyses on a different calibration data set 

The preceding analyses were conducted with the principal data set of 

head-on collisions in vhich both cars itatched an 1SB2AP test vehicle at levels "3A" 

or "4A": the model year on EARS is within the range of model years considered 

valid for the ITCAP test, and the itake-models cn EARS and NCAP are identical or 

true corporate cousins. In Section 3.4, an alternative data set was defined in 

vhich both v^cles not only match an NCAP test vi^cle at levels 3A or 4Al, but 

also have the same nuntoer of doors as the NCAP test vehicle "(310 collisions, 620 

cars). In the itultiple regression ̂ roach of.Section 3.4, the alternative data 



set produced higher regression coefficients for HIC, and lower coefficients for 
femur load than the principal data set. In Section 4.7 it was shown that ISÔ PINJ 
did not have optimal correlation with fatality risk on the alternative data set 
(although it was close to the cptimm), and that the \mweighted score INT was 
ji;ist slightly less correlated with fatality risk than NCAPHSU. 

When the methods of this chapter are applied to the alternative data 
set, the results closely parallel the earlier findings. lable 5-12 considers 
head-cn collisions between a "good" and a "poor" NCAP performer, based on the 
values of a single NCAP parameter. The left three columns of nurttoers are the 
sartple size, fatality reduction for the good car and t-test result for RELEXP in 
the principal accident data set (level 3A/4A. matches). The right three columns 
are the corresponding analysis results on the alternative data set (level 3A/4A. 
and N of doors matching). Since the principal data set contains the alternative 
set, the N's cn the right are always smaller; viien N is smaller, the same 
percentage of fatality reduction will produce a weaker t-test result. 

The first section of "Ihble 5-12 presents six analyses of crashes of 
cars with low NCAP chest g's into cars with high chest g's. The fatality 
reductions are virtually identical in the two data sets, ranging from 11 to 30 
percent in the principal data set and 10 to 28 percent in the alternative set. 
In four of the six analyses, the reductions are within 2 percent cn the two data 
sets; in the first analysis, the alternative data set produces a slightly higher 
reduction, vMle in the fifth analysis, the principal data set produces a greater 
effect. The findings are consistent with Section 3.4, viiere chest g's had nearly 
the same regression coefficient in the two data sets. 



OOLLISIO!© OF C2«S WTIH "GOCD" ITCAP SCDRES INIO CARS WTIH "POOR" NCAP SCORES 
CXMPARISCN OF IWO HCCWENI DATA SEES 

EARS Hatches MCAP 
at Level 3A or 4A 

EARS I&tches NCAP at 
Level 3A/4A and N of Doors 

M 

Definition of Definltlcn of 
a "Good" Car 

1 
a "Poor" Car N % Eat Red T-Test N % Fat Red T-Test 

Qiest g's < 44 Chest g's > 44 172 16.2 2.26 139 18.9 2.36 
Chest g's < 48 Chest g's >48 182 10.9 1.56 145 9.9 1.21 
Chest g's < 52 Chest g's > 52 145 15.0 2.02 113 14.0 1.59 
Chest g's < 56 Chest g's > 56 125 18.7 2.32 99 18.2 1.88 
Chest g's < 60 Chest g's > 60 92 24.2 2.74 71 20.4 1.91 
Chest g's <64 ChPSt g's > 64 49 29.7 2.60 38 28.3 1.94 

m C < 800 m c > 900 133 4.2 .44 108 12.1 1.23 
HIC < 900 HIC > 1000 127 10.7 1.23 96 20.5 2.25 
HIC < ; 900 HIC > 1200 92 19.0 2.13 68 26.0 2.73 
mc < 1000 HIC > 1200 113 14.2 1.68 82 16.9 1.73 
HIC < 1100 HIC > 1200 118 13.1 1.54 86 17.1 1.80 
HIC < 1200 HIC > 1300 87 14.0 1.35 64 15.4 1.30 
L Fern < 1500 AND L Fan > 1500 OR 
R Fan < 1500 AND R Fan > 1500 OR 
L+R Fern < 2500 L+R Fem > 2500 142 18.0 2.18 121 12.9 1.40 
L Fern < 1600 AND L Fan > 1600 OR 
R Fan < 1600 AND R Fem > 1600 OR 
L+R Fern < 2600 L+R Fem > 2600 132 20.1 2.36 112 15.8 1.64 
L Fan < 1700 AND L Fem > 1700 OR 
R Fan < 1700 AND R Fan > 1700 OR 
L+R Fan < 2700 L+R Fem > 2700 128 20.2 2.30 108 15.7 

« 

1.58 



The mic3dle section of "laDle 5-12 contains six analyses based en mC, 
each vdth a small gap between "good" and "poor" performers. Here, the fatality 
reduction is greater for the alternative data set, especially in the first three 
analyses, vhere the boundary values of HTC are relatively low. In the third 
analysis, the fatality reduction is statistically significant at the .01 level 
in the alternative data set. That level of significance vras never achieved in 
the principal data set with HIC, de^ite larger saitple sizes. In the last three 
HIC analyses, vhere the cars are partitioned at higher levels of HIC, the results 
for the two data sets more or less converge, and the reductions drcp out of the 
statistically significant range, even in the alternative data set. 

Conversely, the lower section of Table 5-12 shows that fettur load does 

not work as well on the alternative data set as on the principal data set. 

Fatality reductions are 4-6 percent lower on the smaller data set, and they are 

not statistically significant. Whereas fannn: load seems to be more efficient 

than HEC on the main data set, HIC works slightly better on the alternative set, 

consistent with the regression coefficients in Section 3.4. 

•Ibble 5-13 catpares the effects of the weighted catposite score 

NCAPHSU and the unweighted sum of logistic injury probabilities, HSU for the 

principal and alternative data sets. The first half of the table presents six 

analyses for NCAPINJ. In the principal data set, the reductions are always 

statistically significant, and in the last four analyses the reductions range 

from 26 to 32 percent and are significant at the .01 level. NCAPINJ does not 

work so efficiently for the alternative data, set, although it still produces 

fatality reductions ip to 24 percent. Three of the six analyses produce 

statistically significant reductions at the . 05 level. 



CDLLISimS OF CfiRS WITH A LCW NCAP OCMPOSriE SCORE INID CARS WITH A HTCH NCAP aMPOSriE SCORE: 
CXXIPARISCN OF TWO ACJCrDEMT DATA. SETS: WEIGHTED VS. UNWEIGBTED CXXSPOSITE SCOEE 

WEIGHTED: NCAPINJ = .21 HEADINJ + 2.7 CIJESnNJ + 1.5 (LFEMDRINJ + RFEMDRIMJ) 

Definltlcn of 
"low" NCAPINJ 

Definltlcsi of 
"High" NCAPINJ N 

EARS Matches NCAP 
at Level 3A or 4A 

% Fat Red T-Test 

EARS Matches NCAP at 
Level 3A/4A and N of Doors 
N % Eat Red T-Test 

ncapinj < .4 ncapinj > .4 186 17.0 2.56 146 15.4 2.06 
ncapinj < .5 ncapinj > .5 147 17.3 2.44 113 14.4, 1.75 
ncapinj < .6 ncapinj > .6 117 26.4 3.22 88 18.8 1.88 
ncapinj < .7 ncapinj > .7 108 27.2 3.34 82 21.2 2.06 
ncapinj < .8 ncapinj > .8 • 80 28.7 3.13 61 23.9 2.18 
ncapinj < .9 ncapinj > .9 55 31.9 2.73 41 21.8 1.53 

UNWEIGHTED: INJ = HEADINJ + CHESTINJ + LFEMDRINJ + RFEMDRINJ 

Definiticn of 
"Low" INJ 

DefInitioai of 
"Hiĝ i" INJ N 

EARS Matches NCAP 
at Level 3A or 4A 

% Fat Red T-Test 

EARS Matches NCAP at 
Level 3A/4A and N of Doors 
N % Fat Red T-Test 

INJ < 
m i <. 
INJ < 
INJ < ̂  
INJ < 

.3 

.4 

.5 

.6 

.7 

inj > 
inj > 
inj > 
inj > 
inj > 

.3 

.4 

.5 

.6 

.7 

191 
149 
121 
97 
78 

14.6 
17.7 
21.6 
18.1 
21.2 

2.16 
2.36 
2.77 
2.00 
2.08 

149 
115 
97 
76 
61 

18.5 
20.0 
18.5 
15.7 
17.0 

2.46 
2.35 
2.02 
1.54 
1.50 



The lower half of Thble 5-13 presents five analyses with the 
vinweighted conposite score. It works about equally well on the principal and 
alternative data sets: with low boundary values, the fatality reduction is 
slightly greater on the alternative data set, tut in the last three analyses, the 
results are more favorable en the principal data set. It is especially 
interesting to cotpare the rpper and lower half of the table. With the principal 
data set, NCAPINJ does a visibly better jcb than n u vhen the cars are 
partitioned at a relatively high score: NCfiPINJ pushes the fatality reduction up 
to the 30 percent range, but INJ does not. On the alternative data set, NCAPINJ 
does not do as well as INJ on the first 'two analyses, and only slightly better 
en tiie subsequent ones. 

These sensitivity tests' with an alternative accident data set 
illustrate two points rather clearly: U) The EAE?S data show significant 
relationships between each of the three NCAP parameters and fatality risk, but 
they are not really sufficient to rank-order the strength of the three 
relationships; small changes in the accident data set can change the rank order. 
(2) The EARS data show that a ccnposite score based on all three parameters, such 
as NCAPINJ, has esccellent correlation with fatality risk, but they are iK3t 
sufficient to establish "ideal" relative weights for the three parameters; small 
changes in the data set will change the optimum relative weights. 

5.10 Summary 

Thble 5-14 extracts fran Tbbles 5-1 through 5-9 the analyses that 

maximized fatality reduction and sum RELEIXP, in the preceding tables, with sanple 

sizes close to the target of 120 crashes. They are the "best in their class" 

analyses, based on various ways of partitioning "good" and "poor" NCAP 



SUVMRRY: OOT.T.T.qiCTB OF CARS WTIH "GOOD" NGAP SCORES INTO CARS WTIH "POOI" NCAP SCORES 
(N of crashes approxinHtely 120 in each catpariscn) 

Ccnparisoa of Real-World Perfonnance 

<n 

Def inifclcn of 
a "Good" Car 

Deflniticn of 
a "Poor" Car 

N Of % pat Red 
for Good Car 

Mean 
Relesq) 

Sum 
Reles^ 

T-Test 
for Reles^ 

NCAPmT < .6 NCAPINJ > .6 117 26.4 -.181 -21.13 3.22 

Chest g's < 56 Chest g's > 56 125 18.7 -.123 -15.42 2.32 
t mc < 1000 mc > 1200 113 14.2 -.090 -10.22 1.68 
i 

L Farur < 1600 JaSD 
R Femur' < 1600 AND 
L+R Fatur < 2600 

L Fenur > 1600 OR 
R Fanur > 1600 OR 
L+R Fenur > 2600 132 20.1 

t 
-.131 -17.30 2.36 

m c < 1100 AND 
Chest g's < 60 

! 

m c > 1300 OR 
Chest g's > 60 125 18.9 -.122 -15.32 2.31 

Qiest g's < 56 AND 
L Fenur < 1400 AND 
R Feitur < 1400 AND 
]>R Fenur < 2400 

Chest g's > 60 OR 
L Fenur > 1700 OR 
R Fenur > 1700 OR 
L+R Fenur > 2700 134 22.1 -.147 -19.66 2.93 • 

m c < 900 AND 
L Fenur < 1400 AND 
R Fenur < 1400 AND 
L+R Fenur < 2400 

m c > 1300 OR 
L Fenur > 1700 OR 
R Fenur > 1700 OR 
L+R Fatur > 2700 121 19.4 -.128 -15.44 2.30 

m c < 900 AND 
Chest g's < 56 AND 
L Fenur < 1400 AND 
R Fanur < 1400 AND 
L+R Fenur < 2400 

m c > 1300 OR 
Chest g's > 60 OR 
L Fatur > 1700 OR 
R Fenur > 1700 OR 
L+R Fenur > 2700 118 21.2 -.139 -16.44 2.68 



•DfflliE 5-14 (Continued) 

SUyMARY: COLLISiaNS OF CARS WTIH "GOCB" NCAP SCORES INTO CARS WTIH "POOR" NCAP SCORES 
(N of crashes approximately 120 in each cotpariscn) 

Mean NCAP Scores and Model Year ("Good" vs. "Poor" Car) 

Oeflniticsa of 
a "Good" Car 

Deflnitloa of 
a "Poor" Car 

HIC 
Good Poor 

Chest G's 
Good Poor 

L PaiBir 
Good Poor 

R Fanur 
Good Poor 

Model Year 
Good Poor 

NGAPINT < .6 NGAPINJ > .6 898 1106 45.0 62.6 878 1161 846 1117 85.8 83.1 

Chest g < 56 Chest g > 56 914 1088 44.6 63.4 949 964 945 930 85.8 83.5 

HIC < 1000 HTC > 1200 739 1616 . . 47.3 54.8 964 861 995 807 85.3 84.3 
LFem < 1600 AND 
RFem < 1600 AND 
L+R Fem < 2600 

LFem > 1600 OR -
RFfem > 1600 OR 
L+R Fem > 2600 913 898 48.4 51.0 759 1531 734 1659 85.5 85.6 

HEC < 1100 AND 
Chest g < 60 

m C > 1300 OR 
Chest g > 60 769 1414 46.0 59.3 1009 846 1016 779 85.3 84.2 

Chest g < 56 AND 
LFem < 1400 AND 
RFan < 1400 AND 
L+R Fem < 2400 

Chest g > 60 OR 
LFem > 1700 OR 
RFan > 1700 OR 
L+R Fem > 2700 890 983 43.9 55.6 754 1311 742 1336 85.5 84.8 

m C < 900 AND 
LFan < 1400 AND 
RFem < 1400 AND 
L+R Fem < 2400 

m C > 1300 OR 
LFem > 1700 OR 
RFan > 1700 OR 
L+R Fem > 2700 698 1194 46.8 51.5 738 1311 766 1294 85.7 85.1 

m C < 900 AND 
Chest g <56 AND 
LFem < 1400 AND 
RFem < 1400 AND 
L+R Fem < 2400 

HTC > 1300 OR 
Chest g > 60 OR 
LFem > 1700 OR 
RFem > 1700 OR 
L+R Fan > 2700 704 1154 43.1 53.6 778 1230 775 1200 85.9 84.8 



perfontiers. laDle 5-14 shews that NC3^INJ does a slightly better job than at^ 
of the original NCAP scores, singly or in ccnbinations, in separating the safer 
cars frcm the less safe cars, at a target sartple size of 120 crashes (vd.th the 
caveats, as noted in Sections 5.8 and 5.9: an unweighted cotbinaticn of the 
injiory scores did nearly as good a jcb as ITCAPINJ, especially on an alternative 
data set). "Ihe fatality reduction of 26 percent is higher than axiy of the 
others, vMch range from 14 to 22 percent. Sum RELEXP and the t-test values are 
also higher. A coiposite score such as NGAPDU is more efficient than the other 
methods because it allows excellent performance cn two bocfy regions to conpensate 
for moderately poor performance on the third. Intuitively, a c ^ with HIC = 999, 
chest g's = 59 and femur loads = 1500 each did not perform as well on NCAP as a 
car with HIC = 1001, chest g's = 40 and fanur loads = 500 each. NCAPHSU (or 
other corposite scores) will put the first car in the "good" group and the second 
car in the "poor" group, consistent with intxiiticn, vhile the other methods, if 
th^ had a boundary value of 1000 for HIC, would do the reverse. 

The majority of cars, however, do not have unusual NCAP scores like 
the two exairples above. They tend to be really good NCAP performers, or quite 
poor. All of the xtethods developed in this chapter will assign them to the 
correct group. "Ihe most iirportant finding conveyed by Ibble 5-14 is that any 
reasonable partitioning of the fleet, based cn HIC, chest g's and/or feitur load 
will work. In every case, there are significantly fewer fatalities in the "good" 
cars than in the "poor" cars, vAien th^ collide head-on. 



a m p i E R 6 

EAmjTIY RISK INDICES FOR "GCXD" JO® "POOR" NGAP PEEIPORMERS 

All of the analyses so far examined head-on collisions in vhich both 
cars matched î ) vath an NCAP test. When one of the cars in the collision was a 
good NCAP performer and the other had poor NCAP scores, there was a significant 
safety advantage for the car that performed well in NCAP. Ideally, though, a car 
with good NCAP performance should be safer-than-average for belted drivers over 
the full range of head-on collisions - regardless of vhether the NCAP performance 
of the other car in the cra^ vras poor, good, or unknown. This chapter presents 
a more generalized analysis, based on a larger sairple of head-on collisions. The 
"case" vehicle in these collisions has to match ip with an NCAP test, but the 
"other" vehicle in the crash can be any 1976-91 passenger car with a belted 
driver, not necessarily matching with any NCAP test. Fatality risk indices are 
calculated,separately for the case vdiicles that are good NCAP performers and for 
the case vehicles that are poor performers; the difference in the indices 
represents the safety benefit of good NCAP performance over the full range of 
head-on collisions. 

6.1 Procedure for ccnpntina fatality risk indices 
Ch^ter 2 defined a file of 926 head-cn collisions, ccnprlsing 1,852 

distinct vehicles. Both vehicles in a collision had to be 1976-91 passenger 
cars, with belted drivers; at least one of the drivers was a fatality. Seme of 
the vehicles match up only weakly or not at all with an NCAP case; Section 2.5 
presents criteria for assessing the quality of the match and Section 3.4 
dancnstrates that EARS and NCAP cases should match at least at the "3A or 4A" 
level: the EARS and NCAP v^cles should be of the same make-model or true 



corporate cousins, and the ERt?S model year should be vdthin the "valid" range of 
the ITCAP test. ITCAPINJ, a cotposite measure of NCAP performance, was defined in 
Section 4.1. There are 392 head-on collisions, ccnprlsing 784 distinct vehicles, 
in vhich both cars natch up with an NCAP test at the 3A or 4A. level and NGAPINJ 
can be calculated for that test (i.e., missing NCAP data for no more than one 
boc^ region). Ihose 392 collisions were the basis for the analyses in Ch^ters 
4 and 5. However, there are an additional 405 head-on collisions in vhich only 
one vehicle matches an NCAP test at the 3A or 4A level with known NCAPINJ, and 
the other vehicle is a 1976-91 car with a belted driver. 

A more generalized analysis, vhich allows a nuch larger sanple size 

of 1189 crashes, applies to head-cn collisions in vhich the "case" v^cle of 

interest is a 1979-91 car that matches vp with an NCAP test, vhose driver wore 

belts, but the "other" v^cle in the crash can be any 1976-91 passenger car with 

a belted driver, not necessarily matching closely with an NCAP test. Thus, there 

are a total of 1189 individual v^cles (784 + 405) that have level 3A or 4A NCAP 

matches with known NCAPINJ. They were involved in 797 distinct head-cn 

collisions (392 + 405). 

The accident analysis file, ccnprising 1189 head-on collision records, 

is created as follows. If both cars in a collision were level 3A/4A matches with 

known NCAPINJ, that collision contributes two records to the analysis file: one 

record with car 1 as the "case" vehicle and car 2 as the "other" vehicle, and the 

other record, vice-versa. If only one car in a collision vras a 3A/4A iratch with 

known NCAPINJ, the analysis file contains one record, with that car as the "case" 

v^cle—Each record cn the analysis file contains NCAP scores for the "case" 

vehicle and the curb weight, driver age and sex for both vi^cles. 



The first step in the analysis is a regression on these 1189 head-on 

collision cases vhose dependent variable is the outcotne for the driver of the 

case vehicle (fatality = 1, survival = 0) and \ilnose independent variables are W, 

A and S - relative vehicle weight, driver age and sex: 

Cbse Vehicle Is 3A/4A tfetoh; Other Vehicle Is Any 1976-91 Car 
Reg. Chi Stat. Partial 
Coeff. Square Sig.? Corr. 

INIERCEPT .525 39.44 RR 
W (car weight) -5.214 219.92 RR -.379 
A (driver age) .0516 195.72 RR .358 
S (driver sex) .38 9.80 RR .072 

The intercept and coefficients for W, A and S are similar to those obtained in 

Section 4.2, but the ohi-squares are larger because there are more accident 

cases. The model is used to predict the expected fatality risk for each driver 

in the collision, in the absence of NCAP information. The ejected fatality risk 

Eq^ for the driver of the case vehicle is 

expr.525 - 5.214(loqW^ - locr W ^ ) + .0516(A^-A^) + .38(F^-F^)1 
1 + exp[.525 - 5.214(logW^ - log W.^) + .0516(A^-A^) + .SSlF^-F,^)] 

vhere W ^ is the curb weight of the case vehicle, A^^ is the age of the driver 

of the case vdrLcle and F̂ g. is 1 if the driver of the case vehicle is female, 0 

if the driver is male. The e3̂ )ected fatality risk Eoto fo^ the driver of the 

other vdiicle is 

expr.525 + 5.214(loaW_„ - log W..-) - .0516(A,^-A^) - .38(F„--F.̂ )̂ 1 
1 + ejq)[.525 + 5.214(logW^ - log W.^) - .0516(Â -̂A„te) " .38(F«,,-F^)] 

A fatality risk index can be coiputed for ary subset of case vehicles 
(e.g., the case vi^cles with poor NCAP scores), as follows. Each collision has 



an actual cutcanne for the driver of the case v^cle (fatality = 1, survival 
= 0) and Ajfaj for the driver of the other car. The actual and expected 
fatalities are surtmed over all the crashes included in the subset: sum(Ac^) and 
sum(Aote) are the actual nuirbers of driver fatalities in the case and the other 
vi^cles; sum(Et^) and sum(E^) are the nuittoers of driver fatalities that would 
be eĵ jected in the case vehicles and the other vehicles, given the relative 
weight, age and sex in each crash. Ihe fatality risk index for that subset of 
case vehicles is 

mdex = 100 [sum(A^)/sum(E^)] / [suni(A,̂ )/suni(E,̂ )] 
The risk index for any subset of case vehicles measures the fatality risk for 
this subset of case vdrLcles relative to the "average car on the road." The 
critical assunption here is that the "other" vehicles in these crashes are an 
essentially randan saitple of 1976-91 passenger cars with belted drivers: a 
representative cross-section of the "average car en the road." The assunption 
will be tested later in the chapter. If this particular group of case vehicles 
is as crashwDm^ as the average car on the road, sumCAjj,̂ ) will ̂ proximately 
equal sum(Eease) and sum(Aote) will approximately equal sum(Ert«r): the risk index 
will be close to 100. The lower the risk index, the more crashwortl^ the subset 
of case vehicles (for belted drivers in actxoal head-on collisions). 

The fatality reduction for one groip of cars as catpared to another, 
taking into account t ^ full range of head-on collisions that can occur on the 
highway, is measured ty the relative difference in the risk indices. For 
exaitple, a risk index is catputed for a subset of case v^cles with "good" NCAP 
scores and also for a subset with "poor" iNCAP scores. The fatality reduction for 
good NCAP scores relative to poor NCAP scores is 

Ehtality Reduction = 1 - (IndeXg(̂ /IndeXpo„) 



RELEXP = i h ^ - E ^ ) - ( A ^ - E ^ ) 

is defined for each individual collision, and it itieasures the actual safety 
performance of the vehicles "relative to e:$)ectations," as in Section 4.2. In 
the 1189 crashes, and in most subgixxps of the crashes, RELEXP has a pcpulaticn 
standard deviation of 0.64. That makes it easy to test if the average value of 
RELEXP is significantly less than zero for a specific group of crashes (i.e., the 
case vehicles were significantly safer than the other cars), or if the difference 
in average RELEXP for two groups of crashes is statistically significant. A 
significance test for the difference in the risk indices for case vdrLcles with 
good NGAP scores and for case vehicles with poor NCAP scores is based on 

Z = [avg RELEXPp„ - avg RELEXPg^] / [.64*(1/I^ + l/I^)^] 

As in Chapter 5, the case vdiicles are partitioned into "good" and 

"poor" NCAP performance grcxps (with possibly an in-between "borderline" group) 

by the cotposite score NCAPINJ, or by the actual NCAP test results for a single 

body region, two bocty regions, or all 3 bocfy regions. 

6.2 Risk indices for good and poor NCAP performers 

•lable 6-1 presents the results of nine analyses corparing the risk 
indices of good NCAP performers and poor NCAP performers. In the first of those 
analyses, the performance criterion is the coiposite score NCAPINJ. As discussed 
in Sections 4.1 and 5.8, NCAPINJ is the weighted sum of logistic injury 
probabilities for the head, chest and fenurs that has maxinum correlation with 
fatality ri^ in the set of head-on collisions vhere both cars match an NCAP test 
at the '3A or 4A level.' However, other weighted (or unweighted) sums had almost 
equally high correlations on this data set, and, in some cases, higher 
correlations on other data sets. 



EATALriY RISK INDICES FOR CARS WTIH "GOCD" NCAP SCORES VS. CARS WTIH "POOR" NCAP SCORES 
I 

Crashes with "Good" Case Vehicles Crashes vdth "Poor" Case Vehicles Risk Coqpariscn 

to 

Definiticn 
N of 

Crashes 
Fatality 
Risk Index Definiticn 

N of 
C!rashes 

Fatality 
Risk Index 

% Fat. Red. 
for "Ctood" Car 

Z Test for 
Equal Releuq) 

NCAPHU' < .6 
1 

951 93.90 NCAPINJ > .6 238 119.35 21.3 3.01 
! 

Chest g's < 56 ' 912 94.73 Chest g's > 56 259 111.89 15.3 2.13 
1 HIC < 900 13,1 95.75 HIC > 1300 146 110.37 13.2 1.32 

L Fenur < 1400 Ja® 
R Femur < 1400 At® 
IrfR Femur < 2400 858 93.43 

L Femur > 1400 CR 
R Femur > 1400 OR 
Irf-R Femur > 2400 325 113.63 17.8 2.62 

KTC < 900 At® 
Chest g's ̂  55 654 94.49 

HIC > 1250 CR 
Chest g's > 65 234 111.37 15.2 1.95 

Chest g's < 56 At® 
L Femur < 1400 At® 
R Fenur < 1400 At® 
IH-R Femur < 2400 676 91.85 

Chest g's > 60 CR 
L Fenur > 1700 
R Femur > 1700 CR 
IH-R Fenur > 2700 ' 363 113.07 18.8 2.83 

HIC < 900 At® 
L Femur < 1400 At® 
R Femur < 1400 At® 
I/fR Femur < 2400 526 93.76 

HIC > 1300 OR 
L Fenur > 1700 CR 
R Fatur > 1700 CR 
Irt-R Femur > 2700 349 113.49 17.4 2.34 

HIC < 900 At® 
Chest g's < 56 At® 
L Femur < 1400 At® 
R Femur < 1400 At® 
IH-R Femur < 2400 463 92.62 

HCC > 1300 CR 
Chest g's > 60 CR 
L Fenur > 1700 CR 
R Fenur > 1700 CR 
IxfR Femur > 2700 446 109.58 15.5 2.21 

HIC < 1200 At® 
Chest g's < 56 At® 
L Femur < 2000 At® 
R Femur < 2000 At® 
IH-R Femur < 3000 694 94.37 

HIC > 1400 CR 
Chest g's > 62 CR 
L Fenur > 2250 CR 
R Femur > 2250 CR 
LtR Fenur > 3200 301 112.10 15.8 2.24 



Intuitively, the boundary between "poor" and "acc^table/good" 
performance should be set so that ̂ prajditately 20-25 percent of cars will be in 
the poor performance grcup: about 200-300 cars, given that the data file contains 
1189 case vi^cles. A single boundary value of NCAPINJ = 0.6, the same as ijsed 
in Section 5.1, puts 238 cars into the "poor" performance grcxp, leaving 951 cars 
in the "acceptable" groip. 

In the 951 crashes viiere the case vehicle had NCAPINJ <0.6, and the 
other vehicle could be ary 1976-91 car with a belted driver, there were 572 
driver fatalities in the case vehicles, but 590.1 were e:q)ected. Ihere were 511 
fatalities in the other vehicles, but 495.0 were expected. (The "other" cars 
average 200 pounds hea\aer than the case vehicles, so they have fewer expected 
fatalities.) The fatality risk index for the case vehicles is 

Indexg^ = 100 (572/590.1) / (511/495.0) = 93.9 
In the 238 crashes vhere the case vehicle had NCAPINJ > 0.6, there were 150 
actiial and 133.2 expected fatalities in the poor NCAP performers. There were 132 
actvial and 139.9 ej^ected fatalities in the "other" v^cles. The index is 

lndexp„ = 100 (150/133.2) / (132/139.9) = 119.4 
Over these 1189 collisions, the fatality reduction for good NCAPINJ scores 
relative to poor NCAP scores is 

Fatality Reduction = 1 - (93.9 /119.4) = 21 percent 
The average value of REIEXP is -.0359 in the 951 crashes involving "good" case 
vehicles and +.1038 in the 238 crashes involving "poor" case vehicles. 

Z = [.1038 - (-.0359)] / [.64*(1/238 + 1/951)"̂ ] = 3.01 
so the fatality reduction is statistically significant at the .01 level. 

The other analyses of Thble 6-1 partition the case v^cles into 



"good" and "poor" NCAP perfomsnce groups by the same criteria as in Chapter 5: 
first by a single NCAP parameter, then by a pair of NCAP bocfy regions and, 
finally, by independent pass-fail criteria on all three boc^ regions. In every 
analysis, the grocp of case vehicles vdth good NCAP performance has a lower 
fatality risk index than the poor performers. Most of the fatality reductions 
are statistically significant at the .05 level. Cbrs vdth chest g's < 56 have 
a risk index 15 percent lower than cars with chest g's >56 (Z for equal RELEXP 
is 2.13, p < .05). Ihe fatality reduction for HIC < 900, relative to HIC > 1300 
is 13 percent, vMch comes close to statistical significance (Z for equal RKTiKXP 
is 1.32). Cars with low femur loads are 18 percent safer than cars with high 
femur loads (Z for equal RELE3JP is 2.62, p < .01). 

When the cars are partitioned according to NCAP scores for any two of 

the three boc^. regions, or for all three bocfy regions, the "good" cars always 

have significantly lower risk indices than the "poor" cars. Ihe fatality 

reductions range from 15 to 19 percent; the sanple of case vehicles with "poor" 

performance ranges fron 234 to 446. 

Ihe results in Ihble 6-1 can be caipared to those in Ihble 5-14, vMch 
summarized the analyses of those limited subsets of crashes where a "good" 
performer hit a "poor" performer. Ihe reductions in the fatality risk indices, 
in the broad-based analyses of Ihble 6-1, range from 1 to 6 percent lower than 
the effects in the specialized, high-contrast analyses of Ihble 5-14, as follows: 



NC3^ Perfonnance . Fatality Reductim Fatality Reducticm 
Criterioa In Table 5-14 (%) in T^le 6-1 (%) 
NCAPDiJ 26.4 21.3 
Qiest g's 18.7 15.3 
HIC 14.2 13.2 
Fertur load 20.1 17.8 
HIC, chest g's 18.9 15.2 
Chest g's, faiur load 22.1 18.8 
HIC, fatur load 19.4 17.4 
HIC, chest g's, fanur load 21.2 15.5 

It is xjnknown viy the analysis methods of Chapters 5 and 6 do not 
produce identical results. The small differences of 1-6 percent could easily be 
due to chance alone. Even thcugh the effectiveness is alvays higher in the 
Ch^ter 5 analysis (and, at first glance, that resatbles flipping a coin and 
getting "heads" 8 times in a row), the various analyses are hardly independent. 
They all use the same data set; the groips of cars with "good" performance 
largely overly, and so do the girxps of cars with poor performance. The 1-6 
percent difference is well within the range of sanpling error on a single 
analysis. 

~ If the discrepancies are not due to chance alcne, one possibility is 
that tl^ "other" vehicles in the Chapter 6 analyses are not, as had been assumed 
above, essentially randan saiiples of 1976-91 passenger cars with belted drivers. 
The basic assurtption of this chapter was that the "good" cars and the "poor" cars 
are both hitting "average" cars, so their fatality risk indices are directly 
corparable. If, in fact, the "good" cars tend to hit other "good" cars and the 
"poor" cars tend to hit other "poor" cars, the difference in the risk indices 
would understate the fatality reduction for good NCAP scores. Detailed 
statistics, however, si.pport the basic assurrption. For exaitple, in the first 
analysis of Table 6-1, the case vehicles with NCAPINJ <0.6 have average NCAPINJ 



= 0.31 and t±ie case vi^cles with ITCAPINJ > 0.6 have average NCAPINJ = 0.90. But 

the "other" cars that hit the "good" cars have nearly the same average NCAPINJ 

as the "other" cars that hit the "poor" cars: 0.453 vs. 0.466. Ihey also have 

nearly the same average weight (2971 vs. 3010 pounds), driver age (42.7 vs. 43.2 

years) and driver gender distributions (45 percent female vs. 44 percent female). 

The "other" cars, in both cases, are basically identical. 

Another possibility is that the specialized analyses of Chapter 5 

scmehow intensify the fatality reciictions associated with good NCAP scores. In 

the full range of head-on collisions, "good" scores reduce risk by X and "poor" 

scores increase it by Y, but vhen a "good" car specifically hits a "poor" car, 

the difference in risk may be even greater than X + Y. If so, the results of 

this ch^ter provide a more conservative assessment of the overall reduction of 

fatality risk for cars with good NCAP scores. 



CHAPIER 7 

ACTUAL CRASHMDRIHUSIESS AND NCAP PERFORMANCE DURING 1979-91 

It is well known that the perfonmance of passenger cars en the NCAP 
test has greatly irtproved since the program vas initiated in 1979. Substantial 
reductions in m C and chest g's have been documented in NHISA's 1992-93 Reports 
to the Congress [17], [23], [24] and in NHISA presentations at ESV conferences 
during 1983-92 [7], [13], [14], [15], [16]. The studies cited specific changes 
in vehicle structures and occi^ant protection systems that inproved NCAP 
performance. The first six chapters of this report demonstrated statistically 
significant associations between NCAP performance and the fatality risk of belted 
drivers in head-on collisions. Given that NCAP performance irtproved during 1979-
91, and that good NCAP performers have lower fatality risk in actual crashes, it 
is logical to e:q)ect that cars became safer in actual crashes during 1979-91. 
This last chapter estirtates the payoff: the reduction in the actual fatality risk 
of belted drivers in head-on collisions since 1979. (Of course, this report is 
a statistical stucfy and it does not pin down cause and effect. Although it shows 
that cars became safer as NCAP scores irtproved, it does not prove that the NCAP 
program was a stirrulus for each of the vehicle changes that saved lives during 
1979-91. For exarrple. Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standard 208 has been an 
iirportant stiiiulus for safety irrprovements during the NCAP era.) 

In general, the fatality rates of cars of different model years are 
not directly ccttparable. Ihere are two patterns in fatality rates that create 
the delrasion that "cars are getting safer all the time." The overall fatality 
rate per ICQ million vehicle miles has been declining for a long time - e.g., 
fron 5 in 1969 to 3 in 1981 to 2 in 1992. But that inprovanent may primarily 



reflect Icfng-tem changes in driving bdmvior, roadway environments and 
demograjMcs, not crashworthiness. For exanple, pedestrian fatalities, vMch are 
imaffected by inprovements in vdrLcle interior crashworthiness, have declined as 
rapidly as oca^ant fatalities. "Ihe bias fron long-tempopulation trends could 
be avoided by using accident data from a single calendar year and ccnparing the 
fatality rates of cars of two different model years. However, in ai^ single 
calendar year, the cars of earlier model years are older than the late-model 
cars. Because of their drivers' deitiogcaphics and behavior, older cars typically 
accumulate fewer miles, but have more severe crashes; low-severity crashes of old 
cars are often unreported. Ihus, the fatality rate per 100 million miles or per 
100 reported crashes is lower for new cars than for old cars, even if both are 
equally crashworthy. 

A head-on collision between cars of two different model years, 
however, reveals their relative crashworthiness. Both cars are in essaitially 
the same frontal collision, en the same road, in the same year, on the same 
accident report. Ihe behavior of each driver, prior to the inpact, has little 
effect cn vho dies during the inpact. After adjxjstment for differences in car 
weight, driver age and sex (vulnerability to injury), the model year with more 
survivors is more crashworthy. Ihe methods of the preceding ch^ters, losed there 
to catpare good and poor NCAP performers, will now be used to conpare cars of 
different model years. MUSA's 1988 Evaluation of Occupant Protection in Frontal 
Interior Inpact has alreacfy used this method to catpare the fatality risk of cars 
of different model years for unrestrained drivers [19], pp. 111-140. It found 
that cars of model years 1970 through 1984 were about equally crashworthy for 
unrestrained drivers in head-on "collisions. ~ Ihe remainder of this chapter 
studies the trend in fatality risk for belted drivers. 



7.1 Cars vdth late itocjel yearg Trit with early itodel years 

A straightforvrard vay to estinate the iitprovenient in crashvrorthiness 
over time is to stucty- only those collisions vhere a late-nodel car hits an early-
model car. Ihble 7-1 presents seven analyses of the same accident file that vas 
\jsed in Ch^ter 5: collisions of two 1979-91 cars, both of vMch match î ) with 
an NCAP test at level 3A or 4A - i.e., the EARS and NCAP vehicles are of the same 
make-model or true corporate ccusins, and the EARS model year is within the 
"valid" rai^e of the NCAP test (see Sections 2.5 and 3.4). In the first 
analysis, the "early" cars are MY 79-81 and the "late-model" cars are MY 82-91. 
The boundary between "early" and "late" is pushed forward, one year at a time, 
in the subsequent analyses. 

Ihble 7-1 demonstrates. statistically significant inprovOTents in 

crashworthiness for belted drivers in head-on collisions. Eor exanple, the 

second analysis in the table is based on 121 actxjal head-on collisions between 

a model year 1979-82 car and a model year 1983-91 car. This analysis allows a 

ccnparlson of cars built during the first four years of NCAP to subsequent cars, 

where manufacturers have had time to build in safety dirprovanents. In the 121 

older cars, 80 drivers died, vhereas only 69.2 fatalities were e:pected, based 

on car weight, driver age and sex. m the newer cars, there were 61 actxial and 

71.2 ejpected driver fatalities. That is a fatality reduction of 
1 - [(61/80) / (71.2/69.2)] = 26 percent 

for the 1983-91 cars, and it is statistically significant (t for RELEXP is 3.09, 
p < . 001). Fatality reductions greater than 20 percent were also found in the 
first analysis (79-81 vs. 82-91) and the third analysis (79-83 vs. 84-91). When 
the boundary between "early" and "late" is pushed beyond 1983, the fatality 
reduction is diluted, because vehicles with safety irtprovaments are taken out of 



CDLLISKae OF C3®S WriH "LATE" NCDEL YEARS INID CARS WTIH "EARLY" MBEL YEARS: 
EFFECT OF MDVING IHE BOUNDARY BBIWEEN "EARLY" AND "LATE" MXEL YEARS 
(MY 1979-91 cars; both cars natch an NCAP test at level 3A or 4A) 

OcDparisoQ of Seal-World Perfonmnce 

t-* U) 
to 

Deflnltloa of Defdnitlon of N of % Fat Red for Mean Sum T-Test 
"Late"̂  MY Car "Early" MY Car Late MY Car Seleo^ Selej^ for Releĵ ) 

MY 82-91 MY 79-81 98 29.9 -.205 -20.06 3.66 
MY 83-91 MY 79-82 121 25.9 -.174 -21.02 3.09 
MY 84-91 MY 79-83 146 21.3 -.138 -20.11 2.69 
MY 85-91 MY 79-84 177 14.7 -.092 -16.34 1.93 
MY 86-91 MY 79-85 183 9.0 -.055 -10.15 1.15 
MY 87-91 MY 79-86 183 18.8 -.120 -21.97 2.53 
MY 88-91 MY 79-87 143 14.8 -.090 -12.92 1.69 

Mean NCAP Scares and Model Year ("Late" vs. "Early" Car) 

Definition of Definition of HEC Chest G's L Fenur R Fenwr Madel Year 
"Late" MY Car "Early" MY Car Late Early Late Early Late Early Late Early Late Early 

MY 82-91 MY 79-81 858 1029 47.4 55.9 859 942 904 999 86.1 80.0 
MY 83-91 MY 79-82 821 1021 46.4 54.9 905 976 915 1048 86.8 80.6 
MY 84-91 MY 79-83 853 1000 46.2 53.6 902 1004 891 1040 87.0 81.1 
MY 85-91 MY 79-84 872 959 46.5 50.8 956 944 945 983 87.4 82.0 
MY 86-91 MY 79-85 883 943 46.7 50.4 975 926 955 939 87.8 82.6 
MY 87-91 MY 79-86 864 942 47.0 49.5 1022 948 1022 911 88.3 83.2 
MY 88-91 MY 79-87 808 963 47.1 49.1 1014 885 1045 873 89.0 83.7 



t±ie "late" grcxp and placed in the "early" grot?). 

Each of the cars analyzed in laole 7-1 matched up with an case. 
Based en these match-i^s, the lower section of Thble 7-1 cotpares the average 
NCAP performance of the early and late-model cars. (NCAP scores are averaged 
over the various cars on the accident file - i.e., each ITCAP-tested model is, so 
to speak, weighted ty the nuntoer of fatal crashes involving that model.) HIC has 
iitproved from an average of 1029 in 1979-81 cars to 808 in 1988-91 cars; m C was 
reduced from 1030 to the mid-800's in 1982-83, stayed close to that level for the 
next 5 years, and dropped below 800 after 1988. Chest g's were reduced frcm 56 
in 1979-81 to 47 in 1982-91. Mast of the reduction was achieved in the first 4 
or 5 years of NCAP; chest g's have been close to 47 since 1982. Average fotur 
loacSs dropped from about 1000 to 900 in the mid 1980's, but cr^t back to 1000 
in the late 1980's. However, in the second analysis of Taole 7-1, the 121 1983-
91 cars performed substantially better than the 121 1979-82 cars on every NCAP 
parameter. Average HIC declined from 1021 to 821, chest g's frcm 54.9 to 46.4, 
left fstur load from 976 to 905 and right femur load from 1048 to 915. The 
cdtposite NCAP score, NGAPINJ (defined in Section 4.1), declined by a 
statistically significant 0.206 (t = 5.85, p < .0001). 

The preceding analyses were based on cars that matched up with NCAP 
tests: the same data base as in Chapter 5. However, if the objective is merely 
to corpare the crashworthiness of early vs. late-mcdel cars, withcut regard to 
their NCAP performance, it is not necessary to limit the ciata to cars with 
matching NCAP information. In Table 7-2, the analysis has been extended to 
include head-on collision between two 1979-91 cars, with both drivers belted. 
That is a set of 723 collisions (1,446 distinct v^cles) - nearly double the 
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CDLLISIO® OF CARS WTIH "LATE" lODEL YEARS INTO CARS WTIH "EARLY" M3DEL YEARS: 
EFFECT OF MDVING THE BOUNDARY BEIWEEN "EARLY" AND "LATE", MXEL YEARS 

(all MY 1979-91 cars - not necessarily iratching an NCAP test) 

1 Ccqparlson of Real-World Performance 

DefiuLtkcn of 
"Late" MY Car 

Definition of 
"Early" MY Car 

N of 
Crashes 

% Eat Red for 
Late MY Car 

Mean 
Releaqp 

Sum 
Relejqj 

T-Test 
for Rele»p 

MY 82-91 MY 79-81 196 23.0 -.147 -28.80 3.33 

MY 83-91 MY 79-82 241 22.2 -.143 -34.54 3.43 

MY 84-91 MY 79-83 274 20.5 -.130 -35.64 3.30 

MY 85-91 MY 79-84 321 15.6 -.096 -30.94 2.62 

MY 86-91 MY 79-85 321 11.8 -.071 -22.91 1.88 
MY 87-91 

j 
MY 79-86 311 13.5 -.083 -25.68 2.14 

MY 88-91 MY 79-87 248 8.9 -.053 -13.12 1.24 



sartple available for Ibble 7-1. Of course, Ibble 7-2 does not have a "lower 

section" like Tbble 7-1, since NC2\P infonnatian is \jnavailable for rrany. of the 

v ^ c l e s . 

Ihe pattern of fatality reductions in "laDle 7-2 is similar to Ibble 
7-1, with the oscillations smoothed ty the larger saiiple size, m the second 
analysis, the fatality reduction for 1983-91 cars, relative to 1979-82 cars is 
22 percent, and it is statistically significant (t for RELE2CP is 3.43, p < .001). 
The fatality reductions in the first three analyses are over 20 percent, as in 
Table 7-1, and here th^ are all significant at the .001 level. 

7.2 Fatality risk index and average NCAPHSU by model year 

A more generalized analysis of crashworthiness trends over time is 

achieved ty ccnputir^ fatality risk indices for cars of different model year 

groiqps. The procedure'for estimating risk indices was developed in Section 6.1, 

and it was applied in Section 6.2 to conpare the index for cars with good NCAP 

scores vs. cars with poor scores. However, a risk index can be calculated for 

any groip of cars, such as all cars of a specific model year, or a group of model 

years. As in Chapter 6, the data base cortprises all head-on collisions in vMch 

the "case" v^cle of interest is a 1979-91 car that matches ip with an NCAP 

test, vhose driver wore belts, but the "other" v^cle in the crash can be any 

1976-91 passenger car with a belted driver, not necessarily matching with an NCAP 

test (1189 accident reonrds). The actual and expected fatalities are tallied in 

the "case" and "other" vehicle; the fatality risk index is 

100 [ (actual /actual ete) / (ejpectedoa/ejpectedote)] 

One advantage of this approach, unlike the method in Section 7.1, is 



that 1979-91 cars can be partitioned into more than two model-year groips. 

Specifically, case vi^cles are assigned to three model-year groups: 1979-82, 

1983-86 and 1987-91. The initial yeara of NCAP were 1979-82. By 1983-86, 

manufacturers had leadtime to address major deficiencies in the initial ITCAP test 

results. The 1987-91 cars were often equipped with air bags or other autcmatic 

protection. 

In the 280 crashes with a 1979-82 case vehicle, there were 181 driver 
fatalities in the case vehicles, but 166.2 were ejpected. There were 141 
fatalities in the other vehicles (ai^ 1976-91 car with a belted driver), but 
154.0 were expected. The fatality risk index for 1979-82 cars is 

mdex-^ = 100 (181/166.2) / (141/154.0) = 119.0 

The fatality risk index for the 452 1983-86 cars is just 95.0, and the.risk index 

for the 457 1987-91 cars drops to 90.9 (a risk index of 100 corresponds to the 

"average" 1976-91 car on the road with a belted driver). The fatality reduction 

from 1979-82 to 1983-86 is 

1 - (95.0/119.0) = 20 percent 
and it is statistically significant (Z for equal RKTiKXP is 2.60, p < .01). The 
additional fat3lity reduction from 1983-86 to 1987-91 is 4 percent, vhich is not 
st:atistically significant. The net fatality reduction from 1979-82 to 1987-91 
is a statistically significant 24 percent (Z for equal RELE2CP is 3.18, p < .01). 

It is especially interesting to cortpare the trend in the actual 

fatality risk index with the trend in performance. Each of the case 

v^cles in the preceding analysis matched up closely with an ITCAP test and has 

a ccnposite NCAP score, NCAPINJ. The conposite scores are averaged for each of 

the three model-year groups en the accident file (i.e., each NCAP-tested model 



is, so to speak, weighted hy the nuntoer of fatal crashes involving that model). 

Ihe risk indices and average NCAP performance for each model-year groiqp are as 

follows: 

M o d e l Y e a r s 
1979-82 1983-86 1987-91 

Fatality ri^ ind^ in 
actual head-on collisions 119 95 91 

Average value of NCAPINJ .59 .40 .37 

Percent of cars with NCAPINJ >0.6 49 14 9 

Average m C 1052 915 827 
Average chest g's 54.9 46.8 46.5 
Average left femur load 928 883 1002 
Average right fatur load 1079 784 1018 

The trends in the actual fatality risk and the average value of ITCAPINJ are 
almost identical. The risk index decreased fron 119 in model years 1979-82 to 
95 in 1983-86, to 91 in 1987-91, a large reduction followed hy a much smaller 
reduction. In parallel, N2APINJ greatly inproved fron an average of .59 in model 
years 1979-82 to .40 in 1983-86, with an additional, modest inprovement to .37 
in 1987-91. The percentage of cars with poor NCAP performance (NCAPINJ > 0.6, 
a yardstick established in Chapters 5 and 6) also took a big drop, from 49 
percent in 1979-82 to 14 percent in 1983-86, followed fcy a small drop to 9 
percent in 1987-91. As discussed in Sections 4.1 and 5.8, NCAPINJ is the 
weighted sum of logistic injxrry probabilities for the head, chest and fsturs that 
has maxiiaim correlation with fatality risk in the set of head-on collisions vhere 
both cars match an NCAP test at the '3A or 4A level.' However, other weighted 
(or unweighted) sums had almost equally high correlations on this data set, ard, 
in sate cases, higher correlations en other data sets. Vlhile NCAPINJ nicely 



portrays the trend of inproved ITCAP perfontance, other weighted (or \anweighted) 

suras will show quite similar trends. Average HIC was substantially reduced frm 

1979-82 to 1983-86, and again from 1983-86 to 1987-91. Chest g's were greatly' 

reduced fron 1979-82 to 1983-86, but stayed about the same after that. The 

average feitur loads did not change much during 1979-91. 

Figure 7-1 gr^ihs the actual fatality risk index, fcy model year, fron 
1979 to 1991 (data grouped into two-model-year cohorts, to smooth the results). 
Figure 7-2 graphs the average value of NCAPINJ, and Figure 7-3, the percentage 
of cars with NCAPINJ > 0.6, by model year frcm 1979 to 1991. "Ihe three figures 
have nearly identical patterns: little, if ai^, irrprovement from 1979 to 1981; 
inpressive reductions from 1982 to 1984; leveling off after 1984, with a possible 
trend of further irrprovements after 1988. 

As in the preceding section, the cotputaticn of risk indices does not 
have to be limited to case vehicles vhich closely match an NCAP test, but can be 
extended to all 1979-91 cars that collided head-on with a 1976-91 car, with both 
drivers belted. "That has the advantage of extending the saitple size fron 1189 
to 1632 vehicles, although, without the NCAP matches, the trend in risk indices 
cannot be corpared with the trend in NCAPINJ. The risk indices in this extended 
sairple are about the same as in the preceding analysis: 

m 1979-82 
Mf 1983-86 
m 1987-91 

3A/4A Matches 
N Risk mdex 

280 119.0 

452 95.0 -
457 90.9 

Extended Sanple 

N Risk Index 

425 117.5 

610 96.5 

597 92.6 



FIGURE 7-1: EAIMjITY RISK INDEX IN ACIUMJ HEAD-CN OOLLISiaSIS, BY MBEL YEAR 
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FIGURE 7-2: AVERACS W I ® OF NCAPINJ, BY M3DEL YEAR 
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FIGURE 7-3: PERCENT OF C3«S VJTIH NCftPINJ > 0.6, BY MXEL YEAR 
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The fatality reduction from 1979-82 to 1983-86 is a statistically significant 18 

percent (Z for equal REIEXP is 2.69, p < .01). The additional fatality reduction 

frcm 1983-86 to 1987-91 is a nonsignificant 4 percent. The net fatality 

reduction from 1979-82 to 1987-91 is a statistically significant 21 percent (Z 

for equal RELEXP is 3.29, p < .001), slightly less than the 24 percent in the 

preceding analysis. 

7.3 Cctrparison of the NCAPINJ and model-year effects 
The principal finding in Chapters 4-6 is that cars with good NCAP 

perfonrance are about 20 percent safer in head-on collisions than cars with poor 
NCAP perfomence. The principal finding here is that late-model cars are 
likewise about 20 percent safer than early-model cars. These two findings don't 
quite "add Although late-model cars have, en the average, substantially 

better NCAP perfontance than earlier models, the late models are not all "good" 
and the early models are certainly not all "poor." Thus, the 20 percent fatality 
reduction for late models cannot be fully e3<plained by the 20 percent fatality 
reduction for good vs. poor NCAP perfontance. There has been sane "residual" 
inprovanent, during 1979-91, vMch is not "explained" by a caipDsite score such 
as NCAPHSU, or by other variables derived fron NCAP scores. The three ranaining 
analyses of this ch^ter catpare the fatality reductions associated with NCAPINJ 
and the "residual" model-year effect. 

An inportant reminder; the analyses that follow describe statistical 
associations, not cause-and-effect relationships. The portion of the 1979-91 
fatality reduction "attributable to the reduction of NCAPINJ" is not necessarily 
"caused by NCAP." The "r^idual" reduction is not necessarily "caused by factors 
other than NCAP." Just because a vehicle change reduced NCAP scores does not 



prove that it was iitplanented purely in response to Conversely, if a 

vehicle change inproves actual safety withcut having nuch of an effect on NCAP 

scores, that does not prove that it was unrelated to NCAP: manufacturers usually 

don't know, in advance, exactly how a vi^cle change will affect scores; this 

change might have been motivated, in part, ty a hcpe that NCAP scores would 

inprove. No claim is made here to include gr excl\ade any portion of the actual 

fatality reduction as "lives saved ty the NCAP program." 

Chapter 5 demonstrated that vAien a car with "good" NCAP scores hits 

a car with "poor" scores, the "good" cars have a significant safety advantage. 

However, most of the cotpariscns in Ch^ter 5 showed that the "good" NCAP 

performers also had a later model year, on the average, than the "poor" 

performers. For exanple, in Tbble 5-1, the average model year of cars with 

NCAPINJ < 0.6 was 85.8, and the average model year of cars with NCAPINJ > 0.6 was 

83.1. The first analysis asks viiether the fatality reduction for good NCAP 

scores exists independently of model year, or vhether it is merely an artifact 

of the better NCAP performers being more recent cars. 

The caparisons in Chapter 5 did not place any limits en the relative 
model years of the two cars in the head-on collisions. The data included some 
crashes in vAiich one car might have been 10 or even 12 years older than the 
other. Tbble 7-3 limits two of the Chapter 5 caparisons to subsets of head-cn 
collisions in vhich the model years of the two cars are close to one another. 
In the subsaple of 61 collisions of a car with NCAPINJ < 0.6 into a car with 
NCAPINJ > 0.6 in vhich -5 < Myooco " Mypoc® ̂  3, the fatality reduction for the 
good NCAP performers is 32 percent, vhich is statistically significant (t for 
RELEXP is 3.03, p < .01) and, in fact, slightly higher than the 26 percent 



CDLLISICNS OF CMiS WTIH "GOCD" NCAP SCORES INTO WITH "POOR" SCORES 
WHERE THE "QOCD" MJD "POOR" CKRS HAVE SIMILRR MXEL YEARS 

Ocnparison of Real-Wbrld Perfdnmnce 

Definltlca of 
a "Good" Car 

NCAPINJ < .6 
and -5 < dyCfoocm 

Definition of 
a "Poor" Car 

NCAPINJ > .6 
- MSfrooR) < 3 

HIC<900 AND 
Chest g's < 56 AND 
L Faair < 1400 AND 
R Femur < 1400 AND 
DfR Faoir < 2400 

and -5 < (RCfoooD " M5fiooR 

IOC® 

HIC > 1300 OR 
Chest g's > 60 OR 
L Faoir > 1700 OR 
R Femur > 1700 OR 
L+R Fetur > 2700 

) < 5 

N of 
Crashes 

61 

93 

% Fat Red 
for Good Car 

.32.1 

Mean 
Rele}^ 

-.238 

Sum 
Relesp 

-14.53 

T-Test 
for Releiq) 

3.03 

23.3 -.137 -12.76 2.27 

Car Weight, Driver Age, Sex and Model Year ("Good" vs. "Poor" Car) 

Definition of 
a "Good" Car 

Definition of 
a "Poor" Car 

Avg Weight 
Good Poor 

Avg Age 
Good Poor 

% Female 
Good Poor 

Model Year 
Good Poor 

NCAPINJ < .6 NCAPINJ > .6 
and -5 < (M5faooD " MyRX®) < 3 2909 2864 43.5 41.8 46 46 84.6 84.6 

HIC < .900 AND 
Chest g's < 56 AND 
L Farur < 1400 AND 
R Fenur < 1400 AND 
L+R Fenur < 2400 

HIC > 1300 OR 
Chest g's > 60 OR 
L Femur > 1700 OR 
R Farur > 1700 OR 
L+R Fatur > 2700 

and -5 < (IXCfcooD " Myrooft) < 5 2898 2740 43.2 41.9 48 35 85.5 85.6 



fatality reduction in the unrestricted saitple of 117 collisions (see Table 5-1). 

The range of allowable model years, -5 < MJTaoaj - Myroc» < 3, serves to equalize 
the average model year of the good and poor performers at 84.6. In the 
subsartple of 93 collisions of a car vnth low HIC, chest g's and fenur load into 
a car with high HIC, chest g's or fenur load in vMch -5 < MSfcxx® - Mypoc« 5, 
the fatality reduction for the good performers is a statistically significant 23 
percent (t for RELEXP is 2.07, p < .05), vMch is almost identical to the 21 
percent reduction in the unrestricted saitple of 118 cases (see laDle 5-9). Ihe 
last line of lable 7-3 shows that the "good" and "poor" NCAP performers have 
nearly identical average model years. Hius, the strong association between NCAP 
performance and actual fatality risk exists independently of the model year. 

Conversely, the second analysis searches for a model year effect 

independent of NCAPINJ. In Section 6.2, fatality risk indices were ccnputed for 

case vehicles with NCAPINJ < 0.6 and NCAPINJ > 0.6; in Section 7.2, for late-

model and early-model cars. But a risk index can be calculated for ary group of 

case vehicles, including groups defined by their NCAP performance ai^ model 

years: 

NCAPINJ 
ISadel 
Years 

N of Risk 
Index 

< 0.6 1979-82 

1983-91 

144 

807 

111.2 
91.1 

> 0 . 6 1979-82 
1983-91 

136 

102 
128.0 
109.2 

Ihe effect of NCAPINJ and the "residual" effect of model year are both strong and 



nearly independent in these risk indices. Ccntrolling for lO^INJ <0.6, the 
late-model cars are almost 20 percent safer than the early-model cars. 
Controlling for NCAPINJ >0.6, the late-model cars again have close to 20 percent 
lower risk indices than the early model cars. In other words, there is a 
consistent "residual" model year effect, after controlling for NCAPINJ. But 
these risk indices also show a consistent effect close to 20 percent for NCAPINJ 
within model year groups: e.g., for 1979-82 cars, the good NCAP performers had 
a risk index of 111, and the poor performers, 128. The "N of CSses" colxjmn shows 
a dramatic shift frati poor to good NCAP performance in the late-model cars. 
Thus, the net reduction in the risk index for late-model cars is associated with 
shift from poor to good NCAP performance plus a "residual" model-year effect. 

Ihe third analysis catpares, in statistical terms, the relative 
"strength" of the NCAPINJ effect and the residual model-year effect in the file 
of 392 head-on collisions vAiere both cars match with an NCAP test at level 3A 
or 4A. In Section 4.3, it was shown that DELNGAP = NCAPINJ,^ - NCAPINJ^ has 
a strongly significant correlation with RELEXP, actual safety performance 
relative to eĵ jectations; the Pearrson correlation coefficient was .166 (p = .001, 
N = 392). Hcfwever, if another variable, DEIMY = - is defined on that 
file, it also has a significant correlation of -.133 with RELEXP (p = .008). In 
other words the net correlation of model year with actual fatality risk is 
significant. But if DELNCAP and DEIMf are g-itmitaneously entered as independent 
variables in a linear regression, with RELiEXP as the dependent variable, the 
regression equation is 

RELESCP = .036 + .23 DELNCAP - .0148 DELMf 
.Ihe.coefficient-for-DELNCAP-is statistically significant at the .01 level (t = 
2.78), vAiereas the coefficient for DELWy is barely significant at the .05 level 



(t = 1.96). That suggests the association of lOPHSU with fatality risk is 
strong, while the residual association of model year with fatality risk, after 
controlling for NGAPINJ, is not quite as strong. 
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